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Applying the term overdiagnosis to cancer reflects a 
conceptual shift in thinking about cancer as a neoplas-
tic proliferation based on histopathological criteria to 
a disease that, if left untreated, becomes symptomatic 
and results in morbidity or death.1-3 During the past 
decade, select cancers — correctly diagnosed histo-
logically as cancer — would have gone undetected 
during a patient’s life (ie, remained clinically silent) if 
it were not for screening programs. The most robust 
evidence for overdiagnosis comes from randomized 
clinical trials of cancer screening and observational 
studies. For some cancers, the results of randomized 
trials have revealed no compensatory decrease in 
cause-specific mortality rates among a screened cohort 
of patients.1 Observational studies complement these 
findings, demonstrating a rapid rise in cancer diagno-
ses after screening programs are instituted without any  
long-term change in cancer-specific mortality rates.3 

The notion that early detection will lead to early 
treatment and reduced rates of cancer-specific mortal-
ity is intuitively appealing. Although this ideal does 
occur with some cancers like colon and cervical can-
cer, this is not universally the case. In industrialized 
countries, the overdiagnosis phenomenon involves 
mostly prostate, breast, renal, and thyroid cancers.1 
Given that these seemingly counterintuitive findings 
may be at odds with compelling anecdotes of success, 
the discussion about cancer screening has become 
controversial.4-7 

Overdiagnosis arises because cancer screening un-
covers a reservoir of indolent tumors that would have 
otherwise gone unnoticed throughout life. Early detec-
tion of either nonprogressive or slow-growing cancer 
gets caught up in this net, which is larger if precur-
sor lesions and in situ neoplasia are factored into the 
screening process. For select patients, death from other 
causes will occur during the period of cancer inexpres-
sion. Because of tumor latencies and competing risks 
of mortality, some patients screened for cancer are sub-
ject to the costs and adverse events of treatment with-
out any prospect of benefit. 

However, the conundrum of overdiagnosis in-
volves applying this epidemiological perspective to in-
dividual patients. At the time of screening diagnosis, 
it may be impossible to distinguish persons with in-
dolent, nonprogressive lesions from those with poten-
tially lethal cancers. The problem of overdiagnosis has 
surfaced in ophthalmology before but not as the result 

of epidemiological sleuthing and certainly not in the 
context of screening programs. Claims of overdiagno-
sis were raised because there was a sense of incongrui-
ty between the lesions observed under the microscope 
and the commensurate treatments. A few examples il-
lustrating this phenomenon are offered. 

Beginning in the late 1930s, Reese8-11 solidified 
the idea of conjunctival melanosis as a precursor le-
sion to conjunctival melanoma. He distinguished it 
from congenital melanosis and termed it precancerous 
melanosis.8-11 Acknowledging that its progression to 
melanoma is often protracted, Reese8-11 estimated that 
approximately 17% of cases of precancerous melanosis 
become cancerous (ie, conjunctival melanoma) within 
5 years and that conjunctiva melanoma had a mortality 
rate of at least 40%.Based on clinical and pathological 
observations, he favored orbital exenteration for some 
early stages of melanosis when it appeared flat.7,9,11 Few 
ophthalmologists were as influential in establishing 
practice guidelines as Reese, and few pathologists had 
much proficiency in interpreting findings on conjuncti-
val biopsies as he did.  

By 1966, Zimmerman12 accumulated consider-
able experience with conjunctival melanosis treated by 
radical surgery. He grew concerned that orbital exen-
teration might not be justified for some cases of pre-
cancerous melanosis because, to him, the histological 
findings suggested low potential for aggressive growth 
or distant metastasis.12 He proposed a method for 
evaluating acquired melanosis based on conjunctival 
biopsy that stratified risk for melanoma progression.12 
This strategy was formally presented by Zimmerman13 
about a decade later.

Folberg et al14,15 would later introduce new ter-
minology for conjunctival intraepithelial melanocytic 
neoplasia (ie, primary acquired melanosis with and 
without atypia) and then test the prognostic capa-
bilities of different histopathological variables. These 
studies tempered the role that radical surgery played in 
the management of acquired conjunctival melanosis by 
introducing a means of gauging the likelihood of pro-
gression.14,15  

Jakobiec and Silbert16 perceived a similar challenge 
with the overdiagnosis of iris melanoma. They used a 
retrospective, clinicopathological study to test their hy-
pothesis and then published their results in 1981 with 
the provocative title “Are Most Iris `Melanomas’ Really 
Nevi?:”16 Just as Zimmerman12,13 had emphasized that 
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the diagnosis of precancerous melanosis inflated the 
risk of cancer in the minds of clinicians, Jakobiec and 
Silbert16 believed taxonomy obstructing effective com-
munication. Seldom have charges of cancer overdiag-
nosis been so unambiguously stated. 

The dilemma of how best to classify indolent, 
melanocytic tumors of the iris did not simply materi-
alize. Inadequacies with the classification of melano-
cytic tumors of the uveal tract had been known since 
the 1960s, which is when it was realized that the orig-
inal system developed in 1931 by Callender17 did not 
include nevus (Table).18-20 In 1978, McClean et al18,19 
addressed this oversight by studying 105 spindle A 
melanomas of the choroid and ciliary body that had 
already been histologically diagnosed by expert con-
sultants. After reviewing each case, they found that  
15 cases (14.3%) of spindle A melanomas were actual-
ly cytologically benign nevi.18,19 Among this group, no 
evidence existed of spread or tumor-related death.18,19 
Another 75 tumors (71.4%) were diagnosed as spin-
dle cell melanomas based on cytological features.18,20 
They consisted of mixtures of spindle A and B mela-
nocytes, and they had a prognosis similar to those pre-
viously reported as spindle B melanoma.18,20 Another  
15 tumors (14.3%) contained some proportion of epi-
thelioid melanocytes and had a prognosis similar to a 
mixed-cell type.18 These cases were accordingly reclas-
sified as mixed-cell type melanomas.18 The so-called 
“classic” spindle A melanocyte fell along a cytologi-
cal spectrum, and it could be found in both nevi and 
spindle melanomas.20 The authors recommended that 
choroidal and ciliary body nevus be added to the spec-
trum of diagnoses and that the distinction between 
spindle A and B types of melanomas be dropped  
(see Table).18,20 

The approach to testing the perception of the 
overdiagnoses of cancer and precancer that these in-
vestigators took was similar. Based on histopathologi-
cal observations, they proposed improved means of 
predicting clinical behavior and then tested those al-
gorithms against clinical outcomes retrospectively ob-

tained. In each situation, pilot studies supported their 
premises of overdiagnosis. However, uncommon can-
cers with prolonged clinical courses are difficult to 
study. Nonetheless, the boundary between indolent 
and aggressive neoplasia examined by these investiga-
tors must always be scrutinized in order to improve di-
agnostic precision.  

These examples emphasize a critical difference be-
tween the overdetection of cancer, related to excessive 
cancers found in screening programs, and overdiagno-
sis, which applies to pathologically verified cancers (or 
in situ disease) of an indolent type.3 These overdiagno-
ses are not the result of misdiagnoses; rather, the diag-
noses satisfied the standards for precancerous melano-
sis, iris melanoma, and spindle A choroidal and ciliary 
body melanoma that existed at the time. What was in 
dispute was whether the diagnostic categories were 
too broad, harboring lesions with little propensity for 
growth or metastatic spread and no risk of death.  

Epidemiological deduction provides a belated de-
fense against overdiagnosis, but this safeguard is ill 
suited for uncommon cancers or ones not subject to 
screening programs like those in and around the eye. 
However, the legacy of overdiagnosis of ocular and 
ocular adnexal cancers may unconsciously linger in 
the minds of many clinicians, possibly explaining the 
intensity with which ocular oncologists have critiqued 
new systems of cancer staging.21 Ever since the seventh 
edition of the American Joint Committee on Cancer 
Staging System was published,21 a flurry of studies has 
assessed the updated algorithms.22-26 Although most 
have found that the modifications are based on sound 
evidence and are thusly improved, some already antici-
pate supplementing them with new technologies.27

Establishing the interface of benign and malig-
nant and indolent and aggressive cancers has been 
the province of anatomical pathologists for a century, 
but this jurisdiction is yielding to molecular “patholo-
gists” who have at their disposal the genetic makeup 
of tumors from which to work. The genetic signatures 
of primary ocular cancers (eg, retinoblastoma, uveal 

Table. — Histological Classification of Choroidal and Ciliary Body Melanomas

Original Grouping17 Modified Classification18-20 Comment
Melanocytic nevus Callender17 did not consider benign category 

Spindle A–type melanoma Spindle cell melanoma Not synonymous with nevus

Spindle B–type melanoma Spindles A and B–type melanocytes commonly 
found together 

Epithelioid-type melanoma Epithelioid type Worse prognosis

Mixed spindle- and epithelioid-type melanoma Mixed spindle- and epithelioid-type melanoma Prognosis falls between spindle and  
epithelioid types of melanoma

Fascicular pattern melanoma Spindle cell melanoma Similar outcome as spindle cell  
melanoma

Necrotic melanoma Necrotic melanoma Tumors too necrotic to classify 
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melanoma) may forecast risk with greater reliability 
and precision than before and also provide insights 
into targeted therapies.27,28

In conclusion, timely, accurate diagnosis and the 
ability to forecast the behavior of malignancy are the 
goals of clinical practice and are central themes run-
ning through papers in this issue of Cancer Control. 
Clinical decision-making in ocular oncology may con-
tinue to rely on histopathological parsing to minimize 
overdiagnosis, but predicting the biological behavior 
of cancer will increasingly depend on molecular-based 
strategies as we look toward the future. 

Curtis E. Margo, MD
Department of Pathology and Cell Biology 
Department of Ophthalmology
University of South Florida Morsani College of Medicine
Tampa, Florida
cmargo@health.usf.edu
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Genomic, analytical, and sequencing  

technologies are a critical step toward  

use of targeted therapies for select  

patients with high-risk uveal melanoma.

Assessing Prognosis in Uveal Melanoma
Zélia M. Corrêa, MD, PhD

Photo courtesy of Lynn E. Harman, MD. Virgin River Gorge.

Background: Because uveal melanoma is the most common primary malignant intraocular tumor in adults 
and carries a significant risk of metastases, which are mostly unresponsive to available systemic therapy, 
researchers have been searching for prognostic indicators to identify patients at increased risk for developing 
such metastasis. 
Methods: The purpose of this study is to describe recent advances in prognostic testing of patients with uveal 
melanoma and the impact of these advances on the management of uveal melanoma. The relevant, peer-
reviewed literature as extracted and then further reviewed for scientific content. 
Results: Demographic characteristics, clinical, and histopathological features alone are inadequate for pre-
dicting metastatic risk in individual patients with uveal melanoma. Some research has shown that cytogenetic 
abnormalities and principally transcriptomic features of tumor cells can independently predict high risk for 
uveal melanoma metastatic spread. Gene expression profiling of uveal melanoma cells may be accurate and 
biologically informative for molecular prognostication. Methods for detecting chromosomal gains and losses 
have predictive value but require additional clinical and cytological information. The latest step in the evolu-
tion of molecular testing has been the discovery of major driver mutations for possible use in targeted therapy.
Conclusions: Assay validation, quality control, and interpretation of results are essential for the reliability 
and reproducibility of these tests. Although these prognostic tests have improved the ability to identify patients 
at increased risk for developing metastasis, their use has not changed the management of uveal melanoma. 
However, genomic, analytical, and sequencing technologies will provide a critical step toward useful targeted 
therapies for patients with high-risk uveal melanoma.

Introduction
Uveal melanoma is the most common primary, malig-

nant intraocular tumor in adults and carries a signifi-
cant risk for metastasis that is typically unresponsive 
to available systemic therapy, so researchers have been 
searching for prognostic indicators to identify patients 
with an increased risk for developing such metasta-
sis.1,2 Previously identified factors indicative of poor 
prognosis include older age at presentation, male sex, 
large tumor size (basal diameter and thickness), scler-
al invasion and/or extraocular extension, presence of 
ocular or oculodermal melanocytosis, ciliary body in-
volvement, epithelioid cells, high values of the mean 
diameter of the 10 largest nucleoli, higher microvas-
cular density, vascular mimicry patterns, tumor-infil-
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trating lymphocytes and macrophages, high mitotic 
activity, high expression of insulin-like growth factor 1 
receptor, and high expression of class 1/2 HLA.2-9 How-
ever, none of these factors are accurate enough to be 
used across the entire spectrum of uveal melanoma. 

The challenge clinicians and researchers face is the 
ability to accurately identify high-risk patients so as to 
further detect the (micro) metastasizing cells at an ear-
ly phase — possibly a prerequisite for proper patient 
selection in future therapeutic interventions.

Methods
The purpose of this study is to describe the recent ad-
vances in prognostic testing of patients with uveal mel-
anoma and how these advances are being applied in 
clinical practice. A search of the peer-reviewed litera-
ture was performed, and relevant articles were identi-
fied and carefully reviewed for scientific content and 
relevance. The author critically reviewed these publica-
tions and summarized the most up-to-date information 
related to prognostic testing for uveal melanoma.

Several reports have been published about the 
clinical and histological factors associated with the 
development of metastasis in patients with uveal 
melanoma, and peer-reviewed publications discuss-
ing the prognosis of patients with uveal melanoma 
date as early as 1948.10 This review article will focus 
on publications since 1990, for which recent advances 
in prognostic testing of patients with uveal melanoma 
are reported when the implications of a gain or loss of 
specific chromosomes in these tumors were first real-
ized.

Results 
After relying for several decades on demographical, 
clinical, and histopathological features to provide a 
prognostic estimate for uveal melanoma, and after re-
alizing our limited rate of accuracy for predicting out-
comes in individual patients, the research focus shifted 
toward chromosomal and cytogenetic indicators of 
metastatic risk in uveal melanoma, following the trend 
of other cancers.11,12

Early studies of karyotype analysis used fluores-
cence in situ hybridization (FISH) and comparative 
genomic hybridization (CGH). Through karyotype 
analysis, Prescher et al13 discovered that monosomy 
3 and increased copies of chromosome 8q were com-
monly found in uveal melanoma. Thus, the associa-
tion between uveal melanoma with monosomy 3 and 
chromosome 8q gain and the development of metas-
tasis has been known for a long time.14 

The loss of 1 chromosome 3 was also proven to be 
part of a 2-step mutation mechanism for the inactiva-
tion of BAP1, a tumor suppressor gene.15 Concomitant 
loss of chromosomes 1p and 3 has a stronger correla-
tion with metastasis.16 The association with chromo-

some 8q gain was also shown to be less significant 
than for monosomy of chromosome 3 and than either 
one of them separately.17 Gain of chromosome 8 or ac-
quisition of an isochromosome 8q may be a later event 
in the setting of uveal melanoma and is seen in both 
low- and high-risk uveal melanoma.17 Gain of isochro-
mosome 8q is more frequently associated with metas-
tasis when it is accompanied by chromosome 8p loss 
(so-called isochromosome 8q).16 This frequently oc-
curs in tumors that have lost a copy of chromosome 
3, and it is considered an independent prognostic fac-
tor of progressive disease.17 Chromosome 6p abnor-
mality was predictive of a more favorable outcome.18 
Uveal melanomas with gain of chromosome 6p may 
represent a separate group of tumors with an alterna-
tive genetic pathway in carcinogenesis, because gain 
of chromosome 6p is frequently found in tumors with 
disomy 3.19,20 Other chromosomal abnormalities have 
also been detected in uveal melanoma; however, they 
often lead to contradictory results regarding the prog-
nostic impact.21 

Although FISH has been used to detect these ab-
normal chromosomal gains and losses, it is a low-res-
olution technique associated with many false-negative 
and false-positive results, so its prognostic utility has 
been limited.22,23 Schouten et al24 described the multi-
plex ligation–dependent probe amplification (MLPA) 
that can be used for detecting the relative quantities of 
as many as 40 different DNA sequences. Array CGH 
and MLPA have higher rates of accuracy than FISH but 
are limited by intratumoral genetic heterogeneity and 
an inability to detect isodisomy 3 (tumor cells are func-
tionally monosomy 3 but have duplicated the diseased 
copy of the chromosome).23 Molecular classification 
based on gene-expression profiling (GEP) of posterior 
uveal melanoma has also been shown to be superior 
to FISH and array CGH for detecting monosomy 3 and 
other chromosomal abnormalities, as well as the clini-
copathological prognostic factors for predicting metas-
tasis in uveal melanoma.25,26

Multiplex Ligation–Dependent Probe  
Amplification
MLPA is an assay that analyzes the gain and loss of 
chromosomal material.24 Through the reaction, de-
natured genomic DNA is mixed with probes for the 
specific target genes of interest. MLPA is sensitive 
and sequence specific for detecting changes in DNA 
copy numbers, detecting deletions and amplifications 
of single exons. MLPA can be performed on fresh,  
snap-frozen, formalin-fixed, paraffin-embedded tissue 
samples, although fresh and snap-frozen samples have 
been reported to yield more reliable results.27 

Use of MLPA for posterior uveal melanoma tis-
sue was described by a group of researchers led by 
Damato et al3 and Coupland et al.21 Their initial re-
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search analyzed uveal melanoma tissue samples from 
73 patients.3,21 MLPA can detect chromosomal abnor-
malities that correlated with metastatic death, most 
importantly loss of chromosome 3 and gain of chro-
mosomal material on 8q.28 A larger subsequent study 
showed that losses of chromosomes 1p and 3 and gain 
of chromosome 8q correlated with increased rates of 
mortality, whereas gain in chromosome 6p correlated 
with improved rates of survival.29 MLPA also provided 
prognostic information related to chromosomal aber-
rations in patients with uveal melanomas, and the au-
thors reported that their results correlated with the 
clinicopathological features of the tumors.29 However, 
although the results of MLPA provided accurate prog-
noses in this study, the modality did not offer discrimi-
natory stratification of cases as robust as that seen with 
GEP testing.29 In addition, the estimation of metastatic 
risk using MLPA requires the clinician to order the test, 
carefully interpret its complex report, and add clinico-
pathological features to improve its rate of accuracy.30 
The intratumor genetic heterogeneity of posterior uve-
al melanoma has also been studied with MLPA using 
formalin-fixed, paraffin-embedded tumor tissues.31 Re-
searchers found that 25% of the studied tumors were 
homogeneous; consequently, they found that hetero-
geneity causes equivocal results on MLPA and may im-
pair the rate of accuracy of their results.31  

In retrospective studies, MLPA results reportedly 
correlate well with the development of metastasis and 
the survival rate of patients with posterior uveal mel-
anoma; however, the test has not been prospectively 
validated in a multicenter clinical trial.4,28,30 This test is 
now commercially available. 

Gene Expression Profile 
GEP can be used for the rapid detection of the up-
regulation or down-regulation of select genes in a tis-
sue sample.26 The technique involves isolating RNA 
from a tissue sample followed by its conversion to 
complementary DNA, whose targets are subsequent-
ly hybridized to gene chips, and microarray analysis 
is performed. Onken et al26 demonstrated that uveal 
melanomas could be divided into 2 distinct prognostic 
classes that predict a person’s death from metastasis. 
The authors initially identified 62 genes that showed 
distinct aberrant expression patterns in the studied 
samples.26 When the authors combined their findings 
with the clinical outcome of patients, the up-regulation 
or down-regulation of specific gene clusters identified 
by the GEP assay enabled this stratification scheme to 
predict metastatic risk.26 Class 1 tumors generally have 
the clinical and pathological features known to be as-
sociated with decreased metastatic risk, such as the 
presence of spindle cells, whereas class 2 tumors gen-
erally have more aggressive clinical and pathological 
features such as epithelioid cells.26 

Subsequently, a multicenter prospective study 
was conducted to develop and later validate a 15-gene 
polymerase chain reaction–based assay that could dis-
cern between class 1 and class 2 tumors.32,33 This mul-
ticenter validation ensured that this test would yield 
equally reliable results in different settings and that the 
results would strongly correlate with rates of survival 
and metastasis development.33 Since then, this test has 
become commercially available for routine use in clini-
cal practice and has been adopted by several national 
and international centers.34  

The assay examines the expression patterns of  
12 class-discriminating genes identified by the pre-
vious analysis and 3 control genes shown to be un-
changed in uveal melanomas.26 When compared with 
monosomy 3 and the clinicopathological features of 
the tumor, GEP demonstrated superior rates of accu-
racy at predicting the risk of metastatic disease in pa-
tients with uveal melanoma.25 Since the development 
of the assay, class 1 tumors have been further subdivid-
ed in classes 1A and B.34 The 5-year rates of metastatic 
risk have been estimated to be approximately 2% for 
class 1A tumors, 21% for class 1B tumors, and 72% for 
class 2 tumors.35 CGH, FISH, and MLPA provide static 
measurements of structural chromosomal changes, 
whereas GEP detects a dynamic RNA signature of the 
tumor microenvironment.16 This fact may explain why 
this test has been shown to be the most robust prog-
nostic test for uveal melanoma available.32-34,36-38  

Although subdividing class 1 tumors has been 
helpful in stratifying the very-low-risk patients (class 
1A tumors) from the medium-risk patients (class 1B tu-
mors), this system lacks discrimination compared with 
the prior system of 2 classes.39 PRAME was recently 
identified as the most significant predictor of metasta-
sis in patients with class 1 tumors.40 Incorporating this 
biomarker should further improve the accuracy rate of 
the GEP test.

However, several points must be considered re-
garding the GEP test, as well as any others looking at 
genetic and transcriptomic features of tumors. Most 
importantly, any tissue sample can be tested and will 
originate a result (even if with a low-confidence rate). 
Some authors have misinterpreted the purpose of 
GEP, erroneously employing it in nonmelanoma speci-
mens.41,42 It is important to emphasize that MLPA and 
GEP are prognostic in nature and not diagnostic. Al-
though some have claimed that use of GNAQ/GNA11 
mutations ensures that a tumor is uveal melanoma, at 
least 15% of uveal melanomas do not have this muta-
tion.43 Rather, the proper diagnostic approach of any 
tumor (including uveal melanoma) is by histopathol-
ogy or cytopathology.36 

Another important fact is that the GEP assay can 
be performed in paraffin-fixed tissue, but tumor-cell 
procurement for this test is best obtained by fine nee-
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dle aspiration biopsy at the time of plaque implanta-
tion or immediately following enucleation of the eye 
containing the tumor.35 The tumor aspirate is flushed 
in an RNA-stabilizing buffer solution and then frozen 
until the time the assay is performed.33 

An advantage of this test is that it requires a mini-
mal amount of cells to generate a result. A single-cen-
ter study of 159 tumoral samples obtained via biopsy 
showed that the obtained tumor aspirate was insuf-
ficient for GEP in a single case (0.6%) compared with  
34 cases (21.9%) that had an insufficient aspirate for cy-
tology diagnosis.36 In cases of very small uveal mela-
noma, a heterogeneous genetic make-up may limit this 
result (and likely any other test result) in samples yield-
ed by needle aspiration in select patients.31,44 

A study performed during the early development 
of the current 15-gene test — before it was commer-
cially available — showed discordance of GEP clas-
sification in a few cases of very small uveal melano-
mas sampled at 2 distinct sites.44 Overall, discordant 
results were seen in 7.5% of the tested cases compared 
with up to 75% of tested cases for which MLPA find-
ings showed tumor heterogeneity.31 That early study 
of GEP concluded that the tumor samples obtained 
via biopsy from a single site have a small likelihood of 
prognostic misclassification (and more likely in thin-
ner tumors [< 3.5 mm in thickness]); therefore, the 
authors recommended taking this information into 
account when advising patients with smaller tumors 
about their prognosis.44 

Newer genomic sequencing technologies have also 
allowed us a more rapid understanding of the molec-
ular landscape of posterior uveal melanoma.45 In ad-
dition, the GEP assay (and other prognostic tests) for 
uveal melanoma have provided opportunities for early 
detection in patients at high risk of metastasis, thus sig-
nificantly changing how patients with uveal melanoma 
are clinically monitored.35 

Mutational Profiling
Although it is not as useful in the prognostication of 
patients, detection of specific mutations in uveal mela-
noma has the potential to improve therapeutic options 
for metastatic disease in the future. Through a search 
for mutations in the oncogenic mitogen-activated pro-
tein kinase (MAPK)/extracellular signal-regulated ki-
nase pathway (ERK), Onken et al46 first identified the 
GNAQ mutation in approximately 50% of uveal mela-
noma samples. A mutation in GNAQ was detected in 
samples of posterior uveal melanoma at all of the 
stages of malignant progression, indicating that such a 
mutation may play a role in the initial development of 
the tumor.46 Mutations in GNA11 were also sufficient 
to induce metastases in a mouse model, so research-
ers concluded that mutations in GNAQ and GNA11 af-
fect a critical oncogenic signaling cascade to affect the 

metastatic potential of tumors.43 However, this find-
ing has been questioned because GNAQ and GNA11 
mutations in humans result in a benign nevus unless 
accompanied by further genetic events such as BAP1 
mutation.15 GNA11 mutations were initially thought to 
be more aggressive than GNAQ due to their incidence 
being slightly higher in metastatic tumors.43 We now 
know this is because GNA11 mutations are slightly 
more common in ciliary body melanomas, which have 
a higher metastatic rate.43 Thus, it is more likely that 
GNA11 is not any more aggressive than GNAQ.

Mutations in GNAQ and GNA11 are mutually exclu-
sive and represent early or initiating events that consti-
tutively activate the MAPK pathway.45 Although these 
mutations are sensitive to MAPK, protein kinase C, and 
Akt inhibitors, GNAQ and GNA11 remain difficult ther-
apeutic targets.47 Researchers have demonstrated that 
the oncogenic activity of mutant GNAQ/GNA11 is me-
diated at least in part through YAP, which could have 
therapeutic potential.47,48 

Furthermore, mutations in BAP1, SF3B1, and an-
other driver mutation, EIF1AX, may be largely mutu-
ally exclusive, and they occur later in tumor progres-
sion.49 BAP1 mutations have been reported to be 
strongly associated with metastasis, class 2 GEP, and 
older age.50,51 Using multiple regression analysis, BAP1 
mutations associated with EIF1AX mutations were also 
related to class 1 GEP and the absence of ciliary body 
involvement, whereas SF3B1 mutations are associated 
with a more favorable outcome and younger age.48-51 

BAP1 mutations can arise in the germ line, leading to 
a newly described BAP1 familial cancer syndrome.45,52 
Researchers and clinicians are realizing that, similar to 
other cancers, uveal melanomas comprise a heteroge-
neous group of diseases, each with distinct molecular 
features that might respond best to a specific therapeu-
tic strategy.53

All of these recent discoveries have led to new tri-
als to assess several classes of compounds, including 
MAPK/ERK inhibitors,54 protein kinase C,55 histone 
deacetylase inhibitors,56 and combination therapy,57in 
the adjuvant setting for high-risk patients and in the 
setting of advanced disseminated disease. The next 
generation of targeted therapy agents is also being in-
troduced into the clinical setting to evaluate the effi-
cacy of these molecular agents in patients with uveal 
melanoma.58

Conclusions
Prognostic testing has become an important compo-
nent in the evaluation of patients with uveal melanoma 
to assess metastatic risk. Although gene expression 
profiling (GEP) and chromosomal counting meth-
ods, such as multiplex ligation–dependent probe am-
plification, each provide different information about 
metastatic risk stratification, clinicians can now offer 
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patients important insight about their prognosis for 
metastases. Although the potential for tumor heteroge-
neity and biopsy sampling error must be further inves-
tigated, new developments such as the identification 
of PRAME expression via GEP may increase the rate 
of accuracy in small tumors tested by GEP. Although 
the therapeutic options available for the treatment of 
metastatic posterior uveal melanoma are in their in-
fancy, patients continue to express their desire to have 
accurate prognostic information about their tumors 
in order to plan their lives and to consider enroll-
ment in clinical trials for adjuvant therapy,59 several of 
which are now available (NCT02601378, NCT01551459, 
NCT01377025, NCT01413191). Many centers are also 
revising their surveillance protocols to better suit the 
needs of patients.60 Recent advances in genomic se-
quencing technologies have also increased our knowl-
edge of the molecular landscape of uveal melanoma, 
thus leading to clinical trials using targeted molecules 
to treat metastatic uveal melanoma. Patients whose in-
creased risk for developing metastasis is detected by 
genomic testing may wish to enroll in adjuvant treat-
ment trials or they may wish to choose periodic sur-
veillance testing for the earlier detection of asymptom-
atic metastatic disease. In addition, clinicians can now 
offer treatments that have the potential to extend the 
lives of patients with uveal melanoma.60 
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Various forms of chemotherapy  

and targeted therapies have helped  

improve rates of survival and  

ocular salvage in retinoblastoma.

Therapeutic Options for Retinoblastoma
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Background: Retinoblastoma is the most common primary intraocular malignancy in children. The manage-
ment of retinoblastoma is complex and depends on several factors. 
Methods: This review provides an update on current and emerging therapeutic options for retinoblastoma. 
The medical literature was searched for articles relevant to the management of retinoblastoma. The results of 
prospective and retrospective studies on chemotherapy and focal therapy for retinoblastoma are summarized. 
Animal models for novel therapeutic agents are also discussed.
Results: Treatment strategies for retinoblastoma involve intravenous chemoreduction, local administration routes 
of chemotherapy (eg, intra-arterial, intravitreal), focal therapy for tumor consolidation (eg, photocoagulation, 
thermotherapy, cryotherapy, plaque brachytherapy), external beam radiotherapy, and surgical enucleation. 
Emerging therapies include alternative chemotherapeutic agents, molecularly targeted therapies, and novel 
drug-delivery systems.  
Conclusion: In the past 10 years, the management strategy for retinoblastoma has significantly changed, shifting 
toward local chemotherapy and away from systemic chemotherapy. Innovations in the field of molecular biology 
and the development of targeted therapies have led to improvements in survival rates and ocular salvage for this 
disease. However, the need still exists to further assess the long-term effects of such directional changes in therapy.

Introduction 
Retinoblastoma is the most common primary intraoc-
ular malignancy in children; its incidence rate is 1 in 
14,000 to 20,000 livebirths.1 However, compared with 
other pediatric malignancies, retinoblastoma is rare, 
comprising 3% to 4% of all pediatric cancers.2 It is a 
tumor of the developing retina that arises from primi-
tive retinal stem cells or cone precursor cells associated 
with inactivation of both alleles of the tumor suppres-

sor gene RB1. Major advances, such as our understand-
ing of the molecular biology of the tumor and the de-
velopment of targeted therapy, have improved survival 
rates in developed countries.3 In the United States, the 
5-year overall survival rate is 97%.4 Much of this suc-
cess is due to the benefits of effective treatments, in-
cluding chemotherapy, focal or consolidation therapy, 
external beam radiotherapy, and surgical enucleation 
(Table 1).5 With early diagnosis and aggressive, multi-
modal treatment strategies, near-complete cure rates 
are possible, and many patients retain functional vi-
sion in at least 1 eye. However, in developing nations, 
where access to health care is limited, retinoblastoma 
can cause blindness and death.6 

Among the mainstay treatments for retinoblastoma 
are intravenous chemotherapy (involving agents asso-
ciated with significant toxicities), surgical enucleation, 
external beam radiotherapy, or all 3 options, poten-
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tially result in disfigurement and sec-
ondary malignancies. However, in re-
cent years, an ongoing evolution has 
taken place, where treatment is being 
geared toward more targeted therapy 
and local medication delivery. Local 
delivery increases exposure to intra-
ocular target areas, reduces overall 
systemic exposure and harmful late 
effects, and improves effectiveness 
and rates of tolerability. The intro-
duction of intra-arterial and intravit-
real chemotherapy has resulted in a 
change in treatment algorithms and 
improved outcomes, with their pos-
sibility of ocular salvage and mainte-
nance of vision.7 

Preclinical models that simulate 
human disease are needed for rare 
childhood cancers such as retinoblas-
toma because not enough patients 
with the disease exist for large-scale, 
multicenter clinical trials. Despite the lack of clinical 
trials, rates of survival and ocular preservation have 
improved.7 In vitro studies and animal models remain 
instrumental in understanding biological mechanisms 
and assessing safety and effectiveness of the treatment 
options for this disease.8-10 Examples of emerging ther-
apies under investigation for retinoblastoma are alter-
native chemotherapeutic agents, molecularly targeted 
therapies, and novel drug-delivery systems.  

Concepts and Principles of 
Treatment
The goal of treatment in retinoblas-
toma is the elimination of the tumor 
while concurrently minimizing col-
lateral injury to other tissues. The 
priorities in management are (1) pre-
venting metastasis, (2) reducing the 
risk of long-term secondary tumors 
(eg, osteosarcoma, soft-tissue sarco-
ma), (3) saving the eye, and (4) pre-
serving vision.11 Caring for a patient 
with retinoblastoma must be a mul-
tidisciplinary effort involving pedi-
atric oncologists, ocular oncologists, 
radiation oncologists, ocular pathol-
ogists, and geneticists to optimize 
treatment outcomes.

Treatment depends on tumor 
stage, laterality and number of tu-
mor foci (unifocal, unilateral, mul-
tifocal, or bilateral), the localization 

and size of tumors within the eye, presence of vit-
reous seeding, age and health of the child, and the 
family’s wishes.12 The type of management depends 
on the tumor classification, which is based on 2 sys-
tems: the International Classification of Retinoblas-
toma13 used to predict success of chemoreduction14 
and the tumor, node, and metastasis classification 
of the American Joint Committee on Cancer15 for tu-
mor staging (Table 2). Location of the tumor in rela-

Table 1. — Therapeutic Options 
in Retinoblastoma

Chemotherapy

Intravenous

Chemoreduction

Adjuvant therapy

Metastatic retinoblastoma

Intra-arterial

Intravitreal

Periocular

Focal Therapy

Thermotherapy

Photocoagulation

Cryotherapy

Plaque brachytherapy

External Beam Radiotherapy

Enucleation

Table 2. — International Classification and General Therapeutic Options for Retinoblastoma

Eye Group General Feature Specific Feature (Presence of ≥ 1) Therapy 
A Small tumor away from 

fovea and optic disc
Tumor ≤ 3 mm Laser photocoagulation

Thermotherapy
Cryotherapy
Plaque brachytherapy

B Larger tumor
Macular 
Juxtapapillary
Subretinal fluid

Tumor > 3 mm 
Tumor located < 3 mm from fovea
Tumor located ≤ 1.5 mm from optic disc
Presence of subretinal fluid ≤ 3 mm from tumor margin

Laser photocoagulation
Thermotherapy
Cryotherapy
Plaque brachytherapy
Intravenous/intra-arterial chemoreduction 

C Focal seeds Presence of subretinal, vitreous seeds, or both located ≤ 3 mm 
from main tumor

Intra-arterial chemotherapy
Intravitreal chemotherapy

D Diffuse seeds Presence of subretinal, vitreous seeds, or both located > 3 mm 
from main tumor

Intra-arterial chemotherapy
Intravitreal chemotherapy
Enucleation

E Extensive tumor Tumor occupying > 50% of the globe 
Neovascular glaucoma 
Opaque media from hemorrhage in anterior chamber, vitreous, 
or subretinal space 
Invasion of postlaminar optic nerve, choroid (> 2 mm), sclera, 
orbit, anterior chamber

Intra-arterial chemotherapy
Enucleation
Adjuvant intravenous chemotherapy 
if high-risk histopathological features 
present
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tion to the optic disc and macula is important in the 
clinical evaluation because it largely affects the vi-
sual prognosis. Involvement of certain tissues in and 
around the eye, including the optic nerve, choroid, 
iris, sclera, and orbit, increase the likelihood of tumor 
metastasis.16

In children, unilateral retinoblastoma is differ-
ently managed than bilateral tumors. In general, 
unilateral cases are the result of sporadic mutations, 
whereas bilateral cases are typically multifocal, he-
reditary, and occur in patients carrying a germline 
RB1 mutation, thus placing them at risk for other ma-
lignancies (eg, intracranial neuroblastic tumors [pine-
aloblastoma in trilateral retinoblastoma]). In general, 
unilateral tumors can be managed with focal therapy 
alone; chemoreduction, intra-arterial chemotherapy 
with focal therapy, or both; or enucleation. If genetic 
testing is not performed, then patients with unilateral 
disease require close follow-up of the unaffected eye 
to exclude bilateral involvement. Alternatively, treat-
ment for bilateral tumors will depend on the extent of 
tumor in each eye. In asymmetric disease, an attempt 
is made to salvage the eye with less severe disease. 
One may consider giving patients systemic intrave-
nous chemoreduction as initial therapy to treat both 
eyes as well as to prevent metastasis and associated 
secondary tumors or to use local (intra-arterial) che-
motherapy with focal treatment.7,17,18 

Initial chemotherapy in retinoblastoma can be giv-
en either systemically (intravenous) or locally (directly 
through the ophthalmic artery/intra-arterial). Chemo-
reduction is then usually followed by consolidation, 
which is achieved by focal therapy (eg, laser photo-
coagulation, thermotherapy, cryotherapy, plaque 
brachytherapy). Focal therapy may be employed as 
the only or initial therapy for small retinoblastoma 
tumors located away from the fovea and optic nerve 
(group A); it is often used for tumor consolidation in 
retinoblastoma following chemoreduction for more 
advanced (groups B–D) tumors. Surgical removal of 
the eye or enucleation is reserved for very advanced 
(group E) cases. 

Management 
Chemotherapy
Intravenous: Systemic chemotherapy generally in-
volves a combination 2-, 3-, or 4-drug regimen deliv-
ered through an intravenous catheter. Three classes 
of agents are commonly employed: DNA-crosslink-
ing agents (carboplatin, cisplatin), DNA topoisomer-
ase 2 inhibitors (etoposide, topotecan, teniposide) and 
Vinca alkaloids (vincristine; Fig 1). The most common-
ly used regimen is vincristine/etoposide/carboplatin.11 

Chemoreduction via systemic chemotherapy was 
introduced as a management option for retinoblastoma 
in the mid-1990s following preliminary observations 

that systemic chemotherapy delivered prior to external 
beam radiotherapy contributed to tumor control and 
ocular salvage.19 A subsequent study on eyes treated 
with chemoreduction combined with focal treatments 
(cryotherapy, thermotherapy, or plaque radiotherapy) 
demonstrated tumor regression and decreased need 
for additional external beam radiotherapy and enucle-
ation.20 This was a major advancement in management 
because it was evident that satisfactory tumor control 
could be attained with systemic chemotherapy while 
saving the eye and avoiding the adverse events of exter-
nal beam radiotherapy.20 Using the International Classi-
fication of Retinoblastoma, treatment success was found 
in 100% of group A eyes, 93% of group B eyes, 90% of 
group C eyes, and 48% group D eyes.14 This launched 
the so-called “systemic chemotherapy era” (1990s to 
2006); however, with the advent of local routes of ad-
ministration (intra-arterial and intravitreal), use of sys-
temic chemotherapy has decreased in recent years.14 

Intravenous chemotherapy is indicated as initial 
therapy for bilateral advanced disease in which at-
tempts are made to salvage both eyes. Many centers 
use systemic chemotherapy in bilateral (germline) ret-
inoblastoma for intraocular retinoblastoma control as 
well as to prevent metastasis, reduce the likelihood of 
the development of pineoblastoma, and to reduce the 
long-term risk of secondary cancers.17,18 Systemic che-
motherapy is also utilized as adjuvant treatment to pre-
vent metastasis following enucleation in patients with 
optic nerve invasion posterior to the lamina cribrosa, 
massive choroidal invasion, or any combination of op-
tic nerve and choroidal invasion.21 The treatment regi-
mens used include vincristine/etoposide/carboplatin, 
vincristine/doxorubicin/idarubicin/cyclophosphamide, 
or hybrid regimens, typically delivered monthly for 
6 to 9 months.22 A major obstacle to use of intravenous 
chemotherapy in retinoblastoma is the blood–retina 
barrier, which limits the entry of some chemotherapeu-
tic agents into the eye, thereby reducing their efficacy.23 
Systemic chemotherapy for retinoblastoma is generally 
safe and effective, but it is not without adverse events, 
such as neurotoxicity, hyponatremia, nephrotoxicity, 
ototoxicity, and secondary leukemia. Treatment fail-
ure in the form of persistent vitreous seeds, subretinal 
seeds, and intraretinal tumors following therapy have 
been attributed to the inability of the treatment drugs 
to reach the tumor.24 Tumor resistance or unresponsive-
ness to chemotherapy is thought to occur more often 
in well-differentiated tumors, presumably because cells 
are not cycling, so they are less likely to respond to 
treatment modalities affecting cell division.25 

Intra-Arterial: In the late 1980s, melphalan was 
found to be effective for the management of retinoblas-
toma in vitro.26 Yamane et al27 and Suzuki et al28 then 
began to treat patients with intracarotid artery melpha-
lan, developing a technique to safely and effectively 
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cannulate the ophthalmic artery for chemotherapy in-
fusion. In the United States, intra-arterial chemothera-
py (IAC) was initially used by Abramson et al.29 IAC in-
volves transfemoral catheterization with advancement 
into the ophthalmic artery, which is where melphalan, 
topotecan, or carboplatin is infused. The medication 
is slowly delivered for 30 minutes in a pulsatile fash-
ion with care to not occlude the artery and to minimize 
reflux into the internal carotid artery. Most patients 
receive 3 monthly sessions. Melphalan is the most fre-
quently used agent, with topotecan added if extensive 
vitreous seeding is present.

Generally, IAC is employed for unilateral or non-
germline retinoblastoma, recurrent tumors following 
previous intravenous chemotherapy or plaque radio-
therapy, recurrent subretinal seeds involving at least 
2 quadrants, recurrent vitreous seeds, or, if the patient 
wishes to avoid systemic therapy, enucleation can be 
considered if consent is obtained. In a 5-year experi-
ence with IAC, complete regression was achieved for 
solid tumors in 94%, for subretinal seeds in 95%, and 
for vitreous seeds in 87% of study patients.30 In recent 

years, globe-salvage results (85%–94% globe salvage 
rate in group D tumors with primary IAC) have been 
reported in study patients with advanced retinoblas-
toma.30,31 In some centers, most group D eyes are pri-
marily treated with IAC, and, on occasion, group D 
and E eyes are managed with combined intravenous 
chemotherapy followed by intra-arterial chemotherapy 
— particularly if the patient has advanced bilateral dis-
ease or disease in a single eye.7 Fair success has been 
reported in group E tumors with total retinal detach-
ment cautiously managed with initial IAC.32,33 Treat-
ment of more advanced disease with initial IAC has 
also not been shown to compromise survival rates.7 
After adequate reduction is visualized and subretinal 
fluid is resolved, complete consolidation with either 
thermotherapy or cryotherapy and supplemental in-
travitreal chemotherapy after IAC are commonly per-
formed. Consolidation is generally performed during 
the second or third cycle of chemoreduction. 

In infants younger than 3 months who weigh less 
than 7 kg, IAC is initially deferred to allow the femo-
ral artery to grow before attempting catheterization. 

Fig 1. — Chemotherapeutic agents used in retinoblastoma. Alkylating agents such as melphalan cause DNA intra–strand-linking and cross-linking, 
resulting in DNA damage and disruption of transcription. Topoisomerase inhibitors such as etoposide and topotecan cap free double-strand breaks in 
DNA, preventing DNA repair and apoptosis. Platinum-based agents such as carboplatin bind DNA bases, resulting in kinked DNA. Vinca alkaloids such 
as vincristine bind tubulin dimers and block mitotic spindle formation.  
Reprinted from Grossniklaus HE. Retinoblastoma. Fifty years of progress. The LXXI Edward Jackson Memorial Lecture. Am J Ophthalmol. 
2014;158(5):875-891, with permission from Elsevier.
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In such cases, patients are treated with 1 to 2 doses of 
single-agent carboplatin as bridge therapy before de-
finitive IAC.34 

Reports of high rates of efficacy of IAC abound, 
but studies also exist on its associated ocular toxici-
ties.35-37 Use of intra-arterial infusion of melphalan 
and carboplatin compromise the ocular vasculature 
in nonhuman primates and induces inflammation 
and leukostasis in human retinal endothelial cells.35,36 
Other complications include vitreous hemorrhage, 
microemboli to the retina and choroid, myositis, 
eyelid edema, orbital congestion with resulting dys-
motility, choroidal atrophy, optic atrophy, ophthalmic 
artery stenosis, and branch-retinal artery occlusion 
resulting in blindnesss.37 

A major drawback to this therapy is that only 
skilled neurosurgeons and/or interventional radi-
ologists at major cancer centers can treat patients us-
ing IAC.38 The therapy is also expensive.39 In devel-
oping countries, IAC is not available or is too costly, 
so enucleation as initial therapy is still a mainstay of 
treatment for advanced retinoblastoma.40 In addition, 
a study has shown that initial chemotherapy prior to 
enucleation for advanced retinoblastoma can mask 
pathological evidence of tumor extension, thus lead-
ing to reduced surveillance and the undertreatment of 
high-risk disease — thereby increasing the risk of met-
astatic death.41 

Intravitreal: The major question encountered 
in the management of retinoblastoma is how to treat 
subretinal and vitreous seeds of tumor unresponsive 
to laser treatment, conventional chemoreduction ther-
apy, or IAC.24 Treatment of vitreous seeds is challeng-
ing due to lack of vasculature in the vitreous. Another 
route of administration developed to address this prob-
lem is the intravitreal method, which involves injecting 
the therapeutic agent into the vitreous cavity of the eye 
through the pars plana under aseptic precautions. 

Although health care professionals were initially 
skeptical of injecting drugs through the sclera into the 
vitreous for fear of tumor spread along needle tracks, 
techniques for safe and effective intravitreal injections 
have been developed. Intraocular pressure is first low-
ered prior to the injection. A small-volume dose of mel-
phalan, topotecan, or a combination of both is injected 
into the eye using a fine needle (30- or 32-gauge) and 
the needle is frozen with a cryoprobe as it is with-
drawn from the eye to prevent tumor seeding.42 The 
first-line indication for intravitreal chemotherapy in-
cludes vitreous seeds refractory to standard therapy 
and recurrent vitreous seeds after previous therapy.43,44 

In an analysis of 57 eyes with viable recurrent vit-
reous seeds, intravitreal melphalan led to eye salvage 
in 51% of eyes after 10 years of follow-up; no cases 
of extraocular extension were reported during that 
time.45 A systematic review showed that proper tech-

nique does not increase the risk of tumor spread.46 
Treatment of retinoblastoma with recurrent vitre-
ous seeds has been reported to have a success rate of 
83%.47 The number of injections depends on the re-
sponse, and 6 injections delivered weekly or biweek-
ly is recommended. Reported adverse events include 
transient vitreous hemorrhage, chorioretinal atrophy, 
and extraocular tumor spread.42,48,49 

Melphalan is the most commonly used drug for in-
travitreal injections. Although it caused no systemic tox-
icity in humans or rabbits, melphalan did result in sig-
nificant retinal toxicity at high doses and lower but safer 
doses only achieved incomplete tumor control.42,50

Periocular: Chemotherapeutic agents may be 
periocularly injected, either as subconjunctival or sub-
tenon. Periocular injection enables transcleral drug 
delivery, using the large surface area of the sclera 
and its high permeability to small molecules without 
the danger of puncturing the globe.51 Periocular che-
motherapy achieves levels within the vitreous rapidly 
and at levels 6 to 10 times higher than the intravenous 
route.52 In general, periocular injection of chemothera-
peutic agents has been used for retinoblastoma control 
as an adjunct to systemic chemotherapy and, on occa-
sion, to treat tumor recurrence. Either carboplatin or 
topotecan can be employed. The first-line indications 
for periocular chemotherapy are bilateral advanced 
group D or E eyes in which a higher local dose of che-
motherapy is needed, treatment of vitreous seeds, and 
recurrent localized tumor. Subtenon chemotherapy us-
ing carboplatin can increase tumor control, especially 
if it is coupled with intravenous chemoreduction. Sub-
tenon carboplatin showed initial favorable results as 
single therapy, but long-term follow-up revealed a high 
failure rate as initial treatment; therefore, it should be 
combined with other therapeutic approaches.53 

Complications of periocular chemotherapy include 
orbital and eyelid edema, ecchymosis, orbital fat atro-
phy, muscle fibrosis leading to strabismus, and optic 
atrophy.53-55 Because of its significant toxic effects, peri-
ocular chemotherapy is rarely used in current practice.

Focal Therapy 
Thermotherapy/Transpupillary Thermotherapy: 
This type of focal therapy uses an 810-nm diode laser 
directly on the tumor to heat it up to subcoagulation 
temperatures of 42 to 60 °C to induce a cytotoxic ef-
fect. It is used for local control and for small (< 4.5-mm 
base and 2.5-mm thickness) tumors posteriorly located 
to the equator of the globe. In cases of macular or jux-
tapapillary tumors, consolidation should be performed 
with caution so as to protect the optic disc and neuro-
sensory papillomacular bundle. The tumor may be ob-
served while on chemoreduction and, if unresponsive, 
foveal-sparing thermotherapy may be administered. In 
an analysis of 68 macular retinoblastomas treated with 
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chemoreduction, tumor recurrence occurred in 17% of 
those consolidated with foveal-sparing thermotherapy 
compared with 35% of those observed without consoli-
dation.56 Complications of transpupillary thermothera-
py include iris atrophy, focal cataracts, tumor seeding 
into the vitreous, and retinal fibrosis, transition, and 
vascular occlusion. 

Laser Photocoagulation: This type of therapy 
uses an 520-nm argon laser to coagulate the blood 
supply of the tumor by generating heat with tempera-
tures in excess of 65 °C within the treatment spot. Di-
rect photocoagulation to the tumor must be avoided. 
A second mechanism occurring around the ring of tis-
sue beyond the laser spot is the increase in tempera-
ture to a thermotherapeutic range (45–60 oC). In this 
region, synergism exists with carboplatin, so this laser 
treatment is typically performed within 24 hours of 
the intravenous chemotherapy cycle. Small posterior 
tumors without seeding respond well to laser photo-
coagulation. It is not used for tumors impinging on the 
fovea, because of the risk of compromising a patient’s 
central vision. In such cases, some form of chemother-
apy can be used to shrink the tumor prior to the start 
of definitive laser treatment. Photocoagulation is also 
used to treat tumor-associated retinal neovasculariza-
tion. Complications include vitreous seeding if the la-
ser power is too high, and retinal fibrosis, traction, and 
vascular occlusion. 

Cryotherapy: Cryotherapy involves a cryoprobe 
by which liquid nitrogen is delivered and directly 
applied to the outer surface of the sclera adjacent 
to the tumor. It is suitable for small (< 3.5-mm base 
and < 2-mm thickness) tumors anteriorly located to the 
equator of the globe. Complications of cryotherapy in-
clude retinal tears and detachment, proliferative vitreo-
retinopathy, and chorioretinal atrophy. 

Plaque Brachytherapy: This type of treatment 
refers to implantation of radioactive material on the 
sclera over the base of the tumor. Tissue absorption of 
ionizing radiation causes DNA damage and cell death. 
Because retinoblastoma has a high rate of proliferat-
ing cells, it is quite radiosensitive. Brachytherapy is 
used for solitary, medium-sized tumors (6–15 mm and 
> 3 mm from the optic disc or fovea) and, if little sub-
retinal fluid is present, plaque radiotherapy can gen-
erally be used to achieve tumor control. Iodine-125 
and ruthenium-106 isotopes are the most common 
source of radiation currently used in brachytherapy 
for retinoblastoma to deliver 40 to 45 Gy to the apex 
of the tumor. In addition to treatment for retinoblasto-
ma, ocular brachytherapy is commonly used for uveal 
melanoma, in which a clinician uses a similar surgi-
cal technique of plaque application of suturing to the 
episcleral surface but uses a lower dose of radiation. 
Complications of plaque brachytherapy include radia-
tion retinopathy and optic neuropathy.18

Consolidation alone may be used in group A and B 
tumors. Bilateral cases with small, extrafoveal tumors 
can be managed with focal treatments alone. In asym-
metric disease, a single eye can be managed with focal 
techniques and the other with enucleation or intra-ar-
terial chemotherapy with or without systemic chemo-
therapy.7 The desired end point is tumor regression in 
the form of a completely calcified tumor (type 1 regres-
sion) or a flat chorioretinal scar (type 4 regression).

Enucleation
Enucleation remains a favored approach in cases of ex-
tensive retinoblastoma with buphthalmos, neovascular 
glaucoma, aqueous seeding, and transcleral extension 
(advanced group E eyes) — particularly for unilateral 
cases with no likelihood of functional vision.6 Surgery 
involves careful removal of the eye with minimal globe 
trauma to prevent tumor seeding into the orbit, and 
then excising a long section of optic nerve for proper 
histopathological evaluation.57 Following enucleation, 
an orbital implant is placed to provide the socket with 
enough volume and allow the 4 rectus muscles to at-
tach for motility. Immediately after enucleation, fresh 
tissue should be harvested on a separate tray for ge-
netic studies.  

A corollary to enucleation is the adequate histo-
pathological evaluation of globe pathology, because 
retinoblastoma with histological features signifying a 
high risk of metastasis requires adjuvant intravenous 
chemotherapy.58 High-risk features include choroidal 
invasion, retrolaminar optic nerve invasion, scleral and 
orbital invasion, and anterior chamber invasion. An 
analysis of 1,020 study patients with high-risk features 
after enucleation showed that 24% of study volunteers 
at high risk developed metastasis if not treated with ad-
juvant chemotherapy, whereas 4% of these study pa-
tients had metastasis if treated with chemotherapy.59 

The regimen for adjuvant chemotherapy is vincris-
tine/etoposide/carboplatin for 4 to 6 cycles.

External Beam Radiotherapy
External beam radiotherapy can be used to treat eyes 
unresponsive to other treatments, those with a tumor 
located at the optic nerve resection margin (36 Gy to 
orbit and 10 Gy boost to chiasm), and as treatment of 
extraocular retinoblastoma such as those extending 
through the sclera, orbit, or intracranially (40–45 Gy).18 

External beam radiotherapy is rarely used and em-
ployed only when necessary because of its subsequent 
risks. It is known to cause midfacial hypoplasia in 
young patients and increase the risk of development of 
soft-tissue sarcomas, brain tumors, osteosarcomas, and 
other cancers.60 In patients with bilateral disease, the 
incidence of secondary malignancy at 50 years from di-
agnosis of retinoblastoma is 21% in patients who were 
not treated vs 38% for those who were treated with ra-
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diation.61-63 If possible, any radiation (including radi-
ography, computed tomography, and external beam) 
should be avoided in individuals with heritable retino-
blastoma to minimize their lifetime risk of developing 
secondary cancers. 

Extraocular Therapy
Although their incidence is rare in developed coun-
tries, cases of extraocular disease are occasionally 
seen in neglected or inadequately treated patients.64,65 
Tumors may directly extend through emissary vessels 
of the sclera into the orbital soft tissue surrounding 
the eye. Treatment of orbital retinoblastoma includes 
systemic chemotherapy and external beam radiother-
apy (40–45 Gy) with a rate of cure between 60% and 
85%.18 Treatment may also extend to the optic nerve 
into the brain and meninges with subsequent seeding 
of spinal fluid. Most recurrences occur in the central 
nervous system and are associated with a low cure 
rate; regimens proven to be effective include vincris-
tine, cyclophosphamide, doxorubicin, and platinum as 
well as epipodophyllotoxin-based drugs.66 No preclin-
ical or clinical evidence supports the use of intrathe-
cal chemotherapy. Craniospinal irradiation using 25 to 
35 Gy is sometimes provided. Retinoblastoma may also 
hematogenously spread to the bone marrow, bones, 
lungs, or liver. For metastatic disease, multiple-agent, 
high-dose chemotherapy and autologous hematopoi-
etic stem cell transplantation can be administered as 
rescue therapy.67 The Children’s Oncology Group de-
veloped a prospective, multi-institutional, internation-
al trial for metastatic retinoblastoma, and data will be 
available in early 2016; that study hopes to define dif-
ferences in site of metastasis and outcome.68

Emerging Therapies
New developments in the treatment of retinoblastoma 
are geared toward an ideal system that is affordable 
and can easily be used by ophthalmologists or ocular 
oncologists — even those in developing nations — and 
is locally effective to the main tumor as well as tumor 
seeds, causes minimal complications, and can achieve 
a sustained treatment effect to retinoblastoma without 
spreading tumor cells. A sustained treatment effect is 
desired because, even when compounds do reach the 
target site, rapid clearance from the eye often results 
in short intraocular residence times. In addition, many 
patients with retinoblastoma are young children who 
oftentimes require sedation to receive intraocular ther-
apy — sustained drug-release mechanisms will enable 
continuous medication dosing. 

Preclinical models that accurately reflect human 
disease are needed for rare childhood cancers such as 
retinoblastoma because not enough patients exist for 
large-scale multicenter clinical trials.8 Despite this lack 
of clinical trials, rates of patient survival and ocular 

preservation have improved.7 Animal models remain 
instrumental in understanding biological mechanisms 
and designing targeted therapies for this disease.8-10 

Novel treatment options being explored in vitro and 
in vivo include alternative chemotherapeutic agents, 
molecularly targeted therapies, gene therapy, localized 
delivery, and the sustained-release of broad-spectrum 
chemotherapy agents.

Alternative Chemotherapeutic Agents
Topotecan, a topoisomerase inhibitor that works 
in the G0 phase of the cell cycle, may be used as a 
single agent or in combination with other agents for 
the treatment of retinoblastoma. Subconjunctival, sus-
tained-release topotecan has been shown to decrease 
tumor burden in a transgenic mouse model of retino-
blastoma.69 In a similar fashion, periocular injections 
of topotecan in fibrin sealant in humans have been 
shown to achieve retinoblastoma tumor volume re-
duction.70 Topotecan can also reduce retinoblastoma 
tumor burden when given systemically,71 via IAC,72 
or via intravitreal injections.43 When compared with 
standard chemotherapeutic agents used to treat reti-
noblastoma, topotecan avoids the retinal toxicity of 
melphalan, the nephrotoxicity of carboplatin, and the 
hematotoxicity of etoposide.73 Topotecan is a good 
candidate drug for intravitreal injection because it has 
minimal retinal toxicity and achieves maximum con-
centration levels 50 times higher than systemic expo-
sure.73,74 Our laboratory has shown that 20-µg topo-
tecan can provide sustained retinoblastoma cell-line 
killing in vitro,75 similar to the clinically demonstrated 
retinoblastoma cell-line killing ability with 20-µg in-
travitreal topotecan.43 

Anthracyclines are a class of chemotherapeu-
tic drugs that inhibit topoisomerase and intercalate 
DNA. They are used to treat several cancers and are 
active against retinoblastoma; however, because of 
their limited blood–brain barrier penetration, their 
use is typically limited to extraocular and metastat-
ic retinoblastoma. The anthracycline idarubicin has 
been shown to be effective against retinoblastoma tu-
mor cells in bone marrow (response rate, 60%), but 
sufficient concentrations have not been achieved at 
target sites (eg, central nervous system).76 A study to 
improve intraocular exposure of the anthracycline 
doxorubicin while also reducing systemic exposure 
to the drug was successful in maintaining sustained 
levels of doxorubicin after the intravitreal injection of 
the drug encapsulated in polyhydroxybutyrate micro-
spheres in rabbits.77

Molecularly Targeted Therapy
RB1 was the first tumor suppressor gene identified and 
cloned, yet no effective, molecularly targeted cure cur-
rently exists for retinoblastoma.78 This could perhaps 
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be attributed to the variety of unknown secondary mu-
tations and differential expression of other genes aside 
from RB1 involved in tumorigenesis, as well as ques-
tions on the cellular origin of retinoblastoma.79,80 Sig-
nificant progress has been made in our understanding 
of tumor biology, leading to the discovery and devel-
opment of small molecules for the treatment of retino-
blastoma, including novel, targeted therapeutics such 
as inhibitors of the MDMX–p53 response (nutlin-3a), 
histone deacetylase (HDAC) inhibitors, and spleen ty-
rosine kinase (SYK) inhibitors.9,81 

Nutlin-3 is an imidazole analogue that plays a role 
in the activation of p53, a tumor suppressor protein. 
It is a small molecule inhibitor of MDM2 and MDMX 
and prevents the association of both these proteins 
with p53. Studies have shown that nutlin-3 restores 
the p53 pathway in retinoblastoma cells lacking both 
retinoblastoma protein and p53 activity, thus inducing 
p53-mediated apoptosis.82 Subconjunctival injection of 
nutlin-3 in mouse models of retinoblastoma resulted 
in reduced tumor burden when used in combination 
with topotecan, demonstrating a synergistic effect.83 
Nutlin-3 is being studied in phase 1 clinical trials for 
the treatment of retinoblastoma.82,83  

Although it is not expressed in normal human reti-
nas, SYK was found to be upregulated in retinoblasto-
ma tumor samples and has been shown to be required 
for retinoblastoma cell survival.84 Inhibition of SYK 
with BAY-61-3606 and R406 caused cell death in reti-
noblastoma, and an in vivo study of orthotopic, xeno-
graft mice showed that subconjunctival BAY-61-3606 
was effective at blocking retinoblastoma cell prolifera-
tion.84 In addition, studies of SYK inhibition have also 
implicated several downstream signaling molecules as 
mediators of SYK survival, including the B-cell chronic 
lymphocytic leukemia/lymphoma 2 (BCL2) family of 
proteins.85 Myeloid cell leukemia 1, a member of the 
BCL2 family, is a potential target because it is upreg-
ulated in retinoblastoma and is being developed as a 
therapy for other cancers.86 

Another class of targeted therapies in phase 1 
clinical trials are the inhibitors of HDAC.87 Cells with 
elevated E2F1 activity are uniquely sensitive to inhibi-
tors of HDAC through the overexpression of proapop-
totic factors. Cells lacking retinoblastoma protein 
have increased E2F1 activity, and retinoblastoma-de-
rived cell lines have demonstrated particular sensitiv-
ity to apoptosis induced from inhibitors of HDAC.88 
In a preclinical trial, inhibitors of HDAC slowed the 
growth of retinoblastoma-derived tumors in both 
transgenic and xenograft murine models of retino-
blastoma, with minimal off-target effects, suggesting 
that inhibitors of HDAC may specifically inhibit the 
proliferation of retinoblastoma tumor cells and, thus, 
have lower systemic toxicities relative to chemothera-
peutic agents.89 

Gene Therapy
Suicide gene therapy is based on the introduction of a 
viral or bacterial gene into tumor cells, thus allowing 
the conversion of a nontoxic compound into a lethal 
drug to kill the tumor cells. In a phase 1 study, intra-
vitreal injections of an adenovirus vector containing 
HSVtk followed by treatment with ganciclovir were 
shown to be safe and effective against vitreous seeds.90 
Although these results were promising, it may be un-
likely that this type of gene therapy could be used as 
first-line treatment for retinoblastoma but rather its use 
may be better suited as an adjunct to standard therapy 
for the treatment of refractory vitreous seeds.90 

Local Drug-Delivery Systems
Nanotechnology-based drug-delivery systems for the 
treatment of cancer have significantly evolved during 
the past decade by enabling options for site-specific 
delivery and increased bioavailability.91 Investigations 
have been conducted on the potential use of different 
materials as intraocular drug carriers, such as biode-
gradable polyesters, dendrimers, liposomes, mesopo-
rous silica, and gold nanoparticles.91 These particles 
can be modified to target specific cells, and they can be 
designed to ensure sustained drug release to increase 
the therapeutic effectiveness of the drug molecules 
they contain.92 Nanoparticle-based systems designed 
for the treatment of retinoblastoma have improved 
rates of drug delivery to the posterior segment of the 
eye and have increased the intravitreal half-life of che-
motherapy agents, thus highlighting their potential 
in treatment of this cancer.93 The intravitreal delivery 
of doxorubicin-loaded, polyester-based microspheres 
in the ocular tissue from rabbits exhibited reduced 
rates of toxicity to surrounding normal structures.77 
Dendrimer nanoparticles containing carboplatin sig-
nificantly reduced tumor volume compared with free 
carboplatin in a retinoblastoma mouse model.94 Poly-
lactic glycolic acid nanoparticles developed to deliver 
doxorubicin95 and etoposide96 were tested on Y79 reti-
noblastoma cell lines and may be potential candidates 
for sustained drug-release models. 

Gold-based nanoparticles have unique physi-
cal properties, including a strong ability to absorb 
near-infrared light, which enables the photothermal 
destruction of cancer cells.97 Light-activated drug re-
lease can be attained using gold nanoparticles conju-
gated with chemotherapeutic agents.98 For example, 
gold nanocages are encapsulated with a smart poly-
mer, wherein the nanocages absorb light converted 
to heat, thus causing the collapse of the polymer and 
the subsequent release of doxorubicin.99 The light-re-
sponsiveness of gold and other photosensitive nano-
carriers infers considerable potential for ophthalmic 
conditions such as retinoblastoma because of the reg-
ular use of lasers in the treatment of retinal disease 
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and the added benefit of facilitating the controlled 
timing and location of delivery of therapeutic agents. 
Gold nanoparticles can also cross the blood–retina 
barrier without significant rates of cytotoxicity.100 The 
intravitreal injection of gold-tethered liposomes and 
viral-like nanoparticles containing topotecan is being 
investigated in a rabbit model of retinoblastoma that 
develops vitreous seeds.55,101

Another injectable agent being studied as a deliv-
ery system of chemotherapeutic agents for the treat-
ment of retinoblastoma is the biodegradable carrier 
fibrin glue.102 Carboplatin103 and topotecan69 released 
from fibrin depots have both been shown to retain 
their bioactivity against retinoblastoma cells in cul-
ture. Carboplatin released from a fibrin depot was also 
shown to decrease tumor burden in a transgenic mu-
rine model of retinoblastoma cells.104 In another report, 
fibrin sealants sustained delivery of carboplatin in ocu-
lar tissues compared with carboplatin in plain solution, 
which clears rapidly in vivo.105 Promising results have 
been reported for topotecan combined with fibrin in 
clinical studies.71,106 

Suprachoroidal Injection 
Suprachoroidal injection with microneedles is a route 
of targeted drug delivery to the choroid and retina that 
poses minimal risk of extraocular tumoral spread, be-
cause the vitreous and subretinal spaces are not en-
tered. In a rabbit model, beva-
cizumab was determined to be 
safe and effective when injected 
into the suprachoroidal space; 
high concentrations were found 
in the posterior segment tis-
sues.107 Microneedles are 0.8- to 
1.0-mm long, 32-gauge needles 
with a short bevel that penetrate 
through the sclera into the su-
praciliary space. When the mi-
croneedle injects compounds 
into the supraciliary space, these 
compounds posteriorly spread 
into the suprachoroidal space.108 

In phase 1 clinical trials, mi-
croneedles for suprachoroidal 
injections have been used to in-
ject triamcinolone into the supra-
choroidal space in patients with 
uveitis and macular edema fol-
lowing retinal venous occlusion 
(NCT02303184, NCT01789320). 
The suprachoroidal delivery of 
chemotherapeutic agents is a 
promising approach for appli-
cations in retinoblastoma, and, 
ideally, will result in high cho-

roidal and retinal concentrations targeted toward the 
elimination of subretinal seeds and the prevention of 
choroidal invasion, with minimal biodistribution and 
toxicity to surrounding tissue. Our laboratory is in-
vestigating the suprachoroidal and intravitreal injec-
tion of topotecan using microneedles in a rabbit mod-
el of retinoblastoma (Fig 2).5 

Conclusions 
Management of retinoblastoma is individualized ac-
cording to patient characteristics and preferences, with 
the main goals being to save the patient’s life and to 
preserve useful vision, if possible. Therapeutic op-
tions for retinoblastoma have rapidly evolved in recent 
years, with a paradigm shift in standard treatment pro-
tocols toward the targeted delivery of chemotherapeu-
tic agents. Increased use of intra-arterial and intravit-
real types of chemotherapy with focal consolidation, 
along with the reduced use of systemic chemotherapy, 
enucleation, and external beam radiotherapy, has con-
tributed to improved rates of survival and globe sal-
vage while also minimizing unwanted treatment-relat-
ed adverse events. However, these approaches are not 
without complications, and a need still exists to weigh 
the risks and benefits of treatment and to evaluate their 
long-term effects. New therapies being investigated in-
clude novel carriers and routes for local drug delivery 
as well as molecularly targeted therapies. Our under-

Fig 2A–D. — Intravitreal injection of topotecan in a rabbit model of retinoblastoma. (A) Vitreous 
seeds (asterisks) form in this retinoblastoma rabbit model. (B) A 32-gauge needle is inserted into the 
pars plana. (C) The needle (arrows) is inserted into its hub and topotecan is injected. (D) Vitreous 
seeds have disappeared after 3 weekly injections of 20 µg topotecan. 
Reprinted from Grossniklaus HE. Retinoblastoma. Fifty years of progress. The LXXI Edward Jackson 
Memorial Lecture. Am J Ophthalmol. 2014;158(5):875-891, with permission from Elsevier.
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standing of tumor biology and how to develop safe and 
effective therapy continues to progress, thus helping to 
ensure that retinoblastoma will be a curable childhood 
cancer worldwide in the future.
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Treatment regimens for  

primary vitreoretinal lymphoma  

continue to evolve.

Primary Vitreoretinal Lymphoma: Management of Isolated  
Ocular Disease
Matthew T. Witmer MD
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Background: The prognosis for patients with primary vitreoretinal is dismal. The close association of primary 
vitreoretinal lymphoma with primary central nervous system lymphoma is responsible for high rates of mor-
tality. Traditional treatments consist of systemic chemotherapy and whole-brain radiotherapy. The optimal 
approach for the treatment of isolated primary vitreoretinal lymphoma is unclear. 
Methods: A review of the relevant medical and scientific literature was performed, focusing on the clinical fea-
tures of primary vitreoretinal lymphoma and the progress made in the management of isolated ocular disease.
Results: Ocular treatment options for primary vitreoretinal lymphoma have recently expanded with the addi-
tion of intravitreal chemotherapeutic agents and localized radiation. Based on several retrospective reports, 
a general shift has been made toward local therapy (eg, orbital radiotherapy, intravitreal chemotherapy) for 
ocular disease. No prospective, randomized clinical trials yet exist to guide therapy. 
Conclusions: Optimal treatment regimens for isolated primary vitreoretinal lymphoma continue to evolve. 
Further investigations into novel therapies and protocols are needed to decrease recurrence rates, reduce or 
prevent central nervous system involvement, and improve rates of overall survival.

Introduction
Primary vitreoretinal lymphoma (formerly known as 
primary intraocular lymphoma or reticulum cell sar-
coma) continues to have a poor prognosis.1,2 Between 
65% and 90% of patients with primary vitreoretinal 
lymphoma will develop primary central nervous sys-
tem (CNS) lymphoma, a disease that ultimately results 
in a high rate of mortality.1,2 Several different treat-
ment modalities can be used for these patients, each 
with varying degrees of success. Due to the rarity of 

primary vitreoretinal lymphoma, no prospective, ran-
domized controlled trials exist to guide therapeutic de-
cisions. Consequently, no consensus exists regarding 
the optimal treatment regimen. 

Pathogenesis
Primary vitreoretinal lymphoma is most often (> 95% of 
the time) diffuse large B-cell lymphoma, which is a type 
of high-grade malignancy.3 The malignant cells are typi-
cally found in the vitreous, retina, or optic nerve head; 
however, the anatomical site of origin in many cases is 
unknown, as spillover into multiple compartments of 
the eye can occur early. Some have suggested a solitary, 
systemic, primary source of the malignant cells followed 
by intraocular metastases,4 whereas others have sug-
gested that the malignancy has multiple, independent 
sites of origin (eg, eye, CNS) that can occasionally de-
velop simultaneously.5 Infiltration of malignant lympho-
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cytes into the eye or brain from the systemic circula-
tion may be due to the ability of a malignant clone of 
cells, which expresses specific cell-surface molecules, 
to selectively home in to CNS tissue.6 Signaling mole-
cules, such as chemokines, may direct these cells to the 
CNS.7 This theory is supported by evidence of tumor 
clones related to primary CNS lymphoma found in the 
blood and bone marrow of affected patients.8 The CNS 
may provide an attractive microenvironment for these 
cells to colonize. 

Close association exists between primary vitreo-
retinal lymphoma and primary CNS lymphoma. Ap-
proximately 20% of patients with primary CNS lym-
phoma develop lymphoma in the eye, and as many as 
90% of patients with primary vitreoretinal lymphoma 
develop CNS disease.6 The similarities between prima-
ry vitreoretinal lymphoma and primary CNS lympho-
ma include a unique affinity for CNS tissue (whereby 
this rarely appears outside the CNS), a worse prognosis 
than most extranodal types of non-Hodgkin lympho-
ma (NHL), and a high response rate to methotrexate.6 
Historically, the treatment strategies for the 2 malig-
nancies overlapped due to these similarities and the 
frequency with which they clinically coexisted. 

Although they are pathologically similar in ap-
pearance, evidence suggests that primary vitreoretinal 
lymphoma differs from systemic diffuse large B-cell 
lymphoma in its origin from mature B cells due to dif-
fering frequency of expressed immunoglobulins.9

Diagnosis
Diagnosis can be difficult owing to its insidious onset, 
tendency to simulate other conditions, and its relative 
rarity.6,10 It is estimated that approximately 380 cases 
are diagnosed in the United States each year.6 The me-
dian age of diagnosis is 60 years and immunosuppres-
sion increases the risk of developing the condition.11,12 
Delay in diagnosis, often confounded with prior diag-
noses and treatments for uveitis, is common. In a large 
series, the median time to diagnosis was 6 months.10 
However, delays in diagnosis as long as 24 months are 
not unusual.13,14 The diagnosis of primary vitreoretinal 
lymphoma is usually based on a cytological examina-
tion of a vitreous specimen on biopsy, supplemented 
with findings from immunohistochemistry, flow cy-
tometry, gene rearrangement analysis, and assays for 
key cytokines. 

Clinical Examination
Primary vitreoretinal lymphoma may present as a col-
lection of nonclumped vitreous cells visible upon slit 
lamp examination. The vitreous gel may appear hazy 
due to dispersed vitreous cells. When primary vit-
reoretinal lymphoma affects the retina, it can present 
with grey- to cream-colored retinal infiltrates (often 
found along retinal arterioles), sub-retinal pigment 

epithelium (RPE) lesions, or a combination of both. 
The sub-RPE lesions may appear as large RPE detach-
ments with classic, creamy, or yellow colors. Others 
have described punctate or spiculated sub-RPE de-
posits, also referred to as a leopard-spot pattern of 
pigmentation.2 In more advanced cases, malignant 
cells can seed the anterior chamber, where they can 
settle in the angle or accumulate on the surface of the 
iris or lens. Less often, the tumor infiltrates the optic 
nerve head, where it presents as a mass lesion or re-
sults in ocular ischemia by interfering with the poste-
rior circulation of the eye. 

Ocular Imaging
Findings on autofluorescent imaging will vary accord-
ing to the location of the lesions. If lymphoma cells ac-
cumulate under the RPE, then the RPE may have hy-
perfluoresecence. However, if the retinal deposits are 
anterior to the RPE, then they appear to have hypofluo-
rescence due to blocking. 

Spectral-domain optical coherence tomography 
can be used to demonstrate an intraretinal tumor, 
which may extend through the full-thickness retina, 
toward the RPE. Multiple, punctate, sub-RPE deposits 
have also been described.15 

Tumor deposits on fluorescein angiography will 
typically have hypofluorescence on early and late 
frames. However, leakage may be present from retinal 
veins and staining of retinal arterioles.15

Vitreous Biopsy 
Definitive diagnosis of primary vitreoretinal lymphoma 
relies on vitreous biopsy. The decision to perform vit-
reous biopsy is often made after treatment for chronic 
progressive uveitis has failed. An anterior chamber tap 
for levels of interleukin (IL) 10 has been proposed to 
screen patients for vitreous biopsy.16 

However, this approach is controversial because the 
performance profile of the laboratory study (eg, positive 
and negative predictive probabilities, rates of sensitivity 
and specificity) is unclear.16 The findings of the vitreous 
samples of patients with primary vitreoretinal lympho-
ma often show evidence of apoptosis, cellular necrosis, 
scavenging macrophages, and reactive inflammatory 
cells.17 It is typically recommended that corticosteroids 
be withheld prior to vitreous biopsy because they may 
alter cellular morphology.18 

Cytology
Although cytology (or histology) remains the gold 
standard of care, diagnostic sensitivity is not absolute 
due to sampling phenomenon, problems with cellu-
lar preservation, and difficulties with interpretation.19 
Frequently, specimens are obtained with too few cells 
or cells that are poorly preserved. Under ideal circum-
stances, malignant B cells appear unambiguously ab-
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normal with large, irregular nuclei, scanty cytoplasm, 
and prominent nucleoli (Figs 1 and 2).4,6

Retinal, biopsy, choroidal biopsy, or both are less 
commonly performed than vitreous biopsy because 
this procedure has a higher risk of ocular and visual 
morbidity. 

Intraocular Cytokine Assay
B-cell primary vitreoretinal lymphoma typically pres-
ents with elevated IL-10 levels in the eye.16 Lymphoma 
cells are thought to produce this cytokine, which acts 
as a growth factor. This is in contrast to IL-6, which is 
more commonly produced by inflammatory cells and 
is characteristic of uveitis.

Vitreous IL-10 levels, in combination with the 
IL-10:IL-6 ratio, have been used as a diagnostic test 
for lymphoma, although they do not have a 100% 
sensitivity rate.20 Additional studies have verified 
the high accuracy rate of cytokine profiling, but they 
have also confirmed that negative testing does not 
exclude the disease.19,21

Immunohistochemistry
With samples of adequate size, immunohistochemistry 
studies for cluster designation20 and κ and λ light chain 
restriction can confirm B-cell monoclonality. However, 
demonstration of surface light chain on lymphocytes 
fixed in formalin can be technically challenging. 

Flow Cytometry
Flow cytometry is well suited for the detection of  
cell-surface markers if the sample is sufficiently cellu-
lar. The ratio of κ:λ light chains may be useful to con-
firm a monoclonal expansion of lymphocytes. 

Polymerase Chain Reaction
Monoclonal gene rearrangements in IGH (B-cell  
lymphoma) or TRG (T-cell lymphoma) are strongly in-
ter-related with malignancy.21,22 A technique known as 
microdissection can be employed to obtain abnormal 
cells for analysis.21

Treatment 
No currently agreed upon therapeutic strategy exists 
for primary vitreoretinal lymphoma without CNS in-
volvement (ie, isolated eye disease). Because no large 
comparative clinical series, or randomized, masked, 
clinical trials exist, the optimal treatment of primary 
vitreoretinal lymphoma relies on clinical judgment. 
Treatment regimens include local therapy, systemic 
therapy, or a combination of both. However, it is un-
clear whether any of the available treatments of iso-
lated ocular primary vitreoretinal lymphoma increase 
rates of overall survival.23 Local therapy consists of 
intravitreal chemotherapy and ocular radiotherapy. 
Systemic therapy includes intravenous chemotherapy, 

intrathecal chemotherapy, whole-brain radiotherapy, 
and peripheral blood stem cell transplantation. Despite 
available treatments, which may produce adequate ini-
tial responses, recurrence is common, often involving 
the CNS.10 The goals of therapy include eradication of 
local disease with prevention of local and CNS recur-
rences as well as minimizing adverse events. 

Primary Central Nervous System Lymphoma
Many of the current treatment strategies for primary 
vitreoretinal lymphoma are based on established treat-
ments of primary CNS lymphoma due to their high co-
incidence and presumed shared pathogenesis. Several 
of the current treatments for primary vitreoretinal lym-

Fig 2. — Magnified image of a histological specimen from an eye with 
primary vitreoretinal lymphoma. The arrow denotes Bruch membrane, 
anterior to which malignant cells have invaded the retina.
Photo courtesy of Curtis Margo, MD.

Fig 1. — Finding on vitreous biopsy of primary vitreoretinal lymphoma. 
The tissue  was concentrated and sectioned from a cell block. The sec-
tion stained with hematoxylin and eosin shows degenerating, moder-
ately large lymphocytes. Many cells are necrotic. Nuclei vary in size and 
shape, and their nuclear chromatin is hyperchromatic. 
Photo courtesy of Curtis Margo, MD.
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phoma first demonstrated their effectiveness in the 
treatment of primary CNS lymphoma. 

Based on data from older studies in which the 
option of solely supportive care was more common, 
untreated primary CNS lymphoma was found to 
have an extremely poor prognosis (average survival 
rate < 3 months).12,24 

The survival rate from primary CNS lymphoma 
is significantly worse in patients with AIDS.12 Initial 
success in the treatment of primary CNS lymphoma 
has been achieved through whole brain irradiation, 
but disease invariably recurs; the median survival rate 
is approximately 12 months and the local recurrence 
rate is nearly 90%.25 In 1 report, the 2-year survival 
rate was 28%.25

Treatment of NHL metastatic to the brain with 
high-dose methotrexate alone was introduced in 
1977.26 The subsequent use of high-dose methotrex-
ate alone in patients with primary CNS lymphoma pro-
duced a response rate between 38% and 74% and a me-
dian overall survival rate of about 2 years.27-29 

Through the use of multiple chemotherapeutic 
agents, including methotrexate, response rates for pri-
mary CNS lymphoma have increased to 71%, with a 
median overall survival rate of 50 months.30 

The success of these therapies in primary CNS 
lymphoma led to their application in primary vitreo-
retinal lymphoma. 

Systemic Chemotherapy
Systemic therapy for primary vitreoretinal lymphoma 
without CNS involvement can include intravenous and 
intrathecal chemotherapy and whole-brain radiothera-
py. The preferred strategy varies by clinical center.2  

Systemic chemotherapy regimens for primary 
vitreoretinal lymphoma have included a single agent, 
multiple agents, and chemotherapeutic agents plus 
autologous stem cell transplantation (ASCT). Prior  
single-agent treatment regimens have included  
high-dose arabinofuranosyl cytidine, high-dose meth-
otrexate, ifosfamide, and trofosfamide with varying 
degrees of success.31-33 Prior studies with intravenous 
high-dose methotrexate for the treatment of primary 
CNS lymphoma with concurrent primary vitreoretinal 
lymphoma achieved response rates that approached 
100% in the brain, despite lower response rates of 78% 
in the eye.29,32 One trial with either ifosfamide or trofos-
famide found a 100% response rate with a mean pro-
gression-free survival rate of 18 months and a median 
overall survival rate of 32 months.33

Comparing the efficacy of systemic chemotherapy 
alone for primary vitreoretinal lymphoma is confound-
ed by the fact that many earlier studies included initial 
or simultaneous treatment with radiation; intravenous, 
intrathecal, and intravitreal chemotherapy; ASCT; or 
all therapies combined. One series of 14 study patients 

with primary CNS lymphoma or primary vitreoretinal 
lymphoma found a 100% response rate when patients 
were treated with intravenous methotrexate, vincris-
tine, and thiotepa and intrathecal methotrexate and 
arabinofuranosyl cytidine in 21-day cycles without ra-
diation.34 However, recurrence rates were high: 66% of 
cases recurred within 4.5 years.34

Experience with systemic chemotherapy and 
ASCT is limited.35 One trial demonstrated longer 
rates of progression-free survival and overall survival 
in patients with relapsed or refractory primary CNS 
lymphoma administered ASCT (in combination with  
high-dose chemotherapy) compared with those pa-
tients who did not receive it.36 Ten of the 43 study pa-
tients (23%) had intraocular involvement.36

Several challenges have arisen due to the direct ap-
plication of these systemic treatments for primary CNS 
lymphoma to the management of primary vitreoretinal 
lymphoma. One in particular is the blood–ocular bar-
rier, which limits access of systemically administered 
medication to the eye. Another is the vitreous: It is nor-
mally avascular and will limit chemical diffusion of 
specific agents depending on their physical properties. 
The vitreous is a prime tissue that harbors lymphoma.

When given systemically, high-dose methotrexate 
may achieve tumoricidal levels in the anterior chamber 
for up to 74 hours but at inadequate levels in the vitre-
ous fluid.37,38 

Local Ocular Disease
Local therapy for primary vitreoretinal lymphoma has 
included intravitreal chemotherapy and orbital radio-
therapy. Often times, local treatment of ocular disease 
is initiated because health care professionals may be 
hesitant to treat a patient systemically unless evidence 
of CNS disease is present.2 

Ocular lymphoma cells are highly sensitive to ra-
diation.39 However, this treatment has not significantly 
increased the overall survival rate of these patients.40-42 
Local response rates are generally high, but recurrence 
is common. When the tumor reappears, additional ra-
diation is considered hazardous due to the cumulative 
effects of the radiation on the retina and optic nerve. 
The complications of orbital radiation include dry eyes, 
cataract, radiation retinopathy, and optic neuropathy. 
Although cataracts are surgically treatable, radiation 
injury to the retina and optic nerve is often permanent. 
Radiation to the orbits usually involves 35 to 40 Gy de-
livered in 14 to 15 separate doses, including both eyes 
in the treatment field. 

Experience with intravitreal chemotherapy for pri-
mary vitreoretinal lymphoma has included methotrex-
ate and rituximab. Intravitreal methotrexate for intra-
ocular lymphoma is typically administered in a 400-µg 
dose in 0.1 uL, every 2 weeks as induction therapy, fol-
lowed by consolidation and maintenance therapy.5,43,44 
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When administered intravitreally, this dose maintains 
therapeutic levels in the eye for at least 5 days.45 The 
adverse events of intravitreal methotrexate include epi-
thelial keratopathy, cataract, retinopathy, and hypoto-
ny (ie, low intraocular pressure). Treated patients may 
also be at risk of tachyphylaxis with recurrent injec-
tions.6,43-46 Epithelial keratopathy, which has been re-
ported in up to 58% of eyes,46 may be reduced by para-
centesis before the injection.47 

No double-masked, randomized clinical trials 
exist for use of intravitreal methotrexate. The largest 
reported series consists of 44 eyes.5 In that series, re-
mission was achieved after a mean of 6.4 injections 
(Table).5,43-46,48-51 The major shortcoming of intravitreal 
therapy is that it fails to prevent CNS relapse or disease 
in the contralateral eye. 

Intravitreal rituximab has demonstrated efficacy 
and has the ability to penetrate full-thickness retina.52 
It is typically administered on a weekly basis as 
1 mg in a 0.1-mL dose.48 Experience with the medica-
tion has revealed a high response rate (≤ 100%), but 
it also has a high recurrence rate when treatment is 
discontinued (≤ 55% within 3 months).49 Recurrences 
typically occur within 3 months following treatment 
discontinuation.49 Additional courses of rituximab 
may cause disease remission; however, the effective-
ness of the drug may diminish.49 Grossly visible reti-
nal lesions may resolve with rituximab. Rituximab 
has been reported to cause clinical remission in some 
patients unresponsive to methotrexate.49 Adverse 
events of rituximab include vitritis, elevated intraocu-
lar pressure (60%), and iridocyclitis, with mutton-fat 

keratic precipitates (35%).49 Despite resolution of ocu-
lar lesions with rituximab, 69% of patients in a single 
trial developed CNS lymphoma.49

Rituximab has a half-life of about 5 days in the 
eye and exerts tumoricidal effects for 3 to 4 weeks.53,54 

Combination intravitreal methotrexate/rituximab has 
also been used with some benefit and may potentially 
decrease the adverse events seen with single-agent 
therapy.48

A collaborative study of patients with primary vit-
reoretinal lymphoma without clinical or radiographic 
evidence of CNS involvement from 16 centers (includ-
ing 9 study patients [11%] with lymphoma in the spi-
nal fluid) found that local therapy did not increase the 
risk of brain relapse compared with systemic therapy.10 
This retrospective series of 83 immunocompetent 
study patients with primary vitreoretinal lymphoma 
from 7 countries evaluated 16 different treatment regi-
mens (3 local and 16 extensive).10 The median progres-
sion-free survival rate was 29.6 months and the over-
all median survival rate was 58 months; this rate was 
not impacted by the therapeutic regimen.10 Relapse 
rates were high (56%); the median time to relapse was 
19 months.10 The site of relapse (eg, eyes, brain, other 
sites) was also not affected by the treatment regimen, 
with most (92%) patients experiencing relapse in the 
brain or eyes.10 

Another collaborative review lasting 20 years and 
covering 78 study patients with primary vitreoretinal 
lymphoma without signs of primary CNS lymphoma 
from 17 centers found that use of systemic chemother-
apy was not associated with a reduced rate of CNS lym-

Table. — Local Therapy With Intravitreal Chemotherapy

Study Intravitreal 
Treatment

No. of Cases 
of Primary 

Vitreoretinal 
Lymphoma

No. of Cases 
of Primary 
Lymphoma 
of the CNS

No. of 
Eyes

Ocular 
Response, 

% (n)

No. of 
Injections 

Until 
Remission

No. of Eye 
Relapses

Follow-Up, 
mo

de Smet45 Methotrexate/thiotepa 1 1 1 100 (1) 6 (3rd week) 0 18

Fishburne43 Methotrexate 4 2 7 100 (7) 6.7 (mean) 0 13.1 (mean)

Frenkel5 Methotrexate 26 13 44 100 (40)  
with all data

6.4 (mean) 0 21 (median)

Hashida49 Rituximab 13 0 20 100 (20) 4 (mean) 11/20 (55%) 24.7 (mean)

Itty48 Rituximab 1 0 2 100 (2) 6 (mean) 2/2 (100%) 11

Kitzmann50 Rituximab 3 3 5 100 (5) 2 (mean) 0 3.6 (median)

Ohguro51 Rituximab 2 1 3 100 (3) 1.67 (mean) 0 2 (mean)

Sen44 Methotrexate 1 1 1 100 (1),  
then  

tachyphylaxis

3, followed by  
tachyphylaxis

1 (100%) 48

Smith46 Methotrexate 16 16 26 100 (22)
100 (4) after 
pars plana 
vitrectomy

8.5 (median) 6/26 (23%) 18.5 (median)

CNS = central nervous system.
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phoma, but it was associated with more severe adverse 
events compared with those seen with local treatment 
(ocular radiotherapy, ocular chemotherapy, or both).55

Combination Therapy
Combination therapy consists of local and systemic 
therapy. Some institutions recommend systemic treat-
ment with high-dose methotrexate plus adjuvant local 
radiotherapy,56,57 whereas other centers prefer intra-
vitreal chemotherapy with methotrexate or rituximab 
rather than radiotherapy.5,48 

One retrospective series of 221 immunocompetent 
patients with primary CNS lymphoma and primary vit-
reoretinal lymphoma found that those who received 
dedicated ocular therapy in combination with systemic 
treatment had increased progression-free survival rates 
compared with those not receiving dedicated ocular 
therapy.58 However, no difference was seen in overall 
survival rates, and the study did not contain a control 
group and involved a variety of treatments.58 Those 
who did not receive dedicated ocular therapy were not 
at increased risk of developing ocular recurrence.58 

Recommendations
No universally agreed-upon therapeutic strategy ex-
ists for primary vitreoretinal lymphoma without CNS 
involvement, although a common (but not standard) 
approach involves systemic therapy for patients with 
CNS disease and local therapy for those with primary 
vitreoretinal lymphoma confined to the eye. 

Recommendations from the International Pri-
mary Central Nervous System Lymphoma Collabora-
tive Group and the British Neuro-Oncology Society 
differ.6,18 For the treatment of ocular-only primary vit-
reoretinal lymphoma, the Primary Central Nervous 
System Lymphoma Collaborative Group recommends 
local therapy for unilateral disease and local therapy, 
systemic chemotherapy, or both for those with bilateral 
disease.6 Orbital radiotherapy may be the preferred lo-
cal therapy in patients with bilateral disease, whereas 
intravitreal chemotherapy with or without orbital ra-
diotherapy is preferred for unilateral disease.6 In pa-
tients with a prior history of radiotherapy, intravitreal 
chemotherapy is recommended.6 

By contrast, the British Neuro-Oncology Society 
recommends systemic chemotherapy with high-dose 
methotrexate and ocular radiotherapy to both globes 
for isolated primary vitreoretinal lymphoma.18 The 
British Neuro-Oncology Society recognized that intra-
vitreal methotrexate was an effective treatment option 
for isolated recurrences.18 

Conclusions
The search for the optimal treatment for primary vit-
reoretinal lymphoma without central nervous system 
involvement presents a daunting challenge. At the crux 

of the dilemma is whether local treatment will be effec-
tive given the high risk of central nervous system dis-
ease and whether early systemic treatment has the po-
tential to improve survival. The differential treatment 
response of primary vitreoretinal lymphoma may be 
related to different molecular genetic subtypes of the 
malignancy, which is a hypothesis that requires further 
study.3 Lack of a superior treatment strategy despite a 
decade of collective experience suggests that any ma-
jor impact on reducing relapse rates in central nervous 
system and improving outcomes awaits future innova-
tive therapeutic approaches. 
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Many patients with conjunctival melanoma 

experience suboptimal outcomes because  

of iatrogenic tumor seeding, inadequate  

local tumor control, and surgical morbidity.

Management of Primary Acquired Melanosis, Nevus, and  
Conjunctival Melanoma

Andrew Kao, MD, Armin Afshar, MD, Michele Bloomer, MD, and Bertil Damato, MD, PhD
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Background: The management of conjunctival melanoma is difficult because of the rarity of the disease, 
confusing terminology, high rates of local tumor recurrence, controversies regarding treatment, a poor evi-
dence base, unreliable prognostication, and significant mortality rates. 
Methods: The medical literature was reviewed, focusing on treatment and management options for conjunctival 
melanoma. Recent trends and developments were summarized with respect to terminology, local treatment, 
histology, genetic analysis, prognostication, and systemic treatment, highlighting the scope for research and 
possible improvements in patient care.
Results: Histopathological diagnostic terminology for primary acquired melanosis is being superseded by 
more explicit terminology, thus differentiating hypermelanosis from conjunctival melanocytic intraepithelial 
neoplasia. Topical chemotherapy and increased use of adjunctive radiotherapy have helped improve rates of 
local tumor control. Use of exenteration has become rare. Regional and systemic metastases are common in 
patients with nonbulbar conjunctival melanoma, although long-term survivors with metastases are growing 
in number. Prognostication is mainly based on tumor size and location, but histological and genetic data 
into multivariate analyses will soon be incorporated. The role of sentinel lymph-node biopsy continues to be 
controversial. Chemotherapy for metastatic disease is being superseded by targeted therapy based on genetic 
abnormalities such as BRAF mutations.
Conclusions: The management of conjunctival melanoma requires expert care from an experienced, mul-
tidisciplinary team. The goal of therapy is to provide good local tumor control with minimal morbidity,  
high-quality pathology, and adequate psychological support. Maximizing patient enrollment in multicenter 
clinical trials is likely to strengthen evidence-based decision-making. 

Introduction
Conjunctival melanoma is a rare but potentially 

sight- and life-threatening malignancy of the eye.1,2 
It arises from melanocytes of the basal layer of the 
conjunctival epithelium and comprises approximate-
ly 2% to 7% of ocular melanomas.1-3 The incidence is 
approximately 0.24 to 0.8 cases per 1 million and is 
increasing.1,2 Risk factors for conjunctival melanoma 
are not well understood because of the rarity of the 
disease and lack of large population-based studies.1,2 
The disease is most common in whites and rare in 
Asian/Pacific Islanders.2 Most studies have not shown 
any sex predilection.2 Conjunctival melanoma has a 
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strong association with primary acquired melanosis 
(PAM) and conjunctival nevi. Conjunctival melano-
ma tends to locally recur, seed to distant parts of the 
conjunctiva, and systemically metastasize to regional 
lymph nodes. Once metastatic disease has occurred, 
outcomes are often fatal. 

Classification of Conjunctival Pigmented 
Lesions
Melanocytic lesions of the conjunctiva are generally 
classified as PAM, nevus, and melanoma (Fig 1).

The term PAM tends to be both clinically and 
histologically used. Although this term is adequate 
for clinical findings, it is not ideal for histological 
diagnosis because it encompasses a wide range of 
conditions, from benign to malignant, that include 
complexion melanosis and PAM with and without 
atypia. Furthermore, PAM with atypia tends to be 
categorized as mild, moderate, or severe, and is often 
inconsistently used. To improve the rate of precision 
in the reporting of histological findings, Damato and 
Coupland4 recommend distinguishing between hy-
permelanosis and conjunctival melanocytic intraepi-
thelial neoplasia. In their classification, hypermela-
nosis refers to the overproduction of melanin from 
a normal population of melanocytes, as occurs with 
complexion/racial melanosis.4 To make classification 
more consistent, Damato and Coupland4 have cre-
ated a system for scoring the grade of malignancy 
from 0 to 10 according to pattern of melanocytic pro-

liferation, extent of vertical spread, and degree of cel-
lular atypia (Table).4 

Conjunctival melanocytic intraepithelial neo-
plasia with a score of 0 would correspond with PAM 
without atypia and would indicate an overpopula-
tion of melanocytes showing no cellular atypia and 
confined to the basal layer of the epithelium. High-
er scores correspond to PAM with atypia, indicating 
cellular atypia of melanocytes with invasion into the 
more superficial layers of the epithelium but without 
breaching the basement membrane of the epitheli-
um. No consensus exists as to how severe PAM/con-
junctival melanocytic intraepithelial neoplasia with 
atypia should be classified prior to being labeled as 
melanoma in situ. Damato and Coupland4 suggest 
designating any atypia with a score exceeding 5 as in 
situ, which corresponds to confluent proliferation of 
atypical melanocytes involving more than 50% of the 
thickness of the epithelium. This designation might 
improve communication between the pathologist 
and clinician, resulting in fewer delays of treatment 
due to vagaries in classification. Multicenter studies 
are needed to determine whether this 10-point scor-
ing system improves objectivity and clinical care com-
pared with simply categorizing disease as mild, mod-
erate, and severe. 

Conventionally, conjunctival melanoma implies 
invasion of the substantia propria, even if the word 
invasive is omitted. We believe that it would be safe 
practice to distinguish between melanoma in situ and 

Fig 1A–F. — Clinical features of pigmented conjunctival lesions. (A) Complexion melanosis appearing as diffuse conjunctival pigmentation in a 
pigmented individual. (B) Primary acquired melanosis manifesting as a discrete patch of conjunctival pigment. (C) Nevus shown as a slightly el-
evated pigmented lesion with intraepithelial cysts. (D) Invasive melanoma demonstrated as a pigmented nodule arising from a patch of conjunctival 
melanosis. (E) Invasive melanoma of the palpebral conjunctiva. (F) Invasive melanoma with locally disseminated disease, due to prior biopsy at an 
outside institution, without use of adjuvant therapy.
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invasive melanoma when discussing pathology. In the 
presence of invasive melanoma, it can be difficult or 
impossible to histologically distinguish between pri-
mary conjunctival melanocytic intraepithelial neopla-
sia that caused invasive melanoma and pagetoid spread 
from the invasive tumor. 

Damato and Coupland4 suggest that PAM is limited 
to clinical findings and that histological reports should 
distinguish between hypermelanosis and melanocytic 
intraepithelial neoplasia, numerically scoring the de-
gree of malignancy instead of using vague terms such 
as mild, moderate, and severe. 

Clinical Features
Melanoma in situ presents as 1 or more brown patches 
developing anywhere in the conjunctiva, almost al-
ways unilaterally, and becoming more extensive over 
time.5 Melanocytic proliferation can become amelanot-
ic, especially after unsuccessful treatment. 

Invasive conjunctival melanoma can be nodular, 
diffuse, or mixed; deeply pigmented, lightly pigment-

ed, or amelanotic; unifocal or multifocal; and with or 
without adjacent melanosis.2,6 Amelanotic melanomas 
can be white, yellow, pink, or red in color. Feeder ves-
sels are usually present. Hemorrhage is rare. The tu-
mor surface does not keratinize. Most tumors are lo-
cated in the bulbar conjunctiva, usually involving the 
limbus.2 Less commonly, tumors may present on the 
palpebral or fornical conjunctiva, plica semilunaris, 
or caruncle.2 Regional lymph nodes may be enlarged 
if regional metastasis has occurred.7 

Differential Diagnosis
Primary acquired melanosis requires incisional bi-
opsy to distinguish diffuse invasive melanoma and 
melanoma in situ from hypermelanosis and conjunc-
tival melanocytic intraepithelial neoplasia without 
atypia (ie, PAM without atypia). Congenital ocular 
melanocytosis is slate-grey in color rather than brown 
and involves the sclera alone; the overlying conjuncti-
va is transparent. Conjunctival nevi tend to have mul-
tiple cysts and are not associated with feeder vessels, 
except when occurring in children. Squamous cell 
carcinoma is usually amelanotic but can be deeply 
pigmented, especially in dark-skinned individuals. It 
usually presents as frosty keratinization, which does 
not occur with melanoma. Typically, lymphoma has a 
salmon-pink color, is located in the plica and fornices, 
and is bilateral. Rare mimicking lesions can include 
pinguecula, pterygium, pyogenic granuloma, deposi-
tion of pigmented foreign material, extraocular spread 
of uveal melanoma, metastasis from cutaneous mela-
noma, staphyloma, subconjunctival hematoma, foreign 
body, and hematic cyst.8 

Clinical Examination
Examination of the entire conjunctiva must include the 
superior fornix and superior palpebral regions, either 
after double eversion of the upper eyelid with a Des-
marres retractor or by pinching and lifting the upper 
lid away from the bulbar conjunctiva while performing 
inspection with a binocular indirect ophthalmoscope 
and a 20-D lens. The preauricular, postauricular parot-
id, submandibular, and cervical lymph nodes are rou-
tinely palpated.7 

Imaging
Color drawings are valuable for defining tumor size 
and extent; Fig 2 can be used as a template for this 
purpose. In addition, if performed correctly, color 
photography with adequate retraction of the eyelids 
is useful for documenting surface features and tu-
mor margins. 

Anterior segment ocular coherence tomography 
uses light waves to obtain cross-sectional images of 
various eye structures, with an axial resolution of up to 
5 μm.9,10 PAM/conjunctival melanocytic intraepithelial 

Table. — Coupland–Damato Scoring System for Conjunctival 
Melanocytic Intraepithelial Neoplasia 

Feature Description Score
Melanocytic 
pattern

No melanocytic neoplasia (± hyper-
melanosis)

0

Basal/lentiginous proliferation or 1

Pagetoid spread (± basal/lentiginous) or 2

Nonconfluent nests (± basal/lentiginous 
pagetoid) or

3

Confluent nests (± basal/lentiginous 
pagetoid) 

4

Vertical spread 
of melanocytes 
with atypia

Basal layer of epithelium 0

< 50% epithelial thickness 1

50%–90% epithelial thickness 2

Total replacement of epithelium 3

Cellular atypia Nuclei < basal squamous cells 0

Nuclei ≥ basal squamous cells 1

Cytoplasm < basal squamous cells 0

Cytoplasm ≥ basal squamous cells 1

Nucleolus and mitoses absent 0

Nucleolus ± mitoses present 1

Total (Must be ≤ 10 points)

Length of specimen invaded by most 
severe disease, %

Changes extend to or near lateral  
resection edge(s)

Yes/No

Invasive melanoma (if yes, report 
elsewhere)

Yes/No

From Damato B, Coupland SE. Conjunctival melanoma and melanosis:  
a reappraisal of terminology, classification and staging. Clin Exp Ophthalmol. 
2008;36(8):786-795.
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neoplasia without atypia appears as normal-thickness 
epithelium, with strong hyper-reflectivity of the basal 
epithelium, correlating with the basal layer of mela-
nocytes seen on histopathology.9,10 Nevi are hyper-
reflective, well circumscribed, and often have visible 
cysts, with appearances varying according to whether 
the lesion is junctional, compound, or subepithelial.10 
Invasive melanoma reveals subepithelial disease that 
casts a significant shadow (Fig 3).10 Ultrasonographic 

biomicroscopy using transducers between 50 and 
100 MHz can measure the thickness of conjunctival 
melanomas with reasonable accuracy and may iden-
tify tumors greater than 2 mm in thickness so that 
sentinel lymph-node biopsy can be planned before 
tumor excision.11 High-frequency ultrasonography 
can be useful for detecting or excluding suspected 
underlying uveal melanoma.

Diagnosis
Histology
Histology by a trained pathologist is required to dif-
ferentiate between hypermelanosis, conjunctival me-
lanocytic intraepithelial neoplasia, in situ melanoma, 
invasive melanoma, and other pathology. Bleaching of 
specimens is often required to examine cell morphol-
ogy. Features of atypical melanocytes include nuclear 
pleomorphism, prominent nucleoli, increased eosino-
philic cytoplasm, and mitotic figures. 

Hypermelanosis is characterized by increased 
melanin granules within normal melanocytes in the 
basal epithelium. Conjunctival melanocytic intraepi-
thelial neoplasia with a score of 0 consists of an in-
creased number of melanocytes without atypical 
features (Fig 4A). Conjunctival melanocytic intraepi-
thelial neoplasia with higher scores is identified by in-
traepithelial growth of atypical melanocytes, extend-
ing up to full thickness, but with no invasion through 
to the epithelial basement membrane (Fig 4B). Inva-
sive melanoma is defined by atypical melanocytes 
that have invaded the basement membrane into the 
substantia propria (Fig 4C). 

Histological assessment has been improved due 
to the development of immunohistochemistry. Mark-
ers for melanocytes include S100, human melanoma 
black 45, SRY-box containing gene 10, and Melan-A. A 
red chromogen is useful in the presence of a heavily 
pigmented lesion.

Fig 3A–C. — Ocular coherence tomographical features of conjunctival melanoma. (A) Slit lamp photograph of a raised, reddish, nonpigmented con-
junctival lesion suspected to be squamous neoplasia. (B) Ultra high-resolution optical coherence tomography in the area of the black dotted arrow 
disclosed a subepithelial lesion (a) beneath a normal thickness epithelium (b). The lesion was casting a significant shadow (c) on the underlying tissue. 
Foci of epithelial cleavage (d) and moderate hyper-reflectivity of the epithelium were noted. (C) Histopathological examination confirmed the diagnosis 
of melanoma (hematoxylin and eosin stain, ×200). 
Reprinted from Shousha MA, Karp CL, Canto AP, et al.  Diagnosis of ocular surface lesions using ultra-high-resolution optical coherence tomography. 
Ophthalmology. 2013;120(5):883-891. © May 2013, with permission from Elsevier.

A B C

Fig 2. — Template for drawing conjunctival tumors that shows the entire 
conjunctival surface divided into regions (cornea, limbus, bulbar conjunc-
tiva, fornix, plica, caruncle, palpebral conjunctiva, eyelid skin) and sectors. 
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Biopsy
Incisional biopsy of nodular melanoma can cause tu-
mor seeding, so it should be performed for PAM alone; 
otherwise, excisional biopsy is preferred when pos-
sible. The specimen should be placed on a stiff card 
or filter paper to prevent scrolling so that oblique his-
tological sections are avoided. Care must be taken to 
avoid crush artifact. Testing for BRAF mutations should 
be considered at this stage if concern exists for meta-
static disease potentially treatable with v-raf murine 
sarcoma viral oncogene homolog B1 (BRAF) inhibi-
tors. When a patient is referred to an oncology center 
after biopsy, we routinely arrange for our ophthalmic 
pathologist to review the histology results. 

Treatment
Surgical Excision
The conventional approach to treatment is to excise 
nodular conjunctival melanomas with wide safety mar-
gins and lamellar scleral dissection, to ensure deep 
and lateral clearance, and to administer adjunctive 
cryotherapy as a precaution.1 Such extensive surgery 
often requires amniotic membrane grafting, which can 
result in significant morbidity (eg, corneal scarring, 
scleral translucency). Furthermore, significant rates of 
local tumor recurrence have been reported, sometimes 
exceeding 30%.1,7,12 Growing circumstantial evidence 
suggests that such local recurrence is associated with 
higher rates of mortality.12 

For at least 15 years, the approach was to excise 
the tumor with minimal surgical clearance, perform 
no lamellar scleral excision, and provide no adjunc-
tive cryotherapy, instead administering adjunctive 
radiotherapy for all cases with invasive melanoma, 
irrespective of histological evidence of clearance.8 
In addition, adjunctive topical chemotherapy is war-
ranted if adjacent intraepithelial neoplasia is present, 
whether this consists of primary disease or secondary 
pagetoid spread.8 

Many patients are referred to an oncology center 
after undergoing incisional biopsy or excision by sur-

geons not following the “no touch” technique or who 
may not understand the importance of using fresh in-
struments for closure to avoid seeding.12 After witness-
ing recurrences in distant parts of the conjunctiva in 
such cases, Damato and Coupland12 routinely adminis-
ter adjunctive topical chemotherapy to all such patients 
irrespective of histological findings. Although data are 
insufficient for statistical evaluation of this approach, 
clinical impressions have been positive.2

Primary Exenteration
Primary exenteration has been abandoned as a prima-
ry treatment for PAM.5 Such extensive surgery is now 
performed for advanced invasive melanoma alone. 

Adjuvant Therapy
Cryotherapy: Historically, cryotherapy was the only 
treatment for PAM/conjunctival melanocytic intraepi-
thelial neoplasia with atypia; in modern times, its use 
is advocated by some as adjunctive therapy follow-
ing local excision. It is delivered using the double or 
triple freeze-thaw technique.2 Jakobiec et al13 recom-
mend using a liquid nitrogen probe and a subcon-
junctival thermocouple to ensure that a temperature 
of –20 °C is achieved; however, Damato and Coup-
land14 reported an unacceptable tumor recurrence 
rate in addition to complications such as uveitis, hy-
potony, macular edema, and squamous metaplasia 
of the conjunctiva. This treatment has largely been 
superseded by topical chemotherapy. We now per-
form cryotherapy for residual or recurrent intraepi-
thelial disease alone after at least 2 courses of topical 
chemotherapy.

Topical Chemotherapy: This type of treatment is 
administered using mitomycin C (MMC), because other 
agents such as fluorouracil are less effective. The stan-
dard protocol is to prescribe drops 4 times per day for 
2 weeks, repeating the treatment after a 2-week rest 
period. We prefer a 1-week course of topical chemo-
therapy, repeated every 4 weeks for 4 cycles, because 
doing so causes less pain and inflammation as well 

Fig 4A–C. — Histology of pigmented conjunctival lesions (hematoxylin and eosin stain, ×400). (A) Conjunctival melanocytic intraepithelial neoplasia 
without atypia with an increased number of melanocytes within the basal epithelium without atypical features. (B) Melanoma in situ with atypical me-
lanocytes and invasion of superficial layers of epithelium, but without progression through the epithelial basement membrane. (C) Invasive melanoma 
with highly atypical melanocytes that fill the epithelium, invading the underlying substantia propria. 
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as improved patient compliance. Topical steroids are 
helpful in reducing the inflammation, and our prefer-
ence is to use 0.1% fluorometholone because it does 
not penetrate the globe. No consensus exists regarding 
the ideal dose of MMC. We prescribe 0.03% MMC be-
cause we found that lower concentrations were associ-
ated with local treatment failure, whereas higher doses 
caused limbal stem cell failure in select patients. Some 
authors advocate punctual occlusion during topical 
chemotherapy2; however, we do not favor this practice, 
especially with patients who have tumor recurrence 
in the nasolacrimal system. When administering topi-
cal chemotherapy, the patient must be provided with 
disposable gloves, petroleum jelly to protect the eyelid 
skin, a disposal container (to be returned to the hospi-
tal with all soiled materials), and detailed oral and writ-
ten instructions on the storage and administration of 
the MMC drops. 

Radiotherapy: Radiotherapy can consist of 
brachytherapy, which uses isotopes such as strontium, 
ruthenium, or iodine, or teletherapy, which uses pho-
tons or a proton beam (Fig 5). Adjunctive radiotherapy 
after local excision was reported by Collins15 in 1918 
and later by Lederman16 in 1958 but it has since fell into 
disuse. Damato and Coupland12 reported high rates of 
local tumor control with adjunctive ruthenium plaque 
radiotherapy, delivering a dose of 100 Gy to a depth 
of 1 mm, which involves suturing the plaque over the 
target area and removing it after 1 day with topical 
anesthesia. They found this to be less labor intensive 
than strontium brachytherapy, which requires delivery 
for several days.12 Iodine plaques are more bulky, so 
they are more likely to be uncomfortable for the pa-
tient; however, radiotherapy can be tailored to each in-
dividual by adjusting the number and distribution of 
the iodine seeds. Such tailoring of the radiation dose 
is easier with proton beam radiotherapy, which does 
not require surgery but may be inconvenient for the 
patient because of increased travel time. Proton beam 
radiotherapy may be useful for lesions in the nonbul-
bar conjunctiva, which cannot easily be treated with 
brachytherapy.17 Damato18 has also achieved good re-

sults with radiotherapy alone in select patients with 
unresectable tumors.

Topical Interferon Immunotherapy: This type 
of treatment is a relatively recent addition to the thera-
peutic armamentarium. Although interferon α-2b is 
commonly used to treat ocular surface squamous neo-
plasia and conjunctival papillomas, data are limited on 
its use for conjunctival melanoma.19,20 No consensus 
exists regarding the most appropriate dosing regimen. 
Several case series have shown it to be effective for the 
treatment of conjunctival melanoma and conjunctival 
melanocytic intraepithelial neoplasia with good rates 
of tolerance by patients2; however, further studies are 
required to examine its efficacy and safety data in pa-
tients with pigmented conjunctival lesions. 

Outcomes
Loss of Vision 
Loss of can occur as a result of keratitis following tu-
mor excision, cryotherapy, or topical chemotherapy; 
hypotony and macular edema can occur following 
bulbar cryotherapy; and cataracts can occur following 
radiotherapy. 

Patient-Reported Outcomes 
Outcomes reported by patients such as grittiness, dis-
charge, epiphora, and concerns about appearance are 
common, but, to our knowledge, they have not yet 
been analyzed in a published study. 

Local Recurrence 
The rate of local recurrence of PAM/conjunctival me-
lanocytic intraepithelial neoplasia has been reported 
to be 27%.21 The reported rate of progression to in-
vasive melanoma following treatment for PAM/con-
junctival melanocytic intraepithelial neoplasia ranges 
from 13% to 46%.21,22 Recurrent invasive melanoma has 
been reported in 8% to 62% of study patients at 5 years 
and in approximately 38% to 52% of study patients at 
10 years.1,7,12,23 Factors associated with lower rates of 
local recurrence include extent of initial disease, the 
“no touch” surgical technique, and adjunctive thera-

py (particularly radiotherapy).12 
Rarely, tumor recurrence can in-
traocularly occur, particularly if 
the Bowman membrane has been 
surgically disrupted and if adjunc-
tive radiotherapy has not been 
administered.24

Secondary Exenteration 
Secondary exenteration was pre-
viously reported in 13% of study 
patients.25 It has now become rare 
due to improved rates of local tu-
mor control.7,23,25,26 

Fig 5A–B. — Conjunctival melanoma (A) at presentation and (B) after excision with adjunctive pro-
ton beam radiotherapy and topical chemotherapy. 

A B
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Metastatic Disease 
Metastasis can be regional, systemic, or both. Re-
gional metastases develop by lymphatic spread and 
involve the parotid, preauricular, postauricular, and 
submandibular nodes.7 Systemic metastases can oc-
cur by lymphatic or hematogenous spread. Approx-
imately 20% to 30% of patients develop regional 
metastases; of these, 50% subsequently develop sys-
temic metastatic disease.27,28 Conversely, up to 25% of 
patients develop systemic metastases alone without 
any clinical evidence of regional metastases.7 Treat-
ment for metastatic disease is the same as for cutane-
ous melanoma and includes cytotoxic chemotherapy, 
immunotherapy, and molecularly targeted therapy.29 
The 10-year mortality rate from conjunctiva melano-
ma ranges from 13% to 38%.7,12

Prognostication
Ocular Predictors 
Ocular predictors of regional and systemic metastatic 
disease — hence mortality — include large basal tu-
mor diameter, increased tumor thickness, and nonbul-
bar conjunctival involvement (particularly the caruncu-
lar tumor location).14 The tumor, node, and metastasis 
(TNM) staging system of the American Joint Commit-
tee on Cancer (AJCC)30 stages conjunctival melanomas 
as: T(is) (intraepithelial melanoma), T1 (bulbar), T2 
(nonbulbar, including palpebral, forniceal, or caruncu-
lar), T3 (invasion into globe, eyelid, nasolacrimal sys-
tem, orbit, or sinus), and T4 (invasion into brain). Two 
studies have validated the current AJCC staging crite-
ria, and both have demonstrated that higher-staged tu-
mors have a higher risk of local recurrence, local and 
distant metastasis, and death.30-32 The current staging 
system is currently being revised, for example, to de-
scribe the circumferential tumor extent in quadrants ir-
respective of whether the tumor crosses the horizontal 
or vertical meridians.4,33  

Regional Nodal Involvement 
Regional nodal involvement is a known predictor of 
systemic metastasis and this has stimulated interest in 
sentinel lymph-node biopsy.27,28,34-38 It involves inject-
ing radionuclide (technetium 99m sulfur colloid) into 
the subconjunctival space surrounding the tumor, fol-
lowed by imaging of the afferent lymphatic system, 
and then excising any suspicious lymph nodes, intra-
operatively identifying them using a handheld γ probe. 
The excised nodes are serially “bread loafed” in 1- to 
2-mm slices and examined for malignant cells using 
immunohistochemistry. Sentinel lymph-node biopsy 
has been advocated in patients with tumors in a non-
limbal location, histological ulceration, and with a 
tumor thickness of at least 2 mm.34 This procedure is 
controversial because of its unproven value in predict-
ing metastasis and prolonging survival.36 Furthermore, 

lymph-node resection can result in complications, in-
cluding scarring and facial nerve (VII) palsy. 

Histological Predictors 
Histological predictors of metastasis include tumor 
thickness exceeding 2 mm, surface ulceration, epitheli-
oid cytomorphology, high mitotic count, and microsat-
ellites, as well as vascular invasion or lymphatic inva-
sion.7,39-43

Genetic Predictors 
Genetic predictors of metastasis have not been identi-
fied, although BRAF, CDKN1A, RUNX2, MLH1, TIMP2, 
MGMT, and ECHS1 have been reported.8 BRAF V600E 
mutation occurs in about 50% of cases of conjunctival 
melanomas.44 Approximately 50% of such melanomas 
respond to systemic BRAF inhibitors, so routine testing 
for this mutation occurs in some centers.45

Further Studies
Diagnosis
In theory, hope exists for the external validation and 
refinement of the Damato–Coupland scoring system 
for conjunctival melanocytic intraepithelial neoplasia4; 
however, in practice, the system is limited by the rar-
ity of invasive melanoma in such cases, because most 
patients now receive treatment. High-resolution ocular 
coherence tomography is now available, so this imag-
ing modality could be used to detect various grades of 
conjunctival melanocytic intraepithelial neoplasia, not 
only at presentation but also following topical chemo-
therapy.10 Such imaging could reduce the need for con-
junctival biopsies. 

Treatment
In view of the morbidity caused by topical MMC, we 
avoid such treatment in patients with conjunctival me-
lanocytic intraepithelial neoplasia who have a score of 
3 or below, instead preferring long-term surveillance 
for such cases. It would be useful to determine how 
many such patients develop more severe conjunctival 
melanocytic intraepithelial neoplasia, invasive mela-
noma, or both. With regard to invasive disease, future 
randomized trials should study extensive resection and 
cryotherapy compared with minimalist resection with 
radiotherapy and topical chemotherapy. Such stud-
ies should measure both patient-reported and clinical 
outcomes (ie, local tumor control, ocular conservation, 
vision, metastasis-free survival rates). Instruments for 
measuring patient-reported outcomes must be validat-
ed in the setting of conjunctival melanoma. 

Prognostication
Survival estimates for patients with choroidal melano-
mas have been improved by mathematical methods 
that combine the AJCC staging system with histological 
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grade of malignancy and genetic tumor type.29,30,46 Sim-
ilar prognostication methods should be applied to pa-
tients with conjunctival melanoma. Further evaluation 
of sentinel lymph-node biopsy is also warranted.27,34-38 
The search for genetic predictors should continue so 
that different subgroups of conjunctival melanoma are 
identified, similar to that seen in uveal melanoma.47 It 
would be useful to understand why nonbulbar con-
junctival melanomas are associated poor rates of 
survival — that is, whether this is because of genetic 
differences (possibly related to sunlight exposure) or 
stromal influences (eg, lymphatic density). 

Systemic Adjuvant Therapy
In patients known to be at high risk for metastasis, it 
would be worth undertaking randomized trials of 
systemic chemotherapy or immunotherapy, similar to 
those in progress for cutaneous melanoma. Because of 
the rarity of conjunctival melanoma, it may be possible 
to enroll patients with conjunctival melanoma in such 
trials, subsequently performing subgroup analyses. 

Treatment for Metastatic Disease
Similar to those of systemic adjuvant therapy, clinical 
trials evaluating treatment for clinical metastases are 
limited by the rarity of conjunctival melanomas, so in-
vestigators should explore the feasibility of enrolling 
these patients in trials studying cutaneous melanoma. 

Future Directions
Many patients with conjunctival melanoma experience 
suboptimal outcomes because of iatrogenic tumor seed-
ing, inadequate local tumor control, and surgical mor-
bidity. The published evidence base is poor, so a need 
exists for clinical trials and basic science research. Be-
cause of the rarity of conjunctival melanoma, multi-
center studies are needed. Such collaboration is becom-
ing easier with the development in electronic medical 
records, automatic extraction of data, and the collabo-
ration of ocular oncology working groups and organi-
zations. Progress should also be encouraged by the 
formation of patient advocacy groups, which can help 
raise awareness of the importance of holistic care, em-
phasizing the need for doctor–patient communication, 
adequate patient education, informed consent, effective 
emotional support, and, if necessary, referral to psychol-
ogy. The greatest improvement in patient care will oc-
cur when ocular oncologists are supported by a skilled 
multidisciplinary team and when biopsy or treatment at 
nonspecialty centers is no longer considered acceptable. 
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Helpful immunostains for the  

differential diagnosis of PSC include EMA, 

Ber-Ep4, AR, and adipophilin.

Sebaceous Carcinoma of the Eyelid
Carlos Prieto-Granada, MD, and Paul Rodriguez-Waitkus, MD, PhD
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Background: Periocular sebaceous carcinoma (PSC) is a rare but aggressive neoplasm that tends to clinically 
and histopathologically mimic other conditions. PSC can be challenging to diagnose using histomorphology 
alone given its overlap with 2 more common tumors that occur in this area (basal cell carcinoma [BCC] and 
squamous cell carcinoma [SCC]). Use of immunohistochemistry can help resolve this differential diagnosis. 
Methods: A review of the literature was performed, focusing on the epidemiology, morphology, and immu-
nohistochemical features of PSC. 
Results: The most useful immunostains in the differential diagnosis of PSC are epithelial membrane antigen, 
Ber-Ep4, androgen receptor (AR), and adipophilin. To discern PSC from BCC, one should use EMA, Ber-Ep4, 
AR, and adipophilin, whereas discerning PSC from SCC can be achieved by evaluating AR and adipophilin. 
In addition, p53 and ERBB2 (formally known as HER2/neu) are other potentially useful immunohistochemi-
cal markers for the differential diagnosis of PSC.
Conclusions: Use of new immunohistochemical techniques, as well as the elucidation of molecular alterations, 
such as the presence of ERBB2 amplification, will advance our understanding of PSC.

Introduction
Cutaneous sebaceous carcinoma is a rare disease that 
makes up an estimated 0.05% of all cutaneous malig-
nancies.1,2 However, because the eyelid and periocular 
regions harbor a high density of sebaceous glands ei-
ther associated with eyelashes (Zeis) or the tarsal plate 
(meibomian), it is not surprising that, when consider-
ing all cutaneous sebaceous carcinomas, up to 40% of 
these tumors arise in this particular anatomical site.3 
In the United States, sebaceous carcinoma represents 

5% of all malignant neoplasms arising in the periocu-
lar region, followed basal cell carcinoma (BCC), which 
makes up 90% of eyelid malignancies.4-6 

In general, periocular sebaceous carcinoma (PSC) 
presents in the elderly (average of 70 years of age).1-3 
Predisposing factors, such as immunosuppression, pri-
or history of radiotherapy to the head and neck, and 
Muir–Torre syndrome, occur in a minority of patients.7 
PSC can clinically present as a diffuse thickening of the 
eyelid, often exhibiting inflammatory features. More 
advanced cases are characterized as a discrete, palpe-
bral mass. The clinical presentation of early-stage PSC 
has the potential of mimicking non-neoplastic lesions, 
notably chalazion, keratoconjunctivitis, and other in-
flammatory, non-neoplastic processes.5,8,9 Thus, those 
with PSC are at an increased risk for delayed diagnosis. 

Historically, a diagnosis of PSC was associ-
ated with a poor prognosis and a mortality rate that 
reached 50%.10,11 However, with increased disease 
awareness and the introduction of better diagnostic 
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techniques, rates of survival have improved (mortal-
ity rates of 2%–11%).4,11,12 Early identification is crucial 
and relies on a high level of clinical suspicion, together 
with an accurate histopathological diagnosis that often 
depends on small or limited specimens on biopsy. 

Histomorphology
When examining the invasive component of PSC at 
low magnification, 4 basic morphological patterns 
can be recognized: trabecular, lobular, papillary, and 
BCC-like (Figs 1 and 2).7 Similar to BCC, a mixture of 
2 or more of these patterns can be seen in a single le-
sion. However, all of the classic features of BCC are 
not found, such as peripheral palisading, tumor–stro-
mal cleft artifacts, and mucinous/myxoid spindle cell 
stroma. The trabecular pattern of PSC has a tendency 
to reveal areas of central comedo-like necrosis. An in 
situ component of PSC may be encountered, either as a 
standalone lesion as well as adjacent or overlying an in-
vasive lesion (see Figs 1C–F). The intraepithelial lesions 
are often bowenoid in appearance and can exhibit exu-
berant pagetoid spread (see Figs 1D and 1E). They can 
also radially spread by undermining the normal con-
junctival epithelium (see Fig 1F). Keratinization is not 
usually a feature of PSC. The presence of changing ke-
ratinization should prompt the health care professional 
to consider squamous cell carcinoma (SCC) with seba-
ceous differentiation rather than PSC.7 

In a similar fashion to cutaneous sebaceous carci-
noma, cytologically PSC tumors are composed of 3 ba-
sic cell types: basaloid, sebaceous/vacuolated cells, and 
intermediate forms. These cell types are usually inter-
mixed at varying ratios, which will determine the level 
of differentiation of a given tumor, among other factors 
(see Figs 2D, 2E, and 2G). Broadly speaking, the per-
centage of basaloid cells will be inversely correlated 
with the level of differentiation, which ranges from well-
differentiated tumors to poorly differentiated and ana-
plastic/de-differentiated tumors. 

Another factor to consider when grading a lesion is 
the architecture of the tumor. Well-differentiated PSC tu-
mors are often nodular, whereas poorly differentiated 
tumors are more infiltrative. Taking into account all of 
these features, including grading, architecture, presence 
or absence of an in situ component/pagetoid spread, as 
well as presence of spread to distant sites, the following 
4-tiered classification has been proposed13: PSC in situ, 
low-grade, high-grade infiltrating PSC with or without 
pagetoid spread, and PSC with extraocular/extracutane-
ous spread, including distant metastases. 

In addition to its ability to clinically mimic other le-
sions, PSC can also overlap the histopathology of several 
benign and malignant entities encountered in the peri-
ocular region. Among the benign processes, the health 
care professional should consider sebaceous adenoma,14 
follicular adnexal tumors (eg, desmoplastic trichoepithe-

Fig 1A–F. Composite demonstrating different morphological patterns of PSC. (A) Basal cell carcinoma–like type of configuration. H & E, ×40.  
(B) Complete with superficial ulceration with the presence of vacuolated cells. H & E, ×200. (C, D) Usual presentation of PSC with extensive intraepi-
dermal involvement exhibiting pagetoid spread. A subjacent main tumor mass is present with tumor cells expanding into the epidermis through the 
follicular structures. C: H & E, ×20. D: H & E, ×100 (E) High-power imaging shows the nuclear features of PSC: vesicular chromatin with prominent 
yet small nucleoli. H & E, ×200. (F) The radial extension of PSC cells through normal epithelium reveals conjunctival mucosa undermined by tumor 
cells. H & E, ×40. 
H & E = hematoxylin and eosin, PSC = periocular sebaceous carcinoma.
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lioma),15 trichoadenoma,16 and squamous papilloma.17-19 
When considering malignancies, the 2 main possibilities 
are BCC — particularly with sebaceous differentiation 
— and SCC with sebaceous differentiation (rare). The 
latter also includes a basaloid variant. A rare but plau-
sible differential diagnostic possibility — particularly 
for poorly differentiated types of PSC — is Merkel cell 
carcinoma, which is a malignant neoplasm with a predi-
lection to arise in the head and neck area.20,21 When con-
fronted with in situ PSC with abundant pagetoid spread, 
other pagetoid malignancies such as pagetoid SCC in 
situ, melanoma in situ, and intraepidermal Merkel cell 
carcinoma should be considered. 

Morphologically, the nuclear features in PSC tu-
mor cells have a distinctive shape — namely, they 
are round, oval, or indented — and contain fine, ink-
drop, or smudgy chromatin with 1 or 2 small nucleoli 
(see Figs 1E and 2G).7 These features are not found in 

Merkel cell carcinoma, which have washed-out, neu-
roendocrine-type chromatin. By contrast, melanoma 
cells often display large nuclei with vesicular chroma-
tin and macronucleoli. In a proportion of poorly dif-
ferentiated types of PSC (approximately 23%–77%), 
morphological assessment will be hampered by the 
presence of overlapping features with other entities 
included the differential diagnosis.4,22,23 In such situa-
tions, immunohistochemical stains may be helpful. 

Immunohistochemistry 
Among the malignant tumors that arise in the perioc-
ular region, the 3 most common are BCC, squamous 
cell carcinoma (SCC), and PSC.5,6 Several immunohis-
tochemical markers are useful in the differential diag-
nosis, including epithelial antigens, as are hormonal 
markers and other markers highlighting fat vacuole 
production. Immunohistochemical stains will also re-

Fig 2A–I. — Panel exhibiting immunohistochemical staining patterns of 3 markers useful for the differential diagnosis of PSC. (A–C) Epithelial 
membrane antigen often exhibits patchy but intense membranous and cytoplasmic positivity in PSC. An internal control is present and represented 
by normal sebaceous glands (C, arrow). A: H & E, ×20. B: H & E, ×20. C: H & E, ×200. (A, D, E) Although this case exhibits a basal cell carcinoma–like 
pattern (D and E: H & E, ×200), (F) Ber-Ep4 is completely negative. F: H & E, ×200. An internal control is present in the germinative portion of an 
adjacent follicular structure (arrow). (G) The presence of intermediate cells with lipid vacuoles (arrows) is highlighted with adipophilin. G: H & E, 
×400. (H, I) A “vacuolar-type” staining pattern is seen. H: H & E, ×200. I: H & E, ×400. 
H & E = hematoxylin and eosin, PSC = periocular sebaceous carcinoma.
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flect subjacent molecular al-
terations. The different expres-
sion profiles using the most 
useful markers for PSC, BCC, 
and SCC are summarized in 
the Table.

Epithelial Markers
Epithelial antigens are tools 
that can be used to help in the 
differential diagnosis of PSC. 
The 2 epithelial markers deemed to be most useful in 
the differential diagnosis of PSC, BCC, and SCC are epi-
thelial membrane antigen (EMA) and Ber-Ep4.7,24 

Epithelial Membrane Antigen: Also known as 
mucin 1, cluster designation 227, and cancer antigen 
15-3 (particularly when detected in serum), EMA is a 
75-kDa transmembrane glycoprotein coded by the 
1q21 locus. It is commonly used as an epithelial marker 
in conjunction with cytokeratins. In normal skin and 
conjunctiva, EMA is expressed in glandular structures, 
including sebocytes (see Fig 2C, arrow), as well as in 
squamous epithelium, but not in follicular structures.25 
EMA exhibits a membranous and cytoplasmic signal 
(see Figs 2B and 2C) and is prominently expressed in 
the majority of cases of PSC and SCC, while being pre-
dominantly negative in BCC.7,24 

Ber-Ep4: Ber-Ep4 is a monoclonal antibody di-
rected toward the epithelial cell adhesion molecule, a 
transmembrane glycoprotein coded by the 2p21 locus 
and normally expressed at the basolateral membrane of 
cells by the majority of epithelial tissues, except in adult 
squamous epithelium and by some specific epitheli-
um cell types (eg, hepatocytes).26,27 This marker is ex-
pressed in the secretory portion of eccrine glands and 
follicular germinative cells in normal skin and eyelids 
(see Fig 2F, arrow).28 This antibody exhibits a predomi-
nant membranous pattern of staining; it is most useful 
in distinguishing BCC from PSC and SCC because it is 
frequently positive for Ber-Ep4 (70%–100%).24,28 By con-
trast, PSC and SCC are negative for Ber-Ep4 in 74% to 
94% and 100% of cases, respectively (see Fig 2F).24,28 

Cytokeratin: Intermediate filaments known as cy-
tokeratins are expressed in carcinomas (and rarely in a 
few mesenchymal tumors). Because cytokeratin is also 
expressed in other entities included in the differential 
diagnosis of PSC, expression of CAM 5.2 (a cytokeratin 
cocktail) is not particularly useful to resolve the differ-
ential diagnosis for PSC.29 Cytokeratin 7 is expressed in 
a higher percentage in PSC cases (88%) compared with 
BCC cases (28%); this is especially true in SCC cases 
(9%), so it could be used as an adjunctive tool.24 In addi-
tion, the expression of cytokeratin 19 may be helpful in 
distinguishing sebaceous carcinomas (17% focally posi-
tive) from BCC (64% strongly positive and 14% focally 
positive).30 However, given the ubiquity of cytokeratins 

in epithelial malignancies, the ability of cytokeratins 
to discriminate among the common tumors around the 
eye is limited.

Thomsen–Friedenreich (T) and its Precursor 
(Tn) Antigen: These markers are composed of O-
glycosylated, mucin-type complex carbohydrates and 
are — in addition to the glycophorin protein system 
— part of the MNS blood group system. They are ex-
pressed in carcinomas from a visceral origin while be-
ing hidden from the immune system via the addition of 
covalently linked carbohydrates and sialic acid in the 
majority of normal tissues, with the exception of ma-
ture sebocytes, the luminal aspect of the sweat glands, 
and in the intercellular junctions of the spinous layer of 
the epidermis.31,32 A small study specifically testing the 
immunohistochemical expression of the Thomsen–
Friedenreich (T) antigen found a strong expression of 
this marker in the majority of sebaceous carcinoma 
cases (n = 8) tested as well as in the sebaceous ade-
noma (n = 15) and sebaceoma (n = 9) samples, while 
being negative in the all but 1 of the tested BCC cases 
(n = 13); only 1 case of BCC was positive for sebaceous 
differentiation.13,32 Although no follow-up studies were 
found in the literature regarding this marker, one could 
consider incorporating T-antigen immunohistochemis-
try to resolve this differential diagnosis. 

Lipid-Processing Markers
Sebaceous carcinomas are related to the produc-
tion of lipids (mainly triglycerides). Historically, the 
health care professional was only able to rely on the 
often cumbersome histochemical demonstration of 
lipids utilizing Oil red O or Sudan black IV, inconve-
nient stains that required a frozen tissue sample and 
were associated with both poor rates of sensitivity 
(40%) and stain fading over time.33 However, another 
group of immunohistochemical markers demonstrat-
ing lipid production are now available. This group of 
markers is composed of 3 lipid droplet–associated pro-
teins comprised of the so-called perilipin, adipophilin, 
and TIP47 group (also known as perilipins 1, 2, and 3, 
respectively). These molecules are associated with the 
phospholipid monolayer membrane surrounding the 
triglyceride core of the intracytoplasmic lipid droplets 
and are related in the formation, maintenance, modifi-

Table. — Three Commonly Used Immunohistochemical Markers for the Differential 
Diagnosis of Periocular Sebaceous Carcinoma 

Type of Carcinoma Epithelial 
Membrane 

Antigen

Ber-Ep4 Androgen 
Receptor

Adipophilin p53 ERBB2

Periocular sebaceous + −/+ + + + +

Basal cell − + +/− − −/+ −

Squamous cell + − − − +/− −
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cation, and involution of such structures.34 All of these 
markers appear specific for lipid droplets in normal 
tissues as well as in a variety of malignant neoplasms 
with lipogenic features.28,35-38 Although adipophilin ap-
pears to be the most sensitive marker of the group, per-
ilipin is considered to have superior rates of specificity, 
and both immunostains have proven to be of particu-
lar utility in the differential diagnosis of PSC.7,23,25,33,39,40 

Adipophilin: Also known as adipocyte differentia-
tion–related protein and perilipin 2, adipophilin is a lip-
id vesicle–associated protein coded by a gene in 9p22.1. 
This marker is expressed in normal sebocytes. However, 
when using this stain, the health care professional must 
be aware of its different staining patterns, including its 
diffuse cytoplasmic signal pattern, which is often en-
countered in well-differentiated areas of PSC tumors; its 
vacuolar, vesicular-rimming pattern (see Figs 2G and 2I); 
or the presence of both of these, thus highlighting the 
intermediate cells of a PSC tumor; and a fine particu-
late, granular, or dusty pattern (considered nonspecific 
and could be found in other tumors [eg, SCC, BCC]). The 
health care professional must remember the poorly dif-
ferentiated areas of PSC tumors will often be lipid-poor 
and basaloid cell-rich; thus, they may be predominantly 
negative or weakly positive for adipophilin in an overall 
patchy pattern.7,23,25,33,39 Adipophilin can be useful when 
differentiating PSC that is predominantly immunoreac-
tive, showing either vacuolar or 
diffuse patterns, or is predomi-
nantly negative or weakly positive 
with a finely granular pattern in 
the setting of BCC and SCC. 

Perilipin: Perilipin is a trans-
membranous protein related to 
lipid vesicles coded by the 15q26 
locus that is expressed in sebo-
cytes. Perilipin appears to be 
more specific but less sensitive 
than adipophilin.33,39 The differ-
ent patterns of staining are similar 
to those of adipophilin, and the 
health care professional could use 
this marker in cases for which adi-
pophilin was unsatisfactory. 

Androgen Receptor
Androgen receptor (AR) is coded 
by Xq12 and forms part of a fam-
ily of nuclear-located, steroid 
hormone transcription factors/
receptors that bind testoster-
one and dihydrotestosterone. 
In normal skin and conjunctiva, 
AR is predominantly expressed 
in follicular and adnexal struc-
tures, especially in the sebaceous 

glands.25,41,42 Because it is a transcription factor and 
a hormone receptor from the steroid class, its immu-
nohistochemical signal is predominantly nuclear (see 
Fig 3). This marker can be of particularly help when 
differentiating between PSC (predominantly positive, 
33%–83%), SCC (predominantly negative, 90%–100%), 
and BCC (occasionally negative, 50%–86%).27,28 

Underlying Mutations/Genetic Aberrations 
p53 Protein: The p53 protein is a transcription fac-
tor coded by TP53 (17p13.1), which induces apoptosis 
when DNA damage occurs. Approximately 67% of PSC 
tumors will harbor missense or nonsense TP53 muta-
tions that are not of the ultraviolet (UV) signature type 
(unrelated to UV damage).43 Patients with germline 
TP53 mutations (Li–Fraumeni syndrome) frequently 
develop PSC, along with other malignancies that char-
acterize the condition.44 Because the gene mutation 
rate is quite high in the setting of PSC, many of these 
tumors (40%–72%) will show an overexpression (ac-
cumulation) of p53 protein on immunohistochemistry 
translated by a strong nuclear signal.7,45 By contrast, 
this pattern of p53 staining occurs in fewer than 20% 
of BCC cases and 50% to 60% in SCC cases.7,46,47 Thus, 
some have advocated for use of p53 immunohisto-
chemistry as a diagnostic aid in the differential diagno-
sis of PSC.7 Both the presence of TP53 mutations and 

Fig 3A–C. — Pattern of immunohistochemical staining with androgen receptor. (A) In this case, 
periocular sebaceous carcinoma exhibited a striking bowenoid appearance predominantly com-
posed of basaloid cells. H & E, ×40. (B, C) Androgen-receptor immunohistochemical stain dem-
onstrated diffuse and strong nuclear positivity in the tumor cells with a weak cytoplasmic blush. 
B: H & E, ×100. C: H & E, ×200.
H & E = hematoxylin and eosin.
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the consequent p53 overexpression are more frequent-
ly encountered in PSC than extraocular sebaceous car-
cinoma and are inversely correlated with the presence 
of alterations of the mismatched repair (MMR) proteins 
and Muir–Torre syndrome.45 

Mismatched Repair Proteins: Assessing the ex-
pression of MMR proteins with immunohistochem-
istry for mutL homolog 1, mutS homolog 2, mutS ho-
molog 6, and PMS1 homolog 2 (MLH1, MSH2, MSH6 
and PMS2, MMR system components) in cutaneous 
neoplasms — particularly in sebaceous adenoma — 
is becoming an easy and convenient way to screen for 
Muir–Torre syndrome, a variant of the Lynch syndrome 
spectrum.48-50 However, by contrast to the extraocular 
forms of sebaceous neoplasms, most PSC tumors ap-
pear to be unrelated to loss of MMR expression. There-
fore, PSC should be considered as a poor “index lesion” 
to screen for Muir–Torre syndrome.45,51,52 Nevertheless, 
periocular sebaceous adenoma appears to follow the 
same trend as extraocular sebaceous neoplasms in 
terms of its relationship with Muir–Torre syndrome.53 

ERBB2 (formally known as HER2/neu): 
PSC has been shown to exhibit 2+ and 3+ patterns of 
ERBB2 (formally known as HER2/neu) immunohisto-
chemical positivity in up to 82% of cases, with 75% of 
these cases showing ERBB2 amplifications by fluores-
cence in situ hybridization.50 Based on the results of a 
study reporting on a series of 14 cases, these findings 
have diagnostic value because both ERBB2 immuno-
reactivity of more than 1+ and gene amplification are 
infrequently found in mimickers and they provide a 
possible therapeutic avenue for PSC.50,54 

Adhesion Protein Expression and Epithelial 
Mesenchymal Transition–Related Markers: Simi-
lar to other types of aggressive carcinomas, such as 
lobular carcinoma of the breast, PSC (in particular, 
poorly differentiated PSC) has been shown to disrupt 
the intercellular and cell stroma adhesion machin-
ery with loss or diminished membranous E-cadherin 
and beta-catenin protein expression in 53% to 83% 
and 56% to 61% of cases, respectively.55,56 Loss or di-
minished expression of these markers was correlated 
with the presence of the epigenetic promoter meth-
ylation of CDH1 (16q22.1).55 

Similarly, PSC also appears to overexpress ZEB2 in 
up to 68% of cases.57 ZEB2 is a transcription factor gene 
closely related to the epithelial to mesenchymal transi-
tion phenomenon that also interacts with CDH1-pro-
ducing gene repression and the subsequent decrease 
of E-cadherin expression. The epithelial to mesenchy-
mal transition is an embryonic process to which poorly 
differentiated neoplasms regress to enhance their in-
vasiveness and metastatic potential by increased cell 
migration. The presence of the immunohistochemical 
overexpression of ZEB2, as well as loss of E-cadherin 
expression, and CDH1 promoter methylation in the set-

ting of PSC have been correlated with poor rates of sur-
vival.55,57 Loss, diminution, and aberrant E-cadherin ex-
pression as well as CDH1 promoter methylation58 can 
also be found in both BCC59-62 and SCC,61,63 so these 
findings preclude use of ZEB2 as a diagnostic marker 
in this setting. 

Conclusions
Several markers are differentially expressed in perioc-
ular sebaceous carcinoma (PSC) compared with lesions 
in the differential diagnosis. A panel of immunohis-
tochemical stains is recommended because different 
combinations of immunoprofiles characterize these 
entities, of which epithelial membrane antigen (EMA), 
Ber-Ep4, androgen receptor (AR), and adipophilin 
appear to be the most useful. An optimal stain panel 
to discriminate PSC from basal cell carcinoma (BCC) 
is presented by EMA, Ber-Ep4, AR, and adipophilin, 
while distinguishing PSC from squamous cell carcino-
ma (SCC) can be achieved by exploring the expressions 
of AR and adipophilin. 

The 3 most typical immunophenotypes are the 
following: (1) PSC is positive for EMA, AR, and adipo-
philin but negative for Ber-Ep4, (2) SCC shows a pre-
dominant immunoprofile of EMA positivity but is neg-
ative for AR, Ber-Ep42, and adipophilin, and (3) BCC is 
predominantly negative for EMA and adipophilin but 
positive for Ber-Ep4. Two other potential immunohis-
tochemical markers that may be useful in the differ-
ential diagnosis are p53 and HER2/neu, both of which 
will be predominantly expressed in PSC. Mismatched 
repair protein immunohistochemical expression aber-
rations appear to be absent in the majority of cases of 
PSC, because they appear to harbor TP53 mutations. 
PSC as an index case to screen of Muir–Torre syndrome 
is currently not recommended. 

The introduction of new immunohistochemical 
stains for PSC and the expansion of our knowledge 
regarding the underlying molecular aberrations of 
PSC, such as the presence of ERBB2 amplifications, 
represent an exciting new era in understanding of 
this entity. These advancements could facilitate the 
early detection of PSC and possibly result in improved 
patient outcomes. 
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The role that vismodegib will  

play in advanced periocular  

basal cell carcinoma depends on  

its postmarketing results.

Role of Vismodegib in the Management of Advanced Periocular 
Basal Cell Carcinoma

Kyle F. Cox, MD, and Curtis E. Margo, MD
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Background: Vismodegib is the first selective hedgehog pathway inhibitor approved to treat locally advanced 
and metastatic basal cell carcinoma (BCC). Limited information is available concerning its role in managing 
advanced BCC around the eye. 
Methods: The medical literature was searched for cases of nonsyndromic periocular BCC treated with 
vismodegib. Clinical information was abstracted and analyzed. In addition, a review of the pharmacology of 
vismodegib, including general effectiveness and safety, was conducted. 
Results: Thirty study patients with nonsyndromic periocular BCC treated with vismodegib were found in the 
literature. Vismodegib was used in 3 ways: medical therapy, adjuvant therapy prior to surgery or radiotherapy, 
and treatment of positive surgical margins. Complete regression was reported in 9 study patients (30%), with 
follow-up visits after therapy averaging fewer than 5 months. Four study participants developed squamous 
cell carcinoma while receiving treatment. 
Conclusions: Too few cases exist to draw any conclusions on the role that vismodegib might play in the man-
agement of periocular BCC. In addition, long-term follow-up data are not yet available. Although the objective 
response rate of advanced BCC is impressive in study patients receiving vismodegib, well-controlled clinical 
studies are needed to determine whether vismodegib has any impact on survival or quality of life.

Introduction
In general, periocular basal cell carcinoma (BCC) is 
usually treated with surgical excision and, when indi-
cated, microscopic control of margins. Typically, recur-
rence rates are low and functional outcomes are good; 
however, some tumors because of their size, location, 

or lack of therapeutic response are inoperable.1 In such 
cases, the rates of continued morbidity are high and 
the rates of cure are low.1 

Vismodegib is a selective hedgehog pathway 
inhibitor. It was approved by the US Food and Drug 
Administration (FDA) in 2012 and the European Medi-
cines Agency in 2013 for the treatment of locally ad-
vanced and metastatic types of BCC.2-4 Given the rar-
ity of these conditions and lack of treatment options, 
approval was based on noncomparative clinical series 
of study participants. Phase 1/2 trials showed favor-
able primary end point responses for both locally ad-
vanced and metastatic BCC.5 In a phase 2 study, 43% of 
patients with locally advanced BCC showed partial or 
complete responses, whereas 30% of those with meta-
static tumor responded to treatment.6 
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Since the US and European approvals of vismo-
degib,2-4 case reports and small clinical series have ap-
peared in the literature reflecting how the therapy is 
used in clinical practice. Some of these reports involve 
periocular (or ocular adnexal) BCC.7-13 Use of vismo-
degib for BCC around the eye poses unique challenges 
and opportunities because conjunctival and orbital in-
volvement may result in blindness and death.1 

Hedgehog Pathway
The hedgehog pathway is a signaling system that 
helps regulate cell growth and development. Initially 
described in Drosophila, the hedgehog pathway con-
trols a range of cellular activities in invertebrates and 
vertebrates, starting during embryogenesis. Among 
vertebrates, the hedgehog genes encode polypeptides 
that, after modification by cholesterol, attach to cell 
surfaces where they affect signaling. The functional 
receptors for hedgehog are 2 transmembrane proteins 
called patched 1 and smoothened. The discovery that 
aberrant activity of the pathway was linked to sev-
eral human tumors spurred investigation into drugs 
that could alter various components of the signaling 
sequence.14 Interest into the therapeutic potential of 
hedgehog pathway inhibitors was stimulated further 
when researchers tied the signaling system to diverse 
functions such as angiogenesis and potentially meta-
static spread.15 

BCC is driven by mutations in 1 or more hedge-
hog genes.16 Typically, these alterations take the form 
of a loss-of-function mutation in PTCH1 or an activat-
ing mutation in SMO. Nevoid basal cell carcinoma syn-
drome (also called Gorlin–Goltz syndrome) is caused 
by a germline mutation in PTCH1. The mechanism or 
mechanisms by which PTCH1 mutations eventually al-
ter downstream transcription factors is an area of ac-
tive investigation.16 

Pharmacology
Vismodegib is the first hedgehog inhibitor approved 
for the treatment of BCC.17 It appears to exert its clini-
cal effect by binding to the smoothened receptor pro-
tein, preventing nuclear localization of transcription 
factors that target gene induction.14,18 This in turn can 
promote cellular proliferation, inhibit apoptosis, and 
further prolong cell survival through mechanisms 
such as angiogenesis. Compared with other small 
molecules capable of blocking this receptor, the phar-
macokinetic profile of vismodegib was considered 
better suited for human use.19 Approximately one-third 
of a 150-mg oral dose of vismodegib (the recommend-
ed daily dose) is absorbed; more than 99% is bound 
to plasma proteins (mostly albumin).20 Vismodegib 
is synthetically derived and not extensively metabo-
lized; more than 80% is excreted in feces.20,21 Metabol-
ic oxidation in the liver is incompletely understood.20 

After continuous daily dosing, the elimination half-
life of vismodegib is 4 days, although the half-life of a 
single dose can be up to 12 days.20-22 Its bioavailability 
is nonlinear, decreasing with increasing strength and 
frequency of administration.20,23

Studies 
Phase 1 
Although no dose-limiting toxicities were found 
among an initial cohort of patients enrolled in an 
open-label phase 1 trial, daily doses higher than 150 mg 
demonstrated no substantially greater steady-state 
plasma concentration.24 Once the maximum tolerated 
dose was determined to be 150 mg/day, enrollment 
of the phase 1 study expanded to include 68 patients 
with advanced/metastatic BCC and other solid tu-
mors.25 In this study, tumor response was only seen 
among participants with BCC and medulloblastoma.25 
Six participants (9%) experienced life-threatening or 
disabling adverse events and 20 participants (28%) 
experienced severe adverse events; however, the 
majority of adverse events experienced were mild to 
moderate in nature (eg, muscles spasms, fatigue, alo-
pecia, dysgenesia, diminished appetite).25 Those with 
BCC had an overall response rate of 55%, stable dis-
ease was seen in 33%, and the median duration of re-
sponse was 12.8 months (range, 3.7–26.4 months).25 
Five deaths (7%) were reported.25 

Phase 2
Two phase 2 clinical trials followed, one of which was 
a dual-cohort study of 96 volunteers with locally ad-
vanced/metastatic BCC; the other was a randomized 
trial involving 41 study patients with nevoid basal 
cell carcinoma syndrome.6,26 The objective response 
rate for 63 study patients with locally advanced dis-
ease was 43%; of those participants, 13 (21%) had a 
complete response.6 The median duration of response 
was 7.6 months (range, 1–12.9 months), and 34 of the 
63 specimens (54%) obtained via biopsy showed no 
residual tumor.6 The median duration of drug expo-
sure was approximately 10 months.6 Anatomical lo-
cations of individual tumors were not available, so 
analysis of advanced periocular BCC could not be 
performed. 

Each study patient in the dual cohort trial expe-
rienced 1 or more adverse event, and 12% of those 
resulted in treatment discontinuation.6 Serious ad-
verse events occurred in 26 study patients (27%); of 
those, 7 (7%) of those events were grade 5 and fatal.6 
The clinical context of the fatalities were incomplete-
ly presented, but the authors found no drug-related 
culpability because all 7 volunteers had preexisting 
comorbidities.6 

Vismodegib displayed similar rates of effectiveness 
in reducing BCC in persons with nevoid basal cell car-
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cinoma syndrome.6,26 Objective tumor shrinkage was 
seen in 65% of treated study patients compared with 
11% in those receiving placebo (P = .003), but the rate 
of adverse events led to treatment discontinuation in 
more than 50% of volunteers (14/26).26 

A 12-month update of a phase 2 trial found a 4.7% 
increase in objective response rate for study patients 
with advanced BCC (from 42.9% to 47.6%).27 The me-
dian duration of response in these patients also in-
creased from 7.7 to 9.5 months, and no new safety con-
cerns were reported.27

An interim analysis of an international, open-la-
bel trial with safety as its primary end point used data 
from 499 study volunteers with advanced/metastatic 
BCC.28 Treatment was discontinued in 400 volunteers 
(80%), 180 (36%) experienced adverse events, 70 (14%) 
had disease progression, and 51 (10%) requested treat-
ment be stopped.28 Overall response rate for those 
with advanced BCC was 66.7% (302/453); of the 302 
cases of clinical responses, 153 of those were complete 
responses.28 Deaths were reported in 31 study volun-
teers, 21 of which were considered to be due to a treat-
ment-related adverse event.28 

An expanded access, open-label multicenter study 
of 150 mg vismodegib daily in 119 participants with ad-
vanced BCC demonstrated an objective response rate 
of 46% in those with locally advanced disease and 31% 
in those with metastatic BCC.17 Inclusion criteria was a 
tumor diameter of at least 1 cm and either confirmation 
of an inoperable tumor or a contraindication to sur-
gery.17 Study patients were followed for 6.5 months17; 
during that time, the rate of adverse events paralleled 
those previously reported.6 Four grade 4 treatment-
emergent adverse events and 2 treatment-related 
deaths were reported.17 

Treatment Results
The outcomes of periocular tumors are difficult to 
identify because site-specific characteristics are not al-
ways available in postmarketing clinical series of BCC. 
In cases that can be identified as periocular, vismo-
degib has been used as neoadjuvant therapy prior to 
surgery and radiotherapy and as treatment for positive 
surgical margins.7-13,17,28,29 We were able to find 30 pa-
tients for whom sufficient clinical information could be 
abstracted for analysis (Table 1).7-13 

Vismodegib was reasonably effective in a series 
of 7 study patients with advanced periocular BCC 
not amenable to surgery or radiotherapy whose larg-
est tumor, on average, was 3.4 cm in size.7 None had 
metastatic disease, but 4 study patients had orbital in-
volvement.7 All study patients had BCC that had previ-
ously failed controlled surgical resection.7 The average 
duration of treatment with vismodegib was 11 weeks 
(range, 4–16 weeks), and the mean duration of follow-
up was 7.3 months (range, 5–10 months).7 Two study 

patients (29%) demonstrated complete regression,  
2 (29%) had more than 50% regression, 2 (29%) had 
less than 50% regression, and 1 (14%) had disease pro-
gression.7 Six (86%) reported experiencing adverse 
events similar to those previously documented (eg, al-
opecia, muscle cramps).6,7,24-26 Two study patients also 
developed squamous cell carcinoma (SCC).7 

Demirci et al8 described the results of a study in-
volving 8 patients with periocular and orbital BCC, 
one of whom had nevoid basal cell carcinoma syn-
drome. Of the 7 nonsyndromic study patients, 5 re-
ceived vismodegib alone for treatment.8 Four obtained 
partial response, and, at the time of publication, all  
4 were still taking vismodegib.8 One study patient 
with complete response was followed for 3 months.8 
In another study patient, vismodegib was used as ad-
juvant therapy for involved surgical margins following 
surgery and in another study patient as neoadjuvant 
therapy prior to surgery.8 In both of these roles, tu-
mor response was deemed to be complete during ob-
servation periods of 11 and 16 months, respectively.8 
Adverse events were characterized as comparable in 
severity and frequency as those seen in earlier stud-
ies.6,7,24-26 Data from 1 patient in this series were also 
published in a separate report.7

In a series of 13 study patients with high-risk BCC 
for whom vismodegib was used as neoadjuvant thera-
py prior to surgery, 2 tumors were located around the 
eye.9 One tumor with a surface area of 2.8 cm2 had an 
86% reduction in its size prior to surgery, and the re-
sected tissue showed histological cure.9 The second tu-
mor with a surface area of 2.0 cm2 regressed 5% and, 
when resected, it was still histologically present.9 

Vismodegib has also been used as adjuvant 
therapy prior to radiotherapy in a man with recur-
rent BCC of the medial canthus and lower eyelid.10 
After receiving 150 mg/day vismodegib for 2 months, 
cross-sectional measurements of his tumor decreased 
from 6.5 × 7.4 mm to 6.3 × 5.6 mm prior to radiothera-
py.10 Following radiotherapy, he was deemed to be dis-
ease free at 12 months by magnetic resonance imaging.10 

Two other cases of periocular BCC treated with 
vismodegib have been reported because the study pa-
tients developed SCC (keratoacanthoma types) within 
2 and 7 weeks of starting therapy.11 Both secondary 
cancers arose in previously documented normal skin.11 
Meaningful clinical follow-up beyond the context of 
the new tumors was not provided.11 

A man aged 84 years with left upper eyelid and or-
bital BBC was treated with vismodegib and had com-
plete response in 3 months; however, the tumor re-
curred and progressed after 9 months.12 Vismodegib 
was stopped at 18 months and orbital exenteration was 
performed the next month.12 The case was published 
as an example of secondary resistance. 

A retrospective, interventional case series includ-
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ed 10 study patients with locally advanced BCC, 4 of 
whom had metastatic disease.13 Of the 6 study patients 
without metastasis, 2 had a complete response.13 Five 
would have needed exenteration but instead avoided 
surgery with vismodegib treatment, although, at the 
time of reporting, the follow-up period was short (or 
none at all) after stopping vismodegib.13 One study 

patient died of progressive disease.13 The profile of re-
ported adverse events was similar to that previously 
described.6,13,24-26 

It is worth noting that, of the 30 cases of advanced 
eyelid and periocular BCC treated with vismodegib to 
date, the average follow-up period after stopping vis-
modegib is 4.8 months (see Table 1).7-13 

Table 1. — Study Patients With Nonsyndromic Periocular Basal Cell Carcinoma Treated With Vismodegib

Study Age, 
y

Sex Orbital 
Involvement

TNM Stage Duration 
of Therapy, 

mo

Response Intervention 
After 

Vismodegib

Follow-Up  
After Treatment, 

mo

Comment

Aasi11 53 M N NA 1.75 Complete — 0 New case of SCC

100 W N NA Unknown “Regression” — Unknown New case of SCC

Ally9 39 W N NA 3.5 Partial Surgery 11 —

100 W N NA 4 Complete Surgery 20 —

Demirci8 60 M Y T3bN0M0 8 Complete — 11 Used to treat 
positive surgical 

margin

60 M Y T4N0M0 5 Partial — 0 —

63 W Y T3bN0M0 7 Partial — 0 —

73 M N T3aN0M0 9 Complete — 3 —

79 M Y T3bN0M0 13 Partial — 0 —

79 Ma Y T3bN0N0 5 Complete Surgery 16 Adjuvant prior to 
surgery

86 M Y T3bN0M0 7 Partial — 0 —

Gill7 43 M N NA 1 Complete — 10 —

53 M N NA 1.75 Complete — 8 New case of SCC

60 M N NA 2.5 Partial — 6 —

75 M Y NA 4 Partial — 8 —

75 W Y NA 4 Progression — 8 —

91 M Y NA 2.25 Partial — 6 —

101 W Y NA 4 Partial — 5 New case of SCC

Ozgur13 51 W N T4N2cM1 9 Partial — 0 —

56 M N T3bN0M0 18 Complete — 0 —

58 M Y T3bN1M0 7 Partial — 0 —

64 M N T3bN0M0 9 Partial — 0 —

65 M N T4N1M1 18 Progression — 2 Died of disease

69 W N T3bN0M0 10 Partial — 0 Lost to follow-up

70 M Y T3bN0M0 11 Stable — 0 —

76 M N T2N1M1 13 Stable — 0 —

84 M N T3bN0M0 12 Complete — 0 —

86 M N T3bN0M0 11 Partial — 13 Recurrence after 
3 mo

Papastep-
fanous12

84 M Y NA 18 Partial Exenteration 0 Recurrence after 
initial response

Pollom10 70 M Y NA 2 Partial RT 12 Adjuvant prior 
to RT

Average 7.6 4.8

Data reported through December 2015. All study patients were white. 
aData from this study patient reported in another publication. 
M = man, N = no, NA = not applicable, RT = radiotherapy, SCC = squamous cell carcinoma, TNM = tumor, node, metastasis, W = woman, Y = yes.
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Inoperable and Locally Advanced Disease
The role that vismodegib might play in the clinical 
treatment of inoperable and locally advanced BCC de-
pends on the perception of what these terms actually 
mean. Because these conditions have no consensus 
definition, a panel sponsored by Roche (Basel, Swit-
zerland) of oncologists, dermatologists, and radiation 
oncologists helped to establish the guidelines for these 
terms.30 Although the panel addressed the manage-
ment of periocular BCC, no member of the group was 
an ocular oncologist or oculoplastic surgeon.30 

The proposed guidelines of inoperability for 
use of vismodegib was based on the tumor, node, 
and metastasis staging classification of the American 
Joint Committee of Cancer for eyelid carcinoma (Ta-
ble 2).30,31 Consensus was defined as majority opinion 
of the 9-member panel.30 Tumors greater than 2 cm in 
size that do not invade adjacent ocular or orbital struc-
tures (T3a) should be first considered for radiothera-
py.27 The panel also recommended that eyelid tumors 
of stages T3a (invasive), T3b, and T4 not appropriate for 
radical local therapy be assessed for possible systemic 
therapy with vismodegib.30 The panel also noted that 
additional factors must be considered in determining 
the suitability of medical therapy, including general 
medical health, severe disfigurement, and loss of func-
tion.30 However, the panel’s recommendations were not 
ideal because guidelines for inoperable tumors defer to 
a judgment of what constitutes “not appropriate for rad-
ical local therapy.”30 

Any guidelines recommending vismodegib as al-
ternative therapy to surgery must weigh the limited 
knowledge of vismodegib against its long-term out-
comes. For example, locally advanced BCC involving 
the orbit would require surgical exenteration (stage 
T3b) for cure.30 In an otherwise healthy patient, this 
surgery should confer long-term, tumor-free survival, 
albeit with a significant cosmetic cost. However, medi-
cal treatment with vismodegib offers an approximately 
30% likelihood of complete response and an unknown 
risk of recurrence beyond 1 year.28 In addition, the 
long-term behavior of regressed BCC once vismodegib 
is discontinued is unknown. 

Other Observations 
Four cases of secondary SCC were reported among 
the 19 patients treated for periocular BCC.7,11 Rapidly 
growing SCC has also been observed in persons re-
ceiving treatment with vismodegib for BCC located 
elsewhere.32,33 

Some types of BCC do not respond to vismo-
degib, and some of these failures may reflect muta-
tional resistance, which is a new area of investigation 
likely to gain momentum during the postmarketing 
period.18,34,35 At least 1 case of periocular BCC with 
secondary resistance has been described.12 Novel 

compounds that overcome vismodegib resistance in 
vitro are under development for clinical use.36 

Information is limited about the drug–drug in-
teractions of vismodegib, and the safety of vismo-
degib in persons with renal and hepatic dysfunction 
is unknown.4,5 A man aged 72 years treated with 
vismodegib developed cholestatic hepatic dysfunc-
tion 1 month after beginning treatment.37 The patient 
self-medicated with aspirin and naproxen because of 
vismodegib-related myalgias, suggesting a drug in-
teraction may have been involved.37

Ventarola and Silverstein38 searched the FDA 
Adverse Events Reporting System from January 
2012 through January 2013 for cases of vismodegib  
hepatic toxicity, and they found 65 cases of vismo-
degib-associated reactions, the most frequent of 
which was gastrointestinal distress (34%) followed 
by liver toxicity (23%). In 4 cases, vismodegib was 
considered the sole agent implicated in the hepato-
toxic event.38 However, Ventarola and Silverstein38 

Table 2. — Tumor Staging for Carcinoma of the Eyelid

Stage Description Comment
TX Primary tumor cannot be assessed —

T0 No evidence of primary tumor —

T1 Tumor ≤  5 mm in greatest dimension 
and 
Does not invade tarsus or margin 
of eyelid

Average horizontal 
length of adult eyelid: 
~  3 cm

T2a Tumor >  5 mm but ≤  10 mm in 
greatest dimension
or
Any tumor than invades tarsus or 
involves margin of eyelid 

Average vertical 
length of upper 
tarsus: 10–12 mm
Average vertical 
length of lower tarsus: 
~  4 mm

T2b Tumor >  10 mm but ≤  20 mm in 
greatest dimension
or
Tumor involves entire thickness 
of eyelid 

—

T3a Tumor >  20 mm in greatest dimension
or
Any tumor than invades adjacent 
ocular or orbital structures
or
Any tumor with perineural tumor 
invasion 

Adjacent ocular 
structures include 
bulbar conjunctiva
Anterior orbit begins 
at orbital septum

T3b Complete resection of tumor 
requires enucleation, exenteration, or 
bone resection 

Exenteration involves 
removal of orbital 
contents, including eye

T4 Tumor unresectable due to exten-
sive invasion of ocular, orbital, or 
craniofacial structures or brain 

—

Adapted from Edge S, Byrd DR, Compton CC, et al, eds. AJCC Cancer  
Staging Manual. 7th ed. New York: Springer; 2010. Republished with 
permission of Springer; permission conveyed through Copyright Clear-
ance Center, Inc.
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stressed that inclusion in the FDA database does not 
mean the relationship is causal. 

Cost
The cost of vismodegib will depend on factors such as 
geographical area and markup of intermediate provid-
ers.39,40 When made available, the cost of standard daily 
treatment in clinical studies has ranged from $7,500 to 
9,000 per month.9,20 In a single case series of 12 study 
patients treated for periocular BCC, 2 (17%) discontin-
ued treatment because of cost.13

Alternative Therapies
Vismodegib was approved by the FDA and European 
Medicines Agency for the treatment of locally ad-
vanced and metastatic BCC without the benefit of a 
randomized clinical trial because locally advanced and 
metastatic BCC are uncommon and evidence of effec-
tive alternative therapies is lacking.2,4 Historically, pa-
tients may have been treated with agents like cisplati-
num, which, although not curative, induce a transient 
reduction in tumor size.41,42 Some investigators have 
used cisplatinum as neoadjuvant therapy to reduce the 
tumor size of periocular BCC prior to surgery,41 where-
as others have used cisplatinum/doxorubicin to treat 
advanced BCC around the eye with only short-term 
benefit.42,43 However, experience with these chemo-
therapeutic agents is limited in the setting of periocu-
lar BCC, and use of these agents has been associated 
with serious adverse events.41-44 

Treatment for Operable Disease
Although no study has examined use of vismodegib 
for operable BCC around eye, a phase 2 multicenter, 
open-label trial has studied its use at all skin sites.3 
This nonrandomized trial studied 74 volunteers but 
was unable to achieve its predefined primary efficacy 
end point of histological clearance.3 In addition, of the 
37 study patients deemed to have complete clinical 
regression (clearance), 12 (32%) had histological evi-
dence of residual BCC.3 Thus, these results may influ-
ence the design of future clinical trials studying oper-
able and inoperable tumors. 

Conclusions
Vismodegib may be an important treatment option to 
patients with locally advanced basal cell carcinoma 
(BCC) around the eye. However, the exact role it will 
play has not been established. The reviewed literature 
suggests that many patients with locally advanced peri-
ocular BCC will completely or partially respond when 
treated with daily 150 mg vismodegib, but their dura-
tion of response is unknown because follow-up times 
have been for periods less than 10 months. 

Use of vismodegib outside of a clinical trial has 
expanded to include the neoadjuvant settings for sur-

gery and radiotherapy.7,8,10 However, because phase 2 
studies of locally advanced and metastatic BCC are not 
placebo-controlled trials and follow-up has been limit-
ed, it is unclear whether vismodegib prolongs survival 
rates or whether it reduces serious rates of morbidity.45 
Given that most patients with locally advanced perioc-
ular BCC developed the condition over 5 to 15 years 
and that clinical follow-up after treatment is brief, judg-
ing the role that vismodegib might play in manage-
ment may be premature.1 When vismodegib is used to 
shrink surgical margins, it is uncertain whether these 
margins will remain tumor free over time, particularly 
after the medication is discontinued. A report from the 
US Veterans Affairs concluded in 2013 that the net clin-
ical benefit of vismodegib treatment was minimal and 
that its use had a low likelihood of benefit as well as a 
low risk of harm.4 

Vismodegib is not well tolerated in study patients: 
Approximately 40% are unable to continue therapy 
due to its adverse events.4 Reports of hepatotoxicity, 
particularly in persons taking other medications that 
may interact with vismodegib, have also been report-
ed.6,37,38 More information is also needed on the safety 
of vismodegib in patients with renal and hepatic im-
pairment. Whether any serious, long-term complica-
tions are associated with its use is unknown, and no 
evidence exists to suggest that vismodegib improves 
rates of survival. 

Ever since vismodegib was first approved for clini-
cal use, case reports and small clinical series have ap-
peared in the literature. These studies suffer from 
short-term follow-up, lack of control groups, and po-
tentially publication bias, because complications and 
therapeutic misadventures tend to be under-reported 
after drugs receive market approval.46 Before the thera-
peutic potential of vismodegib can be realized, larger 
studies with appropriate control populations and  
long-term follow-up periods are necessary.  
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Background: Low-grade B-cell lymphomas located around the eye present unique challenges in diagnosis and 
treatment. Extranodal marginal zone B-cell lymphoma is the most common lymphoma of the ocular adnexa 
(conjunctiva, orbit, lacrimal gland, and eyelid). 
Methods: A systematic search of the relevant literature was performed. Material pertinent to the diagnosis, 
prognosis, pathogenesis, and treatment of extranodal marginal zone B-cell lymphoma of the ocular adnexa 
was identified, reviewed, and analyzed, focusing on management strategies for primary localized disease. 
Results: The primary cause of extranodal marginal zone B-cell lymphoma of the ocular adnexa remains 
elusive, although an infectious agent is suspected. Radiotherapy is the most common initial treatment for lo-
calized disease. Initial treatment with chemotherapy, immunotherapy, and antibiotics has shown promising 
results, but the number of series is limited and controlled trials do not exist. 
Conclusions: Although the long-term outcome of localized extranodal marginal zone B-cell lymphoma of 
the ocular adnexa is good, optimal treatment remains a goal. The variation in rates of local and systemic re-
lapse among treated stage 1E tumors suggests that critical factors affecting outcomes are not fully understood. 
Radiotherapy is the standard of care; at this time, the evidence is insufficient to recommend chemotherapy, 
immunotherapy, or antibiotics for initial treatment of extranodal marginal zone B-cell lymphoma localized 
to the ocular adnexa. Well-controlled comparative studies are needed. 

Introduction
Lymphomas are the most common malignancy of the 

orbit and lacrimal gland, ranking third behind squa-
mous cell carcinoma and melanoma among the ma-
lignancies of the conjunctiva.1-3 The eyelid is an un-
common site of primary lymphoma and is more often 
secondarily involved when tumors spread from the 
conjunctiva or orbit.4,5 The incidence of ocular adnexal 
lymphoma has increased in recent decades, primarily 
due to an increase in extranodal marginal zone B-cell 
lymphoma of the mucosal-associated lymphoid tissue 
(MALT) type.1,4,6,7 Most types of lymphoma have been 
reported in periocular tissues, of which 95% or more 
are B cell in origin; extranodal marginal zone B-cell 
lymphoma is the most frequent, making up approxi-
mately 70% of cases, followed by follicular lymphoma 
and diffuse large B-cell lymphoma.5,8-15 Extranodal 
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marginal zone B-cell lymphoma of the ocular adnexa 
shares similar features with extranodal marginal zone 
B-cell lymphoma located elsewhere, including general 
morphology and immunophenotype, and, presump-
tively, pathogenesis. Extranodal marginal zone B-cell 
lymphoma of the ocular adnexa is a presumed antigen-
driven neoplasm based on the model of gastric extra-
nodal marginal zone B-cell lymphoma. The putative 
antigenic stimulus (or stimuli) is a subject of investiga-
tion. 

We provide a general overview of extranodal mar-
ginal zone B-cell lymphoma of the ocular adnexa, em-
phasizing key similarities and differences in biologi-
cal behavior and management with other MALT-type 
lymphomas in different locations. Because most cases 
of extranodal marginal zone B-cell lymphoma of the 
ocular adnexa present as localized disease, this subset 
of patients with lymphoma will be the focus of clinical 
management in this article. Therapeutic studies were 
included if the researchers examined single treatment 
protocols for localized extranodal marginal zone B-cell 
lymphoma of the ocular adnexa (Ann Arbor stage 1E). 
To avoid omitting studies containing valuable clinical 
information on the treatment of localized extranodal 
marginal zone B-cell lymphoma, inclusion criteria al-
lowed series with up to 15% of cases with disease lo-
cated at other sites as long as outcomes were not col-
lectively reported. 

Diagnosis
The histological features of extranodal marginal zone 
B-cell lymphoma are similar to those of MALT-type lym-
phomas in general. Neoplastic lymphocytes consist of 
varying combinations of small cells resembling centro-
cytes, plasmacytoid lymphocytes, and monocytoid B 
cells, with fewer numbers of scattered large cells resem-
bling centroblasts or immunoblasts. This heterogeneous 
population of cells is usually found among reactive fol-
licles, some of which may eventually be overrun by lym-
phoma cells (follicular colonization). Plasma cells are 
prominent in some cases, and intranuclear pseudoin-
clusions (Dutcher bodies) are sometimes noted. Charac-
teristic infiltration of the epithelium by neoplastic lym-
phocytes (lymphoepithelial lesion) is uncommon, and, 
when observed, it is found in the lacrimal gland and 
conjunctiva but not the orbit.16 However, collections of 
atypical lymphocytes in conjunctival epithelium and lac-
rimal ducts similar to lymphoepithelial lesions are not 
specific for extranodal marginal zone B-cell lymphoma. 
They have also been described in reactive processes of 
the conjunctiva and lacrimal gland.16 Monocytoid cells 
with abundant pale cytoplasm are observed less often in 
extranodal marginal zone B-cell lymphoma of the ocu-
lar adnexa than other sites.11 Transformation to diffuse 
large B-cell lymphoma should be considered when sol-
id or sheet-like proliferations of large cells are encoun-

tered. These larger cells are usually positive for B-cell 
chronic lymphocytic leukemia/lymphoma (BCL) 6 and 
sometimes cluster designation (CD) 10.17

Given the morphological overlap between reactive 
lymphoid hyperplasia and extranodal marginal zone 
B-cell lymphoma, ancillary tests are often used to en-
hance diagnostic certainty. Extranodal marginal zone 
B-cell lymphomas are positive for CD20, BCL2, paired 
box 5 (PAX5), and CD79A but typically do not express 
CD5, CD10, or CD23.16 Fewer than 5% of cases express 
CD5.11-14,16 In the setting of CD5 positivity, the differ-
ential diagnosis might include mantle cell lymphoma 
(positive for cyclin D1, t[11;14] present) and small lym-
phocytic lymphoma (positive for CD23).14 CD43 ex-
pression is less common in extranodal marginal zone 
B-cell lymphoma of the ocular adnexa compared with 
the salivary glands (12%–25% vs 70%).11,18 Lymphoma 
cells typically express immunoglobulin (Ig) M and are 
IgD negative; on average, the proliferation index is 15% 
by Ki-67 immunostaining.19 

The immunohistochemical demonstration of 
light-chain restriction using formalin-fixed, paraffin-
embedded tissue is challenging because detection of 
cytoplasmic light chains in nonplasmacytic prolifera-
tions is prone to false-negative testing.20-22 An alterna-
tive approach to demonstrating light-chain restriction 
is flow cytometry, which requires fresh tissue.23,24 Flow 
cytometry may also be useful in confirming immuno-
phenotype, particularly when the size of a specimen is 
limited.23,24 Recurrent structural genetic abnormalities 
have been identified in MALT-type lymphomas, and the 
frequency of these alterations vary, depending on ana-
tomical site.25 Although it is not specific, trisomy of chro-
mosome 3 is the most commonly reported cytogenetic 
finding among MALT-type lymphomas.25 Among the 
common sites of MALT lymphomas, t(14;18)(q32;q21) in-
volving IgH and MALT1 is the most frequently seen in 
the ocular adnexal MALTomas.26 This translocation has 
been reported in about 25% of cases in some series.26 
Clonality of B cells can be documented by polymerase 
chain reaction (PCR) of Ig heavy chain.27,28

More centers are employing combinations of im-
munohistochemistry, flow cytometry, and PCR to di-
agnosis low-grade lymphoma and relying less on mor-
phology alone.29 

Clinical Staging
The approach to staging ocular adnexal lymphoma is 
similar to that for lymphoma in general, and typically 
includes thorough clinical and laboratory examina-
tions with bone marrow biopsy.30 Although comput-
ed tomography (CT) or magnetic resonance imaging 
(MRI) with contrast is valuable to determining the ex-
tent of local disease of the orbit, eyelid, and paranasal 
sinuses, positron emission tomography (PET) may be 
superior for the initial staging of ocular adnexal lym-
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phoma.31 When compared with CT, use of 
PET has upstaged a majority of patients 
with ocular adnexal lymphoma.32,33

Evidence suggests that subclinical in-
volvement of the eye can occur in persons 
with periocular lymphoma.34,35 In a study 
of ocular adnexal lymphomas, 25 study 
patients with bilateral involvement had 
uveal thickening with ocular B-scan ultra-
sonography.34 (Intraocular disease might 
have been missed if staging were based 
on CT alone.34) Although uveal involve-
ment with extranodal marginal zone B-cell 
lymphoma has been previously reported, 
few studies have documented how often it 
goes unrecognized when patients present 
with conjunctival and orbital disease.34,35 
How uveal involvement might affect prog-
nosis is also unclear. 

Roughly two-thirds of ocular adnexal 
lymphomas are stage 1E (localized extra-
nodal tumors) using the Ann Arbor sys-
tem.8,36,37 This disproportionate accumu-
lation of cases in a single stage limits the 
discriminatory potential to forecast out-
comes. Other shortcomings exist to the Ann 
Arbor system for ocular adnexal lymphoma, 
including the inability to take into account 
multicentric and bilateral tumors, extent of 
localized tissue involvement, and precise an-
atomical location around the eye.38 

Application of the tumor, node, metas-
tasis (TNM)–based system incorporating 
information on extent of disease within 
anatomical compartments of the ocular ad-
nexa, bilateral nature, and information on 
regional lymph-node involvement may bet-
ter predict outcome (Table 1).39-42 An initial 
study showed that tumor stage may more 
thoroughly describe the extent of disease, 
although it does not yet predict rate of re-
lapse or survival.41 Stages N1 to N4 and M1 
are associated with worse rates of surviv-
al.41 In a multicenter study using the TNM 
system, any prognostic utility ascribed to 
size and location of ocular adnexal lym-
phoma was eclipsed by histological classi-
fication and type of treatment.42 The capa-
bility of the TNM system to predict worse 
outcomes appears to reside in its ability to 
identify bilateral disease and to delineate 
nodal and metastatic involvement at the 
time of presentation.39,40 

The full potential of the TNM system 
may not be realized until it is modified to 
include additional biomarkers and when 

Table 1. — TNM Staging for Lymphoma of the Ocular Adnexa

Clinical 
Stage

Primary Tumor Pathological 
Stage

TX Lymphoma extent not specified TX

T0 No evidence of lymphoma T0

T1 Lymphoma involving the conjunctiva alone without 
orbital involvement

T1

T1a Bulbar conjunctiva only T1a

T1b Palpebral conjunctiva ± fornix ± caruncle T1b

T1c Extensive conjunctival involvement, both bulbar and 
nonbulbar

T1c

T2 Lymphoma with orbital involvement ± any conjunc-
tival involvement

T2

T2a Anterior orbital involvement (± conjunctival involve-
ment) but no lacrimal gland involvement 

T2a

T2b Anterior orbital involvement (± conjunctival involve-
ment) plus lacrimal involvement

T2b

T2c Posterior orbital involvement (± conjunctival 
involvement ± anterior orbit involvement and ± any 
extraocular muscle involvement)

T2c

T2d Nasolacrimal drainage system involvement  
(± conjunctival involvement but not including 
nasopharynx)

T2d

T3 Lymphoma with preseptal eyelid involvement ± 
orbital involvement ± any conjunctival involvement

T3

T4 Orbital adnexal lymphoma extending beyond orbit to 
adjacent structures such as bone and brain

T4

T4a Involvement of nasopharynx T4a

T4b Osseous involvement (including periosteum) T4b

T4c Involvement of maxillofacial, ethmoidal, and/or 
frontal sinuses

T4c

T4d Intracranial spread T4d

Regional Lymph Nodes

NX Regional lymph nodes cannot be assessed NX

N0 No evidence of lymph node involvement N0

N1 Involvement of ipsilateral regional lymph nodes 
(preauricular, parotid, submandibular, and cervical)

N1

N2 Involvement of contralateral or bilateral regional 
lymph nodes

N2

N3 Involvement of peripheral lymph nodes not draining; 
ocular adnexal regional

N3

N4 Involvement of central lymph nodes N4

Distant Metastasis

M0 No evidence of involvement of other extranodal  
sites (no pathologic M0; use clinical M to complete 
stage group)

M0

M1a Noncontiguous involvement of tissues or  
organs external to the ocular adnexa (eg, parotid 
glands, submandibular gland, lung, liver, spleen, 
kidney, breast)

M1a

M1b Lymphoma involvement of the bone marrow M1b

M1c Both M1a and M1b M1c

TNM = tumor, node, metastasis. 
Adapted from Edge S, Byrd DR, Compton CC, et al, eds. AJCC Cancer Staging Manual. 
7th ed. New York: Springer; 2010. Republished with permission of Springer; permis-
sion conveyed through Copyright Clearance Center, Inc.
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new imaging technologies can be used to help pro-
vide superior metrics in terms of tumor location and 
volume. 

Pathogenesis
Infectious agents have been suspected in the etiology 
of extranodal marginal zone B-cell lymphoma of the 
ocular adnexa based on the causative role that Helico-
bacter pylori infection plays in gastric MALT-type lym-
phoma.43 The progression of H pylori–induced chronic 
gastritis to extranodal marginal zone B-cell lymphoma 
is comprehensible both in terms of light microscopy 
and molecular changes.43 Unlike malignant transfor-
mation of lymphocytes through the direct infection of 
lymphotropic viruses like Epstein–Barr virus or human 
T-cell leukemia virus type 1, H pylori indirectly acts by 
inducing chronic inflammation. This antigen-driven 
process, coupled with other oncogenic events, can lead 
to the emergence of antigen-independent lymphocyte 
proliferation. 

Chlamydia psittaci
The search for putative infectious agents for periocular 
lymphoma has resulted in conflicting results.44-47 Using 
PCR, an Italian study found that 80% of patients with 
extranodal marginal zone B-cell lymphoma of the ocu-
lar adnexa were exposed to Chlamydia psittaci.46 How-
ever, similar investigations from other regions of the 
world could not duplicate these results.44,47 In a review 
of 11 international studies, the overall rate of Chla-
mydia positivity in extranodal marginal zone B-cell 
lymphoma of the ocular adnexa was 23%, with the vast 
majority of all positive cases (90%) occurring in 3 coun-
tries.47 In a survey of 423 cases of extranodal marginal 
zone B-cell lymphoma of the ocular adnexa, the detec-
tion rate of Chlamydia ranged from 0% to 87%, with 
seemingly inconsistent geographic variation.44 To con-
trol for spurious laboratory results, investigators used a 
single standardized procedure for Chlamydia DNA de-
tection among 142 cases of extranodal marginal zone 
B-cell lymphoma of the ocular adnexa.45 The results 
confirmed a variation in prevalence (eg, 11% in south-
ern China, 47% in Germany); the overall prevalence  
of C psittaci DNA was 22%, which was more than 
twice the control group (10%; P = .04).45 However, 
based on historical prevalence, this result was not 
much greater than that established for non-neoplastic 
disorders of the orbit.44 

Helicobacter pylori
The causal association between H pylori infection 
and gastric extranodal marginal zone B-cell lympho-
ma is well established, so investigators have begun 
searching for a link between the bacterium and ex-
tranodal marginal zone B-cell lymphoma of the ocular 
adnexa.48,49 Chan et al48 described H pylori DNA in 4 of  

5 cases of conjunctival extranodal marginal zone B-cell 
lymphomas using PCR amplification and Southern 
blot hybridization. The DNA of H pylori was not found 
in normal conjunctiva from the same study patients.48 
The same group examined 8 study patients with or-
bital extranodal marginal zone B-cell lymphoma and 
found 1 study patient with the genomic fingerprints of 
H pylori.49 C pneumoniae (but not C psittaci or C tracho-
matis) was identified in another.49

Lee et al 50 identi f ied DNA of H pylori in 
15 of 15 cases of extranodal marginal zone B-cell 
lymphoma of the conjunctiva that they examined; no 
such discovery was made in the control group (n = 8). 
These findings contrast with another study involving 
13 cases of extranodal marginal zone B-cell lympho-
ma of the conjunctiva in which H pylori DNA could not 
be detected in any tumor (either using immunohisto-
chemistry or PCR).51

The prevalence of gastric H pylori infection at the 
time of initial diagnosis of extranodal marginal zone 
B-cell lymphoma varies between where the primary 
site of lymphoma is located.52 For example, the prev-
alence rate of infection was found to be 45% (37 of  
83 cases) in extranodal marginal zone B-cell lympho-
ma of the ocular adnexa compared with 25% (25 of  
101 cases) in extranodal marginal zone B-cell lympho-
ma located elsewhere (but not the stomach).52 The rate 
of prevalence was 12% (18 of 156) among control cases 
without lymphoma.52 These findings led investigators 
to propose another pathogenic mechanism involving 
the attraction of circulating lymphomatous cells to the 
ophthalmic mucosa: Once around the eye, the lympho-
cytes would then be transformed under the influence 
of additional mitogenic stimuli.52 This study and the 
proposed hypothesis has generated need for further  
investigation.52,53

Other Infectious Agents
An international study investigating the presence of 
viral DNA for herpes simplex virus types 1 and 2 and 
adenovirus types 8 and 19 in persons with extranodal 
marginal zone B-cell lymphoma of the ocular adnexa 
found no association.45 Although the conceptual model 
of an infectious etiology is appealing, consistent and 
reproducible evidence supporting any specific patho-
gen has been elusive.54,55 

Autoimmunity
The possibility of an autoantigenic stimulus is sup-
ported by the association of extranodal marginal zone 
B-cell lymphoma of the ocular adnexa with various au-
toimmune disorders (eg, Sjögren disease, Hashimoto 
disease, IgG4-related disorder).56 The connection be-
tween Sjögren disease and lymphoma has been known 
since the 1970s.57 Although Sjögren disease conveys a 
14-fold greater risk of B-cell lymphoma, the cause for 
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this susceptibility is unclear.57 Several cases of extrano-
dal marginal zone B-cell lymphoma of the ocular ad-
nexa have been reported in persons with IgG4-related 
disease — an association that provides little additional 
insight into pathogenesis.58 

Treatment
A comprehensive review of treatment options for ex-
tranodal marginal zone B-cell lymphoma of the ocu-
lar adnexa is beyond the scope of this review. Most 
therapeutic studies have consisted of retrospective 
case series.30,58-79 Comparing clinical outcomes in these 
nonrandomized trials is perilous for several reasons. 
Clinical series of ocular adnexal lymphoma published 
prior to 2000 often lumped extranodal marginal zone 
B-cell lymphoma together with other low-grade lym-
phomas and atypical lymphoid hyperplasia.5 Even 
large studies involving 2 or more treatment arms had 
limited statistical power to exclude small but mean-
ingful differences in outcome.5,8,15,30 The success of 
local therapy is often confounded by supplemental 
treatment given to partial responders because clinical 
outcomes are collectively reported.5,8,15,30 In addition, 
short-term studies (< 5 years) may also not adequately 
reflect the biological potential of the disease, particu-
larly in terms of rates of local and systemic recurrence, 
and tumor-related mortality. 

Radiotherapy
Typically, radiotherapy results in a high rate of local 
control that ranges from 85% to 100%, even in the 
presence of systemic disease.59,60,62,64,73,75,76,79-83 Since 
2000, a total of 9 studies have examined the out-
come of radiotherapy for localized extranodal mar-
ginal zone B-cell lymphoma of the ocular adnexa  
(Table 2).64,70,73,79-84 Some included small numbers 
of study patients with systemic disease, and clini-
cal outcomes were measured in ways that pro-
hibit uniform summarization. The majority of the  
503 study patients with stage 1E disease achieved 
local control.64,70,73,79-84 When reported, complete re-
sponse (CR) rates ranged from 52% to 93%, whereas 
the proportion of 5-year, systemic-free relapse rates 
usually exceeded 90%.64,70,73,79-84 Overall, systemic 
relapses occurred in 31 study patients (6.2%), rang-
ing from a low rate of 2.2% (median follow-up of  
32 months) to a high rate of 16.8% (median follow-up 
of 5.9 years).64,70,73,79-84

However, these results must be interpreted with 
caution because the methods and rigor used to detect 
recurrent disease differed and the protocols employed 
to treat partial response and recurrence varied. The 
different types of second-line therapies for incomplete 
localized responses confound the direct comparison of 
clinical series, particularly in terms of rates of systemic 
recurrence and tumor-related deaths. 

Chemotherapy
Use of chemotherapy for local ocular adnexal disease 
has been studied in 2 centers (n = 54); of the patients 
studied, 52 had stage 1E disease (Table 3).61,67-69 Among 
21 study patients (19 [90%] with stage 1E) treated with 
cyclophosphamide, vincristine, and prednisolone, CR 
was reported in 16 (76%), local relapse occurred in 5, 
and systemic relapse occurred in 2; no deaths were re-
ported during a median follow-up time of 55 months.68 
The other trial studied chlorambucil in 33 participants 
with stage 1E extranodal marginal zone B-cell lympho-
ma.69 During a median follow-up of 26 months, CR was 
reported in 26, local recurrence in 1, and systemic re-
lapse in 3; 1 tumor-related death was noted.69 

Proponents of initial chemotherapy state that this 
treatment option eliminates local complications from 
radiotherapy, such as dry eyes, cataracts, and skin ir-
ritation, and is associated with fewer serious complica-
tions.68 Direct comparison with radiotherapy for stage 
1E disease is methodologically problematic, because 
some reports include small proportions of study pa-
tients with more advanced disease.68 The collective 
rate of systemic relapse for radiotherapy is 6.2%, which 
is less than that currently reported for chemotherapy 
(9.3%; see Tables 2 and 3).61,64,69,70,73,79-84 

Immunotherapy
Rituximab, a chimeric mouse antihuman CD20 mono-
clonal antibody, has been used as treatment for lym-
phoma localized to the ocular adnexa.74 Two reports 
involving 12 study patients with localized extrano-
dal marginal zone B-cell lymphoma have been pub-
lished (see Table 3).61,67-69 In one study, 11 eyes of  
10 study patients with ocular adnexal lymphoma were 
treated with systemic rituximab.61 CR was reported in 
5 (56%; median follow-up of 31 months) without sys-
temic or ocular adverse events, and no tumor-related 
deaths were reported.61 The remaining study patients 
required radiotherapy.61 Another report involved  
5 study patients with extranodal marginal zone B-cell 
lymphoma of the ocular adnexa, 3 of whom had stage 
1E disease.67 Four of the 5 study patients who initially 
responded to treatment locally relapsed.67 

To date, rituximab has been reported in relatively 
few patients with extranodal marginal zone B-cell lym-
phoma localized to the ocular adnexa, with seemingly 
high rates of inadequate periocular response and local 
recurrence (see Table 3).61,67-69 The median follow-up 
times (< 31 months) are too short to assess the role of 
rituximab as therapy for local disease at this time.61,67-69 

Antibiotic Therapy
Because some cases of extranodal marginal zone B-cell 
lymphoma of the ocular adnexa have been associated 
with C psittaci infection, treatment with doxycycline 
has been attempted.47 A meta-analysis of 4 treatment 
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trials taking place prior to 2006 totaling 42 study pa-
tients found that 20 responded to oral antibiotics,  
20 remained stable, and 2 progressed.47 Although CR 
was reported in 8 study patients, objective respons-
es with radiography or slit lamp photography were 
available in 3.47

Since 2006, researchers have initiated 3 trials to 
study the effect of doxycycline on the management 

of predominantly primary extranodal marginal zone 
B-cell lymphoma localized to the ocular adnexa in 
151 study patients (Table 4).76,78,85-87 Because the rate 
of tumor response (ie, reduction in size) differs fol-
lowing treatment with doxycycline and radiotherapy 
or chemotherapy, it is difficult to directly measure and 
compare clinical outcomes.78,85,87 One study reported a 
2-year failure-free survival rate of 67%,85 whereas an-

Table 2. — Radiotherapy for Localized Extranodal Marginal Zone B-Cell Lymphoma of the Ocular Adnexaa

Study No. of 
Study 

Patients

Location Stage Local 
Relapseb

Cases of 
Systemic 
Relapse

Median 
Follow-Up  

Other 
Outcome 
Measure

No. of 
Tumor-
Related 
Deaths

Goda80 89 Conjunctiva: 59
Lacrimal gland: 20
Orbit: 10

1E: 89 7 15 5.9 y 7-y relapse-free 
survival: 64%

3

Hashimoto70 78 Conjunctiva: 37
Orbit: 29
Lacrimal gland: 12

1E: 78 66 mo 5-y PFS: 86%
10-y OS: 95.3%  

None

Le84 31 Conjunctiva: 21
Orbit: 10 

1E: 31
Bilateral: 4

None 5 5.9 y 
(range, 
0.75–20.3)

100% local 
control

1 

Nam73 66 Conjunctiva: 29
Orbit: 20
Lacrimal gland: 7
Eyelid: 10

1E: 66
Bilateral: 14

Conjunctiva: 2
Orbit: 0
Lacrimal 
gland: 2
Eyelid: 2

3 50 mo 
(range, 
12–114)

5-y systemic 
relapse-free 
survival: 95.4%

None 

Son82 46 Conjunctiva: 37
Eyelid: 3
Orbit: 6

1E: 46
Bilateral: 3

1 1 32 mo 
(range, 
3–114)

CR with 5-y 
relapse-free 
survival: 93% 

None

Suh83 48 “Orbit” 1E: 46
Bilateral: 4
IV: 2

3 None 39–72 mo 10-y relapse-
free survival: 
93%

1c

Tran81 24 Conjunctiva: 16
Orbit: 3
Lacrimal gland: 7
Eyelid: 1 

1E: 22
Bilateral: 3
IV: 2

2 1 41 mo 
(range, 
5–137)

PFS: 90%
5-y OS: 100%d

1 case of 
high-grade 
lymphoma

Uno64 50 Conjunctiva: 29
Orbit: 17
Eyelid: 2
Lacrimal gland: 2

1E: 50
Bilateral: 7

3 3 46 mo 
(range, 
10–140)

CR: 26 
PR: 20 
No response: 4

1

Woolf79 71 + 10 low- 
grade lym-
phomas 

Orbit: 56
Conjunctiva: 14
Lacrimal gland: 11
Eyelid: 4

1E: 81
Bilateral: 4

None Distant: 3
Contralateral 
lacrimal gland 
(local): 1 

4.4 y 
(range, 
0.2–10.4) 

100% local 
controle 

None

Totalf 503  499 6 (1.2%)g

aIncludes series since 2000 with 85% or more localized cases of stage 1E disease.  
bLocal relapse defined as any portion of ocular adnexa, including the contralateral side, of initial unilateral disease. 
cTumor death occurred in 1 study patient with stage IV disease.  
dHigh-grade lymphoma death occurred at 71 mo. 
eOf the 81 original study patients, 71 (88%) had extranodal marginal zone B-cell lymphoma. 
fData not sufficiently detailed to provide totals for local and systemic relapses. 
gPercentage based on study patients with stage 1E disease.  
CR = complete response, OS = overall survival, PFS = progression-free survival, PR = partial response.
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Table 4. — Antibiotic Therapy or Observation for Extranodal Marginal Zone Lymphoma of the Ocular Adnexaa

Study Treatment No. of 
Study 

Patients

Location Stage Cases 
of Local 
Relapseb

Cases of 
Systemic 
Relapse

Median 
Follow-Up

Other 
Outcome 
Measures

No. of 
Tumor-
Related 
Deaths

Antibiotic Therapy

Ferreri85 Doxycycline 27 Conjunctiva: 14
Orbit: 13

1E: 24
IIE: 3
Bilateral: 5

Unable to determine 
local from systemic 
relapses

21 mo 
(range, 
4–204)

Overall  
response: 64%
2-y failure-free 
survival: 67%

None 

Ferreri87 Doxycycline 34 Conjunctiva: 23
Orbit: 14
Lacrimal gland: 5
Conjunctiva/orbit: 5

1E: All 14 failures
Unable to delineate 
local from systemic

37 mo 
(range, 
15–62)

5-y PFS: 55% None 

Han78 Doxycycline 90 Conjunctiva: 74
Orbit: 12
Eyelid: 3
Lacrimal gland: 2

T1N0M0: 62
T2N0–2 M0: 22
T3N0–2 M0: 5
T4N0M0: 1

31 6 40.5 mo 
(range, 
8–85)

5-y PFS: 61% None

Observation Without Treatment

Matsuo76 None other 
than biopsy

8c Conjunctiva: 8 1E: All None None 5.4 y 
(range, 
1–11)

7 sponta-
neously 
regressed

None

Tanimoto86 None other 
than biopsyc

36 Conjunctiva: 15
Orbit: 19
Lacrimal gland: 2

1E: 36
Bilateral: 5 

15 2 10.5 y 
(range, 
0.7–16.7)

OS: 
  5-y: 94%
  10-y: 94%
  15-y: 71%

2

aIncludes series with ≥  85% localized stage 1E extranodal marginal zone B-cell lymphoma since 2000.  
bLocal relapse defined as any portion of the ocular adnexa, including the contralateral side, of initial unilateral disease. 
cEight of 13 study patients who declined treatment and are the focus of this review.  
OS = overall survival, PFS = progression-free survival.

Table 3. — Chemotherapy or Immunotherapy for Localized Extranodal Marginal Zone Lymphoma of the Ocular Adnexaa

Study Treatment No. of 
Study 

Patients

Location Stage Cases 
of Local 
Relapseb

Cases of 
Systemic 
Relapse

Median 
Follow-
Up, mo 

Other 
Outcome 
Measures

No. of 
Tumor-
Related 
Deaths

Chemotherapy

Ben 
Simon69

Chlorambucil 33 Orbit: 10
Lacrimal gland: 8
Conjunctiva: 7
Eyelid: 6
Combination: 2

1E: All 1 3 26 (range,  
8–62)

CR: 26 1

Song68 Cyclophosphamide
Vincristine

Prednisolone

21 Conjunctiva: 6
Orbit: 8
Eyelid: 5
Lacrimal gland: 2
Adnexa (general): 2

1E: 19
Bilateral: 2 
IIE: 2

5 2 58 (range,  
6–163)

CR: 16
PR: 5

None

Immunotherapy

Ferreri67 Rituximab 5 Conjunctiva: 2
Orbital: 1

1E: 3
IV: 2

4 1 23 (range,  
2–4) 

None

Tuncer61 Rituximab 9 Conjunctiva: 5
Bilateral: 1
Orbit: 4

1E: All 6 None 31 (range, 
10–61)

CR: 5
PR: 4

None

aIncludes series with ≤  2 study patients with disease beyond the orbit.  
bLocal relapse defined as any portion of ocular adnexa, including the contralateral side, of initial unilateral disease. 
CR = complete response, PR = partial response. 
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other series reported that the failure-free survival rate 
after 5 years was 55%.87 Progressive disease was treat-
ed with a variety of traditional protocols, and no tu-
mor-related deaths were reported (see Table 4).76,78,85-87 
In that study, patients were excluded from the trial if 
they had large tumors or tumors demonstrating rapid 
growth.87 Because criteria describing large tumor size 
and rapid growth were not provided, an exclusion bias 
of unknown clinical importance complicates any in-
terpretation of these results.87

Long-term follow-up in 1 study of 90 patients 
initially treated with doxycycline had mixed re-
sults.78 Patients enrolled in the clinical trial received 
twice-daily oral 100 mg doxycycline for either 3 or 
6 weeks and were followed for a mean time of 40.5 
months.78 A total of 61% had no progression after 5 
years, and 34 study patients who failed doxycy-
cline therapy were successfully managed with che-
motherapy, radiotherapy, or both.78 No tumor-re-
lated deaths were reported; systemic relapse was 
reported in 6 study patients.78 Pretreatment exposure to  
C psittaci was not determined. 

“Failed to progress” reports are difficult to com-
pare to studies whose benchmark outcomes are either 
complete or partial regression, and this is particularly 
true for cases of lymphoma with an indolent course. 
Lacking or incomplete knowledge of a history of chla-
mydial infection among patients enrolled in antibiotic 
studies further complicates interpretation, because the 
global variation in C psittaci infection rate should affect 
the response rate to doxycycline. Future trials of antibi-
otic treatment may be more efficient if their enrollment 
is appropriately limited to patients with documented 
exposure to C psittaci.  

A 6-month trial of a second-line therapeutic agent, 
clarithromycin, was reported in a trial of 7 study vol-
unteers who had extranodal marginal zone B-cell lym-
phoma that failed to respond to doxycycline.88 Partial 
response was reported in 4 study patients and stable 
disease for varying periods of time was reported in 3; 
however, all study patients experienced disease pro-
gression (average time to progression, 16 months).88 

Observation
Given the indolent nature of extranodal marginal zone 
B-cell lymphoma of the ocular adnexa, some investi-
gators have wondered whether observation may be a 
viable option, particularly in persons of advanced age 
or with other comorbidities that may limit survival.76,86 
Two groups reported on the long-term follow-up data 
of 44 study patients with localized disease (5 bilater-
al); the median follow-up periods were 5.4 years76 and 
10.5 years.86 Twenty-five (57%) study patients did not 
require treatment throughout the course of the study, 
and 2 succumbed to progressive lymphoma.76,86 A  
total of 17 study patients (39%) progressed; transforma-

tion to high-grade lymphoma occurred in 1 case.76,86 
The majority of tumors arose in conjunctiva (23 [52%]),  
7 of which spontaneously regressed.76,86 Therefore, the 
study authors concluded that watchful waiting might 
be an acceptable option in select patients with unilat-
eral extranodal marginal zone B-cell lymphoma of the 
ocular adnexa.86 

Assessment of Clinical Outcome
Comparing the treatment of primary lymphoma local-
ized to the ocular adnexa is difficult because some se-
ries combine different histological types of lymphoma, 
some researchers do not separately analyze for ana-
tomical subgroups (eg, conjunctiva, orbit), and some 
report clinical outcomes differently. In addition, not 
all studies employ standardized intervals for follow-
up or methods for monitoring outcome (eg, CT, MRI,  
PET/CT, PET). Few provide information on primary tu-
mor size, and most employ different salvage therapies 
for partial responders. 

Tumor size is an important parameter to moni-
tor because the rapidity and completeness with 
which a tumor shrinks may correlate with durabil-
ity of response.89 However, the speed at which tumor 
size is reduced may be of less importance in cases of  
low-grade lymphoma compared with other neoplasms, 
and it may be of less value in terms of assessing anti-
biotic effectiveness. Use of tumor diameter — not vol-
ume — as an outcome variable for extranodal marginal 
zone B-cell lymphoma of the ocular adnexa reflects 
how difficult it is to obtain reliable volumetric data on 
periocular tumors in general. 

Measuring the volume or planar dimensions of 
periocular tumors presents unique challenges. For ex-
ample, oftentimes, lymphomas of the ocular adnexa 
are irregularly shaped and conform to the contours of 
the eye and orbital walls. It might be valuable to ap-
ply the Response Evaluation Criteria in Solid Tumors 
(RECIST) and RECIST 1.1 to these lesions, but these 
criteria have not been independently validated in the 
context of low-grade lymphoma of the ocular adnexa.89 

One of the few studies that addressed the role of 
quantitative, monitored outcomes in the setting of ex-
tranodal marginal zone B-cell lymphoma of the ocu-
lar adnexa following radiotherapy was performed by 
Jung et al.90 These researchers found that the maxi-
mum tumor diameter decreased by 50% of its initial 
size after 4.7 months of treatment.90 The authors em-
phasize that partial and total responses are usually 
poorly defined in most clinical series — both in terms 
of tumor-specific size reductions and in follow-up in-
tervals after treatment.90 

Conclusions
Extranodal marginal zone B-cell lymphoma of the ocu-
lar adnexa can arise in the setting of reactive lymphoid 
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hyperplasia, but the underlying cause of this presumed 
antigen-driven process is unclear. Given the epidemio-
logical results to date, a more complex interplay of puta-
tive infectious agents and immune response is possible. 
In terms of treatment options for primary localized ex-
tranodal marginal zone B-cell lymphoma of the ocular 
adnexa, radiotherapy provides good local control and is 
associated with relatively low systemic spread. Studies 
assessing the effectiveness of other initial treatment op-
tions for localized disease (eg, chemotherapy, immuno-
therapy, antibiotics) are limited by several weaknesses, 
including small study size, enrollment biases, and im-
balanced mixtures of anatomical locations (ie, lacrimal 
gland, conjunctiva, eyelid, orbit). The evidence is insuf-
ficient at this time to recommend an alternative to ra-
diotherapy for primary localized extranodal marginal 
zone B-cell lymphoma of the ocular adnexa. 

As more optimal therapies are sought and ran-
domized clinical trials remain unlikely, future in-
vestigations might consider use of methodologies to 
volumetrically measure tumor response, to estab-
lish standardized protocols for initial evaluation and 
follow-up, and to use equivalent rescue protocols for 
partial responses so that different clinical series can be 
compared against one another.   
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Recognizing ocular complications of  

chemotherapy before they result in irreversible 

injury involves taking a clinical history  

and performing a basic eye examination.

Ophthalmic Complications Related to Chemotherapy in  
Medically Complex Patients
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Background: Systemic cancer therapies cause a variety of ophthalmic complications. Mitigating harmful 
adverse events involves screening patients at risk for ocular injury and vision loss. 
Methods: A review of the relevant literature on the ophthalmic complications of cancer therapy was used to 
formulate an approach to screening patients for serious complications presenting at a nonophthalmic spe-
cialty center.
Results: Rarely, ocular complications of cancer therapy can occur. Establishing a causal association for any 
given agent is complicated because many treatment-related adverse events result in symptoms and ocular 
findings indistinguishable from primary eye disorders. 
Conclusions: Recognizing potentially serious ocular complications of cancer therapy before they result in 
irreversible injury starts with taking a relevant clinical history and performing a basic eye examination, 
including assessments of visual acuity and fields. Given the wide range of treatment-related adverse events 
and the challenges of diagnosis, the screening process plays an important role in expediting referral to an 
ophthalmologic specialist. 

Introduction
The majority of published research about the ocular 
complications of cancer therapy reviews the adverse 
events of individual chemotherapies and targeted 
therapies.1-7 Cataloging these adverse events can be ap-
proached in several ways. One method is anatomical, in 
which the therapeutic agents are listed according to the 
parts of the eye or ocular adnexa they affect (eg, con-

junctiva, lens, retina),1 whereas another method lists 
therapies according to the type of injury they cause 
(eg, punctate keratitis, sterile uveitis, macular edema).4 It 
is also possible to describe ocular toxicities and adverse 
events by pharmacological group (eg, plant alkaloids, 
antimetabolites, nitrosoureas) or by individual agent.2,3 
Such surveys are invaluable when attempting to estab-
lish whether causal links exist between a particular ocu-
lar condition and a therapeutic agent; however, these in-
ventories do not address clinical questions about how to 
manage the onset of a suspected event. 

Uncertainty sometimes exists about the serious-
ness of an ocular symptom or a new finding on an eye 
examination if it occurs in patients receiving chemo-
therapy. For those who are hospitalized or too ill to be 
seen at an ophthalmology center, the situation can be 
disconcerting. Few adverse drug reactions are charac-
teristic enough to diagnose with absolute certainty on 
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an abbreviated examination, and confirming whether 
an adverse event is drug related with a drug rechal-
lenge is usually not an option. Consultative input is de-
sirable even when it may be logistically difficult. 

In this article, the term ocular is inclusively used 
to describe the eye, visual pathway, and ocular adnexa. 
More than 60 distinct ocular-related adverse events 
have been associated with systemic chemotherapies 
and targeted cancer therapies.1-7 These events vary 
from finding asymptomatic deposits in the retina to 
cataracts, cranial nerve palsies, to keratoconjuncti-
vitis sicca. Most of these complications have clinical 
features that overlap with acquired diseases.1,4,5 Treat-
ment-related adverse events range from being self-
limited conditions to permanent vision loss.1,4,5 The 
diversity of these complications speaks to the variety 
of molecular and cellular mechanisms involved. Thus, 
this review will focus on evaluating ocular complaints 
occurring in the context of medically complex treat-
ment and when it is difficult for patients to be seen at a 
specialty eye clinic. 

This paper will also provide a general approach 
for screening patients outside the setting of an eye 
clinic in order to expedite consultation with an eye 
specialist and reduce unnecessary referrals. It will 
also address when to anticipate, and possibly pre-
emptively reduce, some common ocular-related ad-
verse events associated with select chemotherapy 
agents. Given the vastness of the topic, this paper will 
not include complications of radiotherapy, therapies 
for primary cancers of the eye and ocular adnexa, or 
the ocular manifestations of graft-vs-host disease. Al-
though selected examples of adverse events are cited 
to emphasize elements of the ocular history and eye 
examination, they are not meant to represent a com-
prehensive directory of complications.

Incidence
The proportion of patients who experience a serious 
adverse event from chemotherapy is low. Most of these 
complications are considered rare or reported only as 
single case reports.1-7 A 2006 comprehensive review 
found that 57 different ocular-related (ie, eye, visual 
pathway, ocular adnexal) complications could be at-
tributed to cytotoxic chemotherapies (Table 1).4 A total 
of 38% of drug-specific complications were deemed to 
be rare and another 46% were identified through case 
reports.4 A total of 15% of drug-specific complications 
were considered to be somewhat common and 1.4% 
were noted to be common.4 

The low overall proportion of adverse events comes 
with a clinical caveat1-7: The event rate is probably low-
er than anticipated for “incidental” (or unrelated) find-
ings on routine eye examinations. Common conditions 
such as uncorrected presbyopia, refractive errors, dry 
eyes, chronic blepharitis, and age-related cataracts can 

all cause symptoms that could be mistakenly attributed 
to chemotherapy if the clinician has not taken a careful 
clinical history and performed a basic eye examination. 
Clinicians who do not specialize in ophthalmology are 
not typically expected to perform a complete eye exami-
nation, nor are they usually familiar with the nuances of 
minor, pre-existing eye conditions. This emphasizes the 
importance of a clinical history and basic tests of visual 
function (with corrective lenses) to screen for potentially 
serious problems. 

Attributing an ocular complication to a therapeu-
tic agent is a process of exclusion. Some of the most 
challenging diagnoses in ophthalmology arise in the 
context of cancer treatment; for example, the distinc-
tion between sterile drug-related uveitis and infectious 
endophthalmitis (typically when a patient is immu-
nocompromised), as well as the distinction between  

Table 1. — Somewhat Commonly Occurring Adverse Events 
of Cytotoxic Chemotherapies 

Adverse Event Drug Route of 
Administration

Arteriovenous shunts 
(central nervous system) 

Carmustine Intra-arterial

Blurred vision Busulfan Intravenous

5-fluorouracil Intravenous

Conjunctivitis 5-fluorouracil Intravenous

Deoxycoformycin Intravenous

Corneal opacity Cytosine arabinoside Intravenous

Cranial nerve palsies Plant alkaloids Intravenous

Epiphora 5-fluorouracila Intravenous

Eye pain 5-fluorouracil Intravenous

Focal demyelination of 
the optic nerve

Carmustine/cisplatin Intra-arterial

Foreign body sensation Cytosine arabinoside Intravenous 

5-fluorouracil Intravenous

Keratitis Cytosine arabinosidea Intravenous 

5-fluorouracil Intravenous

Keratoconjunctivitis 
sicca

Cyclophosphamide Intravenous

Busulfan Intravenous

Macular pigment Cisplatin Intravenous 

Papilledema Carmustine Intra-arterial

Periorbital edema 5-fluorouracil Intravenous

Methotrexate Intravenous

Photophobia 5-fluorouracil Intravenous

Ptosis Plant alkaloids Intravenous

Retinal arterial narrowing Carmustine Intra-arterial

Retinal hemorrhages Carmustine Intra-arterial
aConsidered common.  
Adapted from Schmid KE, Kornek GV, Scheithauer W, et al. Update on 
ocular complications of systemic cancer chemotherapy. Surv Ophthalmol. 
2006;51(1):19-40, with permission from Elsevier.
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drug-related cranial nerve palsy and metastatic cancer 
or an age-related vascular event.  

Complaints
The ophthalmic complications of systemic cancer 
therapy can cause some of the same symptoms seen 
with primary eye diseases. They can include vision 
loss (central, peripheral [or both], night blindness), 
abnormal visual perceptions (distorted vision, smoky 
vision, double vision, floaters), and all degrees of eye 
and periocular pain, among other issues.1-7 The close 
temporal relationship of new-onset eye complaints 
with the initiation of cancer therapy provides pre-
sumptive evidence of a causal link. This chronologi-
cal correlation, along with the cessation of symptoms 
after stopping the offending agent, may be the most 
compelling evidence of causation. 

Vision Loss/Impairment
Patients who have difficulty describing their visual loss 
should be queried as to whether the loss is unilateral or 
bilateral, whether it occurs with or without pain, and 
whether it was preceded by or associated with other 
symptoms. If it was transient, then the clinician should 
ask the patient how long it lasted. Asking the patient 
to describe the visual experience that surrounded the 
sensory phenomenon of vision loss may also be help-
ful in sorting through diagnostic possibilities. 

Table 2 lists clinical inferences typically correlated 
with different types of complaints associated with vi-
sion loss or impairment. 

Double Vision
Acute onset of binocular diplopia requires a neurologi-
cal evaluation, whereas monocular diplopia does not. 
Monocular diplopia is typically caused by an underly-
ing refractive problem. Patients may report double vi-
sion as being a shadowing or ghosting of images due 
to improperly corrected refractive error. Patients may 
not be aware whether they can see 2 images with both 
eyes open or with a single eye. Because such a distinc-
tion is critical, the clinician must directly question the 
patient to confirm and test for true binocular diplopia 
in all fields of gaze. If diplopia disappears when either 
eye is occluded (ensuring vision is tested in the direc-
tion of symptomatic double vision), then double vision 
is binocular. New-onset binocular diplopia necessitates 
a neurological evaluation.8-15 

Examples of chemotherapy agents associated 
with cranial nerve palsies or double vision are listed 
in Table 3.4,5,8-18 

Pain
Characteristics of ocular and periocular pain can pro-
vide clues to an underlying disease process. Dry eyes 
and mild forms of keratitis may be described as produc-

ing a “sandy feeling” or foreign-body sensation. Gen-
eralized mild eye discomfort, heavy eyelids, and brow 
ache associated with near visual tasks are features of as-
thenopia, which may be secondary to use of outdated 
prescription glasses or need for reading glasses or bifo-
cals. Onset of sudden, sharp, stabbing pain with intense 
sensitivity to light suggests a corneal epithelial erosion 
or corneal abrasion. Typically, 1 drop of topical anes-
thetic quickly relieves such pain. A deep boring pain 
exacerbated by eye movements is suggestive of scleri-
tis. Optic neuritis can also produce pain or discomfort 
with eye movements, but it is usually not as severe as 
scleritis. Severe, unilateral, ocular and periocular pain 
progressing for minutes to hours and associated with ip-
silateral blurred vision or halos around lights is a typical 
presentation of acute glaucoma. Two symptoms of acute 

Table 2. — Clinical Inferences Associated With Symptoms  
or Features of Visual Loss

Symptom Clinical Inference
Colored halos around lights Corneal edema from elevated intra-

ocular pressure

Decreased vision in dim 
illumination

Impaired dark adaption
Vitamin A deficiency 

Distortion of straight lines Macular dysfunction due to edema or 
blood beneath or within the retina

Floaters, unilateral or 
bilateral

Blood or inflammatory cells in vitreous
Age-related collapse, condensation of 
vitreous gel; with photophobia and 
eye pain suggests inflammation 

Loss of side or peripheral 
vision 

Branch artery occlusion
Cerebrovascular accident 
Retinal detachment

Pain on eye movement Optic neuritis
Orbital inflammation 
Scleritis

Painless “spot” in center 
of vision

Macular dysfunction
Optic neuropathy

Photophobia, tender eye Acute glaucoma
Keratitis
Uveitis

Severe lancet-like pain, 
blurred vision

Corneal abrasion
Corneal erosion
Keratitis

Sudden, catastrophic  
vision loss

Vascular occlusion of retina or  
optic nerve

Transient obscurations 
of vision lasting seconds, 
usually bilateral

Increased intracranial pressure

Transient visual loss lasting 
minutes, binocular

Cardiac arrhythmia 
Posterior circulation event
Orthostatic hypotension 

Transient visual loss lasting 
minutes, monocular

Anterior circulation event 
Amaurosis fugax
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glaucoma, periocular pain and headache, are sometimes 
associated with nausea and vomiting. 

Terms and phrases frequently used to character-
ize pain associated with specific ocular conditions are 
listed in Table 4. 

Other Symptoms
Excessive tearing is a common complaint among mid-
dle-aged and older individuals with dry eyes (and dry 
eye with chronic blepharitis) due to reflex tearing, and 
it is often associated with a mild foreign body sensa-
tion. Exacerbations can be triggered by air condition-
ing, low humidity, or use of over-the-counter medica-
tions (eg, antihistamines). If the symptoms are not 
relieved by treatment with artificial tears, then other 
causes of epiphora should be considered. A variety of 
chemotherapy agents has been associated with exces-
sive tearing, although the mechanisms triggering ex-
cessive or overflow lacrimation differ (Table 5).4,5,7,19-27 
Excessive tearing also accompanies disorders of the 
ocular surface such as conjunctivitis and keratitis. In 
these situations, findings on an eye examination will 
usually indicate that the corneal surface lacks its nor-
mal luster or that the eye is inflamed.

Because mild photophobia is a common chronic 
problem, particularly in certain environmental set-
tings, it is important for the clinician to exclude the 
possibility of a pre-existing condition through a care-
ful history. Keratitis and uveitis also commonly cause 
photophobia, and these diagnoses must be excluded 
before idiopathic (or drug-related) photophobia is a 
considered. Doing so requires a slit lamp inspection of 

Table 5. — Clinical Inferences Associated With  
Excessive Tearing

Relevant History 
and Finding

Clinical  
Inference

Potential Drug 
Implication

Excessive tearing 
associated with 
mass in medial 
canthal region

Consider mechanical 
obstruction of nasal-
lacrimal outflow
Swelling in medial 
canthal region may or 
may not show signs 
of inflammation

No drug implications
In context of cancer 
treatment, consider  
infection or metastatic 
tumor

New-onset tearing 
associated with 
mild red eyes, 
ocular discomfort, 
or photophobia

Consider secondary 
to ocular surface 
disorder (keratitis or 
conjunctivitis)
Diagnosis of drug-
related keratitis or 
conjunctivitis is 
process of exclusion

5-fluorouracil19,20

Capecitabine5,21

Cytosine  
arabinoside23-25

Deoxycoformycin4 

Chorambucil4

Docetaxel26,27

Pre-existing symp-
toms associated 
with itching, or past 
“problems” with 
eyelids

Consider ocular 
allergies, trichiasis, 
or abnormalities of 
eyelid position

Same medications 
that exacerbate dry 
eyes can worsen 
pre-existing allergy 
symptoms 

Pre-existing symp-
toms worse in certain 
environments like 
air-conditioned 
rooms or under fans
Mild foreign body 
sensation

Reflex tearing due to 
dry eyes

Often exacerbated 
by antihistamines 
and other common 
medications

Table 3. — Chemotherapeutic Agents Associated With 
Cranial Nerve Palsies or Diplopiaa 

Complication Select Example Route of 
Administration

Bilateral lateral 
rectus palsy

Cytosine arabinoside 
and mitoxantrone15

Intravenous

Cavernous sinus 
syndrome

Cisplatin14 Intra-arterial

Cranial nerve palsy Vinca alkaloids10,11 Intravenous

Diplopia Chlorambucil5 Intravenous

Disturbance in 
oculomotor function

5-fluorouracil12 Intravenous

Fibrosis of  
extraocular muscles

Carmustine
Nitrosoureas8,13

Intra-arterial
Intravenous

Internuclear  
ophthalmoplegia

Methotrexate
Nitrosoureas8,9 

Intra-arterial
Intrathecal

Oculomotor nerve 
palsy

Interferon α5 Intravenous

Also refer to references 4 and 16 to 18 for a more thorough discussion 
on neuro-ophthalmological complications of chemotherapy. 

Table 4. — Descriptions of Ocular and Periocular Pain

Description Clinical Inferencea

Deep boring eye pain worse with 
eye movement

Scleritis

Foreign body sensation
Grit or sand in eyes

Dry eyes
Mild keratitis

Mild to moderate pain with eye 
movement and vision loss

Optic neuritis

Moderate to severe eye pain 
worse with light exposure

Uveitis

Ocular and periocular  
discomfort associated  
with near visual tasks
Lid heaviness
Tired eyes
Brow ache

Asthenopia
Eye strain
Does not suggest serious  
underlying disease 

Ocular and periocular pain severity 
increasing minutes to hours with 
progressive vision loss

Acute glaucoma

Ocular pain in presence of bright 
light (photophobia)

After exclusion of known  
causes (eg, keratitis, uveitis) 
consider “essential” or  
idiopathic photophobia

Sudden severe stabbing in 1 eye, 
relieved when eye is shut 

Recurrent erosion or corneal 
abrasion
Pain relief with topical anesthetic
Erosions more common in dry 
eyes or eyes with corneal edema

aClinical conditions do not always produce stereotypic pain complaints. 
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the corneal surface (with fluorescein stain) and a mag-
nified examination of the aqueous humor and vitre-
ous cavity for cells and protein transudate. Presence of 
photophobia associated with ocular inflammation typi-
cally requires referral to an eye specialist. 

Eye Examination
Patients unable to be promptly evaluated in a spe-
cialty ophthalmology clinic or onsite by an ophthal-
mologist should have a reliable assessment of visual 
function (central and peripheral vision) and a basic 
eye examination, which involves a modicum of basic 
equipment (Fig). 

Central vision can be tested using a near visual 
acuity card held at 40 cm. If patients are older than  
40 years of age, near vision usually requires bifocals 
(for persons using distance correction) or separate 
near-reading glasses (unless near sighted). The clini-
cian must individually test each eye. If prescription 
glasses are unavailable, then the patient’s uncorrected 
vision should be obtained and then tested again using 
over-the-counter readers (+1.25 to +3.00 D). For lens 
powers greater than +2.50 D, the near visual acuity card 
may need to be held closer than 40 cm for best focus. 

Confrontation visual field testing is designed to de-
tect gross field defects. The patient should be situated 
approximately 1 m from the clinician at equal eye level. 
The clinician then presents 1 or 2 fingers in each quad-
rant of the visual field. While the patient occludes 1 eye 
and maintains central fixation with the other, the cli-
nician asks the patient to count the clinician’s fingers, 
randomly shifting his or her fingers to include each 
sector of the visual field. 

In patients complaining of diplopia, the clinician 
must confirm their visual experience as binocular 
(ie, with both eyes open in each field of gaze). Test-
ing should then be repeated, with the patient closing 
each eye so that the clinician can document diplopia 
that abates. Typically, moderate and large deviations in 
ocular alignment can be detected on casual inspection; 
however, small misalignments are difficult to identify, 
and they may require special examination techniques. 

The Amsler grid is used to screen for macular  
disease, and standard color plates (Hardy–Rand–
Ritter or Ishihara) are valuable for the screening of 
optic neuropathies. These sensory tests are avail-
able in physical prints but are also available online 
(Amsler grid: http://development.aao.org/eyecare 
/conditions/macular-degeneration/amsler.cfm; color 
testing: http://colorvisiontesting.com). Both tests are 
presented individually to each eye and take less than 
1 minute to complete. 

Inspection of periocular tissues, eyelids, and the 
front surface of the eyes with good illumination are of-
ten sufficient to detect clinically important inflamma-
tion during a basic eye examination. Abnormalities of 

the cornea can often be appreciated without magni-
fication because the tissue lacks its normal luster and 
transparency. If available, 1 drop of sterile fluoresce-
in dye will stain epithelial defects and enhance them 
when using a cobalt blue light filter. 

A penlight can detect aberrations in the normal 
red light reflex seen through the pupil. Deviations are 
easier for the clinician to appreciate when they are uni-
lateral and the patient’s opposite eye serves as a con-
trol. Although fundamentals of a pupil examination 
(eg, size, shape, reactivity to light, presence or absence 
of a relative afferent pupillary defect) are beyond the 
scope of this article, characterizing pupil function is 
helpful when localizing injury to the visual pathway 
and for prioritizing special studies. 

A penlight may also be useful for detecting small 
lesions of the eyelid such as petechial hemorrhages or 
abnormal position, but gross swelling or erythema of 
the eyelids can often be seen best under general illu-
mination. New-onset proptosis is a rare complication 
of chemotherapy.4,14 In a patient with cancer who is 
receiving chemotherapy, new-onset proptosis is more 
likely to be secondary to hemorrhage (bleeding dia-
thesis or infection) or a rapidly expanding tumor.28-30 
Regardless of the cause, new-onset proptosis requires 
prompt evaluation. Subtle displacement of the eye in 
the orbit can be appreciated by viewing the patient 
from several feet away, looking for differences in 
symmetry and the relative amounts of visible sclera. 
Proptosis can be mimicked by enophthalmos of the 
opposite eye (eg, due to metastatic scirrhous breast 
carcinoma) or by lid ptosis. 

An exception to the penlight detection of important 

Fig. — Basic equipment for visual sensory testing includes an Amsler 
grid (top left), Ishihara color plates (bottom right), and a near vision 
card (bottom left). Visual stimuli are separately presented to each eye, 
making sure 1 eye is occluded. Over-the-counter +2.50 glasses (focal 
length 40 cm) may be needed for patients older than 40 years who have 
no reading glasses or bifocals without myopia. 
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ocular inflammation can occur with uveitis, in which 
signs of external inflammation may be subtle. In this 
situation, symptoms of pain and photophobia, new-
onset floaters, or evidence of decreased vision may be 
clues to more serious problems.

Clinicians not specializing in ophthalmology are 
not typically expected to pursue an eye examination 
beyond these tests because doing so usually requires 
use of special equipment (slit lamp, tonometer, oph-
thalmoscope). 

Anticipated Complications
Few complications occur with sufficient regularity that 
some authorities recommend preventive measures to 
mitigate their occurrence (Table 6).4,5,7,19-27,31-37 Exam-
ples of such complications include keratitis caused by 
cytarabine, ocular irritation from high-dose metho-
trexate, and canalicular and nasolacrimal duct ste-
nosis after taking docetaxel.19-25,27 Optimal strategies 
are not universally agreed upon, but most offer some 
benefit.31,33,35,37 

Logistical Dilemma
Onset of new visual symptoms or other ocular com-
plaints in patients receiving cancer treatment could 
represent an opportunistic infection, metastatic dis-
ease, or the coincidental occurrence or exacerba-
tion of an unrelated eye disease. Some ocular or vi-
sual complaints arising in medically complex cases or  
in high-intensity medical care settings are neither 
vision-threatening nor have long-term adverse con-
sequences. Most ocular-related complications of che-
motherapy are rare,1-7 so a clinical history and eye 

examination are usually required to distinguish treat-
ment-related adverse events from common disorders 
of the eye, as well as to differentiate potentially serious 
from relatively unimportant problems. However, when 
patients cannot be examined at an eye clinic in a timely 
manner because of extenuating circumstances, screen-
ing for serious eye complications must be performed 
by their primary care physicians and oncologists. 

Conclusions 
The potential ocular complications with the greatest 
likelihood of causing adverse outcomes present with 
demonstrable declines in visual function (eg, loss of 
central vision, loss of peripheral vision), symptoms 
and/or signs of oculomotor nerve palsy (eg, diplopia, 
loss of ocular alignment related to cranial nerves III, 
IV, or VI), or abnormalities detectable on penlight 
examination (eg, loss of red reflex; inflammation or 
swelling of the eyelids, conjunctiva, sclera; propto-
sis).1-7,16-18 Correlating symptoms and basic clinical 
findings with previously reported treatment-related 
adverse events is the first step in identifying possible 
causative drugs.1-7,16-18 Because causal associations with 
drug exposures usually involve the exclusion of other 
disease processes, it is likely that an ophthalmologic 
specialist will need to be involved in the diagnostic 
evaluation; however, the urgency of the consultation 
will be dictated by the results of screening.

For patients with suspected ocular complications 
related to cancer therapy who cannot be quickly seen at 
a specialty eye clinic, care must be expedited through 
communication with an ophthalmologist and include 
relevant ocular history findings, results of vision tests, 
and findings from the external eye examination. 
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Background: Interaction effects of poverty and health care insurance coverage on overall survival rates of 
breast cancer among women of color and non-Hispanic white women were explored. 
Methods: We analyzed California registry data for 2,024 women of color (black, Hispanic, Asian, Pacific 
Islander, American Indian, or other ethnicity) and 4,276 non-Hispanic white women (Anglo-European an-
cestries and no Hispanic-Latin ethnic backgrounds) diagnosed with breast cancer between the years 1996 
and 2000 who were then followed until 2011. The 2000 US census categorized rates of neighborhood poverty. 
Health care insurance coverage was either private, Medicare, Medicaid, or none. Cox regression was used to 
model rates of survival. 
Results: A 3-way interaction between ethnicity, health care insurance coverage, and poverty was observed. 
Women of color inadequately insured and living in poor or near-poor neighborhoods in California were the 
most disadvantaged. Women of color adequately insured and who lived in such neighborhoods in Califor-
nia were also disadvantaged. The incomes of such women of color were typically lower than the incomes of  
non-Hispanic white women. 
Conclusions: Women of color with or without insurance coverage are disadvantaged in poor and near-poor 
neighborhoods of California. Such women may be less able to bare the indirect, direct, or uncovered costs of 
health care for breast cancer treatment.

Background
Prognoses are excellent among women with breast can-
cer diagnosed early and treated in a timely manner with 
evidence-based surgical and adjuvant care.1 The vast 
majority of such women will survive for 5 to 10 years 
or more with a high quality of life, but racial and eth-

nic disparities persist.1 Findings from systematic reviews 
have found consistent disadvantages in breast cancer 
screening, diagnosis, treatment, and survival rates in the 
United States among ethnic minority women of color 
compared with non-Hispanic white women.2-13 Non-
Hispanic white women have Anglo-European ances-
tries and no Hispanic-Latin ethnic backgrounds. Wom-
en of color represent a diverse population  — defined 
as black, Hispanic, Asian, Pacific Islander, American 
Indian, or other minority ethnicity — and certain sub-
populations of Asian and Hispanic American women 
even seem to be advantaged on access to breast cancer 
care and survival.14,15 However, ethnic minority women 
of color who live in poverty or are inadequately insured 
tend to be more alike than higher income women of 
color and they also tend to be disadvantaged on cancer 
care compared with non-Hispanic white women.14,15  

This field of research may also be limited by its fo-
cus on the main effects of ethnicity, rates of income, and 
health care insurance coverage. Access to cancer care 
as well as rates of survival may be affected by diverse 
sociodemographic and economic factors, possibly in 
complex ways.16,17 For example, a 3-way interaction of 
ethnicity, health care insurance coverage, and poverty 
has been observed among patients with colon cancer, 
indicating that the multiplicative disadvantage of being 
inadequately insured and living in impoverished areas 
was worse for African Americans than for non-Hispanic 
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white Americans.16 Furthermore, such disadvantages 
may be greater for women than for men.17-20 

Because select groups of African Americans and 
women who live in impoverished areas have fewer capi-
tal reserves than their non-Hispanic white American 
counterparts, researchers have suggested that these 
vulnerable groups may be less able to absorb the indi-
rect, direct, or uncovered costs of cancer care.21 This 
suggestion led us to hypothesize a 3-way interaction of 
ethnicity, health care insurance coverage, and poverty. 
Furthermore, we hypothesize that the interaction will 
operate such that the survival disadvantage of women 
of color with breast cancer compared with non-Hispanic 
white women with breast cancer will be greatest in plac-
es where the economic divide between them is greatest. 

Methods
Women diagnosed with breast cancer between 1996 
and 2000 were randomly selected from 3 socioeco-
nomic strata of the California Cancer Registry and 
followed until 2011. Cancer data were joined via US 
census tracts to the 2000 US census with strata based 
on federal poverty criteria defined as extremely 
poor (≥ 30% households poor), poor (5%–29%), and  
near-poor neighborhoods (< 5% poor).22-24 Based on 
previous analyses, primary health care insurance cov-
erage was defined as adequate (private or Medicare) or 
inadequate (Medicaid or none).15,16,18-20 

Oversampling of women living in poverty seemed 
to be associated with oversampling of women of color. 
Approximately one-third of this sample was women 
of color (n = 2,024), defined as being black, Hispanic, 
Asian, Pacific Islander, American Indian, or other eth-
nicity; the other two-thirds were non-Hispanic white 
women (n = 4,276). Within the study population, wom-
en of color were represented as black (28%), Hispanic 
(49%), Asian, Pacific Islander, American Indian (21%), 
or other minority ethnicity (2%). None of the ethnic 
minority subsamples significantly differed from each 
other with regard to rates of low income or inadequate 
health care insurance coverage.

We used an age- and tumor grade–adjusted Cox 
regression model to explore hypotheses about the in-
teracting effects of ethnicity, health care insurance cov-
erage, and level of poverty on the predictive outcomes 
of 7-year overall survival (OS) rates (SPSS Statistics for 
Windows, v22.0, IBM, Armonk, New York).25 Hazard 
ratios (HRs) and 95% confidence intervals (CIs) were 
estimated. Prevalence estimates were used to describe 
our study population, and survival rates aided interpre-
tation of the observed 3-way interaction. Prevalence 
estimates and rates per 100 participants were directly 
adjusted for age and grade using the study population 
as the standard population and reported as percent-
ages. Standardized prevalence ratios, rate ratios, or 
rate differences were then used to assess the practical 

significance of discrete comparisons with chi-square 
test–based 95% CIs. The median test was used for con-
tinuous comparisons of skewed distributions.26 Other 
details have been previously reported elsewhere.27,28    

The study was reviewed and cleared by the Uni-
versity of Windsor research ethics board. 

Results
Study Sample
Table 1 displays study sample descriptions. Women of 
color were significantly younger than the non-Hispan-
ic white women. They were also more likely to have  
high-grade, poorly or undifferentiated tumors than 
non-Hispanic white women. Women of color (56%) 
were also more than twice as likely as non-Hispanic 
white women (22%) to live in poor neighborhoods (ad-
justed prevalence ratio = 2.63; 95% CI, 2.46–2.81), and 
they were nearly twice as likely to be inadequately in-

Table 1. — Sociodemographic and Clinical  
Characteristics of Women With Breast Cancer at Diagnosis: 

Unadjusted Percentage Distributions

Variable Non-Hispanic 
White Women

Women of 
Color

n % n %
Age,a y

25–44 458 10.7 446 22.0

45–54 874 20.4 512 25.3

55–64 907 21.2 437 21.6

65–74 1,021 23.9 354 17.5

≥ 75 1,016 23.8 275 13.6

Neighborhood poverty, %

< 5 1,763 41.2 337 16.6

5–29 1,552 36.3 548 27.1

≥ 30 961 22.5 1139 56.3

Primary health insurers

Private 2,390 55.9 986 48.7

Medicare 1,298 30.4 476 23.5

Medicaid 167 3.9 298 14.7

Uninsured 421 9.8 264 13.0

Summary stage

Node negative 2,942 68.8 1227 60.6

Node positive 1,334 31.2 797 39.4

Tumor grade

Well differentiated 1,052 24.6 279 13.8

Moderately differentiated 1,843 43.1 753 37.2

Poorly or undifferentiated 1,381 32.3 992 49.0

All categorical ethnic group differences were statistically significant 
(chi-square test; P < .001). 
aNon-Hispanic white women (M = 62.9; SD = 14.1) vs women of color 
(M = 56.9; SD = 14.3); 1-way analysis of variance = 246.01; P < .001.  
M = mean, SD = standard deviation.
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sured compared with non-
Hispanic white women (ie, 
uninsured or Medicaid in-
sured; 28% vs 14%; adjusted 
prevalence ratio = 1.84; 95% 
CI, 1.71–2.05). Therefore, 
further analyses were ad-
justed for age and grade 
while testing the effects of 
ethnicity, health care insur-
ance coverage, and poverty.

Interaction of Ethnicity 
by Health Insurance 
Coverage and Poverty 
Table 2 displays the survival 
analysis. Consistent with 
findings from previous re-
search,14-20 having adequate 
health care insurance cov-
erage predicted rates of OS 
while living in poverty and 
being a woman of color 
predicted rates of mortality. The women of color in our 
study were twice as likely to die within 7 years of being 
diagnosed with breast cancer than were non-Hispanic 
white women (HR = 2.28). Significant 2-way interactions 
of ethnicity with adequate health care insurance cover-
age and poverty as well as a significant 3-way interac-
tion were observed  (P = .047). 

The 3-way interaction of ethnicity, health care insur-
ance coverage, and level of poverty is depicted in Table 3. 

Women of color and non-Hispanic white women living 
in extremely poor neighborhoods did not significantly 
differ on rates of OS, and the effect of health care in-
surance coverage did not differ by ethnicity. Typical or 
median annual household incomes of women of color 
($24,050) and non-Hispanic white women ($25,150) were 
also similar among those living in high poverty places. 

Among women living in lower poverty, poor, or 
near-poor neighborhoods, women of color with pri-
vate or Medicare insurance coverage were modestly 
disadvantaged on rates of OS compared with their 
counterparts (4% rate difference to 6% rate ratio differ-
ential). Among these women, median incomes of wom-
en of color ($61,700) and non-Hispanic white women 
($68,725) differed by more than $7,000 (P < .05). In the 
same poor or near-poor neighborhoods, women of col-
or inadequately insured by Medicaid or those without 
health care insurance coverage had an OS disadvan-
tage when compared with similar non-Hispanic white 
women (14% rate difference to 21% rate ratio differen-
tial). The incomes of these women of color ($46,425) 
were typically about $15,000 lower than those of  
non-Hispanic white women ($61,000; P < .05). The 
OS disadvantage among women of color was greatest 
among those living in places where the economic di-
vide between women of color and non-Hispanic white 
women was greatest.

Adjunct Interpretive Findings
Women of color living in poor and near-poor neigh-
borhoods were less likely to be diagnosed early 
with node-negative disease (rate ratio = 0.95; 95% CI,  
0.90–1.00). When breast-conservation surgery was 

Table 2. — Cox Regression Effects of Ethnicity,  
Health Insurance, and Poverty on 7-Year Mortality Rates 

Among Women With Breast Cancer

Predictor Variable HR 95% CI

Main Effecta

Ethnicity (non-Hispanic white women)

Women of color 2.28 1.43–3.63

Health insurer (uninsured or Medicaid)

Medicare or private insurance 0.71 0.60–0.85

Neighborhood poverty (near poor)

Poor 1.34 1.17–1.53

Extremely poor 1.90 1.63–2.23

Interaction Effect
Ethnicity by health insurer 0.66 0.51–0.85 

Ethnicity by poverty 0.58 0.35–0.96

Ethnicity by health insurer by poverty 1.33 1.00–1.75 

All effects were adjusted for all other effects in the regression model  
as well as for age and tumor grade. 
aBaseline.  
CI = confidence interval, HR = hazard ratio.

Table 3. — Description of 3-Way Interaction of Ethnicity, Health Insurance, and Poverty on 
7-Year Survival Rates Among Women With Breast Cancer   

Ethnic Group Living Within 
a Location

No. of 
Cases of 
Breast 
Cancer

Rate, % Rate 
Ratioa 

95% CI Difference 
in Rate of 
Survival, 

%
Poor or near-poor neighborhood 
and adequately insured

Non-Hispanic white women 2,922 76.7 1.00

Women of color 714 72.3 0.94 0.90–0.99 4.4

Poor or near-poor neighborhood 
and inadequately insured

Non-Hispanic white women 393 68.6 1.00

Women of color 171 54.5 0.79 0.69–0.91 14.1

Extremely poor neighborhood

Non-Hispanic white women 961 64.1 1.00

Women of color 1,139 62.0 0.97 0.91–1.03 2.1

All rates were adjusted for age and tumor grade.  
aA rate ratio of 1.00 was the baseline.  
CI = confidence interval.
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the most indicated mode of therapy, women of color 
were less likely than their non-Hispanic white wom-
en counterparts to receive it (rate ratio = 0.94; 95% CI,  
0.88–1.00) or breast reconstruction (rate ratio = 0.44; 
95% CI, 0.32–0.60). Women of color were significant-
ly less likely to receive all adjuvant therapies when 
they were the most indicated: radiotherapy (rate  
ratio = 0.91; 95% CI, 0.84–0.99), chemotherapy (rate ra-
tio = 0.91; 95% CI, 0.83–0.99), or hormone therapy (rate 
ratio = 0.87; 95% CI, 0.78–0.97). Women of color were 
also more likely to experience long waits for initial sur-
gery (≥ 90 days after diagnosis; rate ratio = 1.48; 95% 
CI, 1.15–1.91) and radiotherapy (≥ 120 postoperative 
days; rate ratio = 1.28; 95% CI, 1.03–1.59). When these 
factors were added to the HR model of OS, the interac-
tions involving ethnicity as well as the main effect of 
ethnicity no longer entered the model.

               
Discussion
The results of this study suggest that an interaction ex-
ists between ethnicity, health care insurance coverage, 
and poverty on rates of OS among a cohort of women 
with breast cancer living in select areas of California. 
Our data were able to produce 3 central findings across 
these 3 socioeconomic strata. 

Among women of color and non-Hispanic white 
women living in extremely poor neighborhoods — in 
areas where at least 30% of the households were poor 
— the rates of OS did not significantly vary, and this 
finding is similar to a previous report.23 Regardless of 
ethnicity, women living in extremely poor neighbor-
hoods appear to be have similar cancer care and OS 
disadvantages.28 The largest rate of OS based on eth-
nicity was seen among those who were uninsured 
or Medicaid-insured and who also lived in neighbor-
hoods where poverty was less prevalent. Women of 
color with breast cancer living in such poor or near-
poor neighborhoods were 21% less likely to survive 
than their non-Hispanic white women counterparts. 

Living in poor or near-poor neighborhoods 
proved to have the greatest effect on ethnicity and 
income. The difference among women of color and 
non-Hispanic white women in annual income was 
$14,575. Thus, it may be possible that uninsured wom-
en of color are less able to bare the uncovered costs 
of care due to a possible inability to cover out-of-pock-
et expenses; in addition, women of color covered by 
Medicaid were also at a disadvantage.29 In the same  
lower-poverty neighborhoods, women of color with 
private health care insurance or those with Medicare 
were 6% less likely to survive than were similarly in-
sured non-Hispanic white women. On average, income 
among these women of color was $7,025 less than that 
of non-Hispanic white women. Women of color with 
private health care insurance coverage may have been 
more likely to be covered by so-called “bronze plans” 

with high deductibles, whereas women of color with 
Medicare coverage may be less able to purchase neces-
sary “Medigap” coverage.30,31

Disadvantages among women of color may also 
exist in relation to diagnostic and therapeutic care for 
breast cancer due to the possible inadequacy of their 
incomes and health care insurance coverage. That is to 
say that the effects we observed in this study may not 
be racial or ethnic effects per se; rather, they may be 
socioeconomic effects. This inference could be inter-
preted to mean that race or ethnicity does not matter 
in this instance. However, we think not for the follow-
ing reasons. Our findings are similar to those of other 
studies, which may have observed only the tip of the 
proverbial socioeconomic iceberg — these disparities 
may be the result of structural inequalities not only 
in health care, but in education, employment, hous-
ing, and banking.5-10,32-34 For example, compared with 
non-Hispanic white women, women of color are more 
likely to live in poverty, to live in deeper poverty, and 
be less wealthy.21,35,36 Lacking capital reserves seems to 
further disadvantage women of color in many ways, in-
cluding compounding their inability to purchase ade-
quate health care insurance coverage for breast cancer 
care. Race/ethnicity still seems to matter very much in 
American health care.37 

Limitations
We focused on OS rates rather than cancer-specific 
rates of survival. Although vital status and survival 
duration are accurate in cancer registries, the underly-
ing cause of death probably is not.38-40 In addition, the 
underlying cause of many deaths not coded as being 
a cancer-related death can be directly associated with 
lack of treatment or with treatment-related complica-
tions.41 Therefore, we believe that OS has a higher rate 
of accuracy and is a better practical indicator of policy 
and of clinical significance. 

Our findings could be confounded by comorbid 
differences between women of color and non-Hispanic 
white women. The California Cancer Registry did not 
code comorbidities known to be associated with socio-
economic factors and breast cancer survival.42 However, 
women of color and non-Hispanic white women with 
similar tumors were compared through mathematical 
modeling, matching them to cancer virulence proxy, 
grade, and on 2 correlates of other chronic diseases 
(age, poverty). Therefore, the 2 groups are quite similar, 
making comorbid alternative explanations unlikely.

Our findings about women of color living in Cali-
fornia may not be generalizable to all such women in 
the United States. Our sample of women of color was 
composed of even more diverse subsamples, some of 
which were quite small. The majority of the Hispanic 
participants were Mexican American (83%) and the re-
mainder had diverse Central or South American or Ca-
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ribbean heritages. Asian American participants were 
Filipino (31%), Chinese (20%), Japanese (15%), Korean 
(6%), Vietnamese (6%), East Indian or Pakistani Ameri-
can (5%), or of another Asian heritage. The consistency 
and significance, both statistical and practical, of our 
findings, along with our explanation of a coherent 
health care insurance theory, bode for convergence. 
That is, it seems likely that these findings apply to most 
women of color, particularly those with inadequate in-
comes and health care insurance coverage. 

This study was exploratory. Its findings are best 
thought of as screened hypotheses. We recommend 
that investigators systematically replicate these analy-
ses with much more powerful ethnic group subsam-
ples. Narrative study of the experiences of each ethnic 
group would also substantially advance our practical 
knowledge.      

Conclusions
Women of color living in poor and near-poor neigh-
borhoods of California are disadvantaged in terms of 
breast cancer care. It is those neighborhoods where 
they may be less able than non-Hispanic white women 
to bare the indirect, direct, or uncovered costs of care. 
Intersecting structural barriers may exist between 
high-quality care for women of color, those who live 
in poverty, and those who are uninsured or underin-
sured. Thus, US policy makers ought to be cognizant 
of these factors as they consider future reforms of 
health care.    
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Summary: We illustrate 2 cases of pneumonia associated with Bordetella pertussis infection in 72-year-old 
and 61-year-old patients with cancer receiving myelosuppressive therapy after hematopoietic stem cell trans-
plantation. Bacterial infections are a significant cause of morbidity and mortality in patients with cancer, and 
those receiving hematopoietic stem cell transplant, solid organ transplant, or myelosuppressive therapy are at 
increased risk. The infection was detected and the 2 patients had good outcomes following azithromycin treat-
ment. Pertussis, also known as whooping cough, is a contagious respiratory illness that has become a public 
health challenge due to decreased immunity of the pertussis vaccine. Therefore, it is critical to recognize pertussis 
early in the course of the disease. 

Introduction
The lung is one of the most frequently involved or-
gans in a variety of complications in the immunocom-
promised host.1 Among the pulmonary complications 
that occur in persons who are immunocompromised, 
infection is the most common and is associated with 
high rates of morbidity and mortality.1 The most com-
monly encountered type of infection is bacterial in 
origin.2 Before the development of vaccines, Borde-
tella pertussis infection was a significant threat among 
immunocompetent hosts.3 Bordetella vaccination has 
significantly reduced the number of infections, but im-
munity appears to be short lived.4 In addition, a large 
portion of the population remains susceptible to infec-
tion from B pertussis.5 We present 2 cases of B pertussis 
infection that led to pneumonia in patients with cancer. 
The medical staff members at our institution were up 
to date on their vaccinations, and no secondary cases 
of pertussis were reported.

Case Reports
Case 1
A woman aged 72 years with metastatic ovarian can-
cer who was receiving chemotherapy with intrathecal 
methotrexate, gemcitabine, and carboplatin presented 
with a 12-day history of productive cough with yel-

low sputum and shortness of breath associated with 
the coughing spells. She had tried a cough suppressant 
with minimal relief. She denied fever, chills, sweats, 
hemoptysis, ill contacts, and recent travel. 

Her vital signs were within normal limits, and 
findings on physical examination were significant for 
crackles heard throughout the lung fields. Her white 
blood cell count was 4,910/µL with a normal differen-
tial. The patient denied receiving pneumocystis pro-
phylaxis in the past and tested negative for Pneumo-
cystis jiroveci. 

The result from a nasopharyngeal swab sent for 
a respiratory viral polymerase chain reaction (PCR) 
panel was positive for B pertussis. PCR testing was 
negative for adenovirus, Chlamydia pneumoniae, 
coronavirus, metapneumovirus, rhinovirus, enterovi-
rus, influenza types A and B, Mycoplasma, parainflu-
enza virus types 1 to 4, and respiratory syncytial virus. 
Computed tomography (CT) of the chest showed de-
pendent areas of subpleural consolidation and patchy, 
ground-glass opacities (Fig 1). 

She was discharged home with a 5-day course of 
oral azithromycin (250 mg daily). Repeat PCR testing 
1 week later was negative for B pertussis. She reported 
improvement of her symptoms 3 weeks later.

Case 2
A man aged 61 years admitted to our hospital with a 
5-year history of chronic lymphocytic leukemia and 
a matched, unrelated donor stem cell transplantation  
12 days prior complained of a 1-day history of non-
productive cough, sore throat, and fatigue. He denied 
fever, chills, shortness of breath, hemoptysis, nausea, 
vomiting, ill contacts, and recent travel. 

His vital signs were all within normal limits. Find-
ing on physical examination was remarkable for coarse 
breath sounds heard across the left lung fields. His 
white blood cell count was 560 µL, absolute neutrophil 
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count was 190 µL, and lymphocyte count was 200 µL. 
The patient was receiving pneumocystis prophylaxis 
and tested negative for P jiroveci.

The result from a nasopharyngeal swab sent for a 
respiratory viral PCR panel was positive for B pertussis. 
PCR testing was negative for adenovirus, C pneumoni-
ae, coronavirus, metapneumovirus, rhinovirus, entero-
virus, influenza types A and B, Mycoplasma, parainflu-
enza virus types 1 to 4, and respiratory syncytial virus. 
Radiography of his chest showed an interval increase 
in opacification of the perihilar lungs. CT of his chest 
demonstrated patchy, bilateral airspace disease and 
ground-glass nodularity, which was greatest in the left 
lower lobe and bilateral small pleural effusions (Fig 2). 
Rapid strep testing was negative, and blood cultures 
did not show any growth after 3 days. 

He was treated with a 7-day course of oral azithro-
mycin (250 mg daily) and was followed-up in the clin-
ic. He reported complete resolution of his symptoms 
2 weeks later. Repeat PCR testing for B pertussis per-
formed on day 26 was negative.

Discussion
B pertussis, a gram-negative aerobic, pleomorphic 
coccobacilli, is known to cause whooping cough, 
which is a respiratory tract infection characterized 
by paroxysmal cough.6-9 B pertussis is transmitted by 
large droplets produced during coughing, sneezing, 
or talking. These droplets generally travel fewer than 
3 feet and can be deposited on mucosal surfaces of 
susceptible individuals.10 B pertussis belongs to the 
Bordetella genus, which now includes 9 species, and 
B pertussis, B parapertussis, and B bronchiseptica are 
the 3 most studied.11

Infection is initiated by the attachment of B per-
tussis to the cilia of epithelial cells of the upper respi-

ratory tract. Evasion of host defenses is facilitated by 
adenylate cyclase toxin (CyaA) and pertussis toxin.12 
CyaA enters the neutrophils and catalyzes the exces-
sive production of cyclic adenosine monophosphate, 
which intoxicates the cells such that phagocytosis 
is compromised. Similar to CyaA, pertussis toxin ad-
versely affects phagocytosis and inhibits the migra-
tion of lymphocytes and macrophages to areas of in-
fection.12 Local tissue damage of the ciliated epithelial 
cells may be due to tracheal cytotoxin, dermonecrotic 
toxin, and perhaps CyaA.12

Although B pertussis mainly causes pulmonary 
issues, it has been documented to be associated with 
otitis media,13 encephalopathy,14 bacteremia,15 he-
molytic uremic syndrome,16-18 infantile hypertrophic 
pyloric stenosis,19 multiple sclerosis, amyotrophic 

Fig 1. — Computed tomography of the chest showing dependent areas of subpleural consolidation and patchy, ground-glass opacities.

Fig 2. — Computed tomography of the chest demonstrating patchy, 
bilateral airspace disease and ground-glass nodularity (greatest in the 
left lower lobe).
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lateral sclerosis,01 cerebral ataxia,21 and Wegener 
granulomatosis.22

Cough is one of the most common complaints 
among patients with B pertussis infection.23 Diagnosis 
can be made by PCR assay because it is a rapid, effi-
cient, and specific technique with superior sensitivity 
compared with that of culture.24-26 

Five other cases have been cited in the literature of 
pertussis in patients with cancer and a mix of hemato-
logical malignancies and solid tumors (Table).15,27-30 It 
is worthy of note that these cases were published pri-
or the advent of PCR assay and several were based on 
culture of the organism from extrapulmonary sources  
(eg, blood, empyema fluid).15,27-30

The recommended antimicrobial agents for the 
treatment or chemoprophylaxis of pertussis in patients 
who are immunocompromised or immunocompetent 
are azithromycin, clarithromycin, and erythromycin.31 
Trimethoprim/sulfamethoxazole can also be used.32 
Erythromycin, clarithromycin, and azithromycin are 
preferred for the treatment of pertussis in persons who 
are at least 1 month of age.31 For infants younger than 
1 month of age, azithromycin is preferred for postex-
posure prophylaxis and treatment because azithromy-
cin has not been associated with infantile hypertrophic 
pyloric stenosis, unlike erythromycin.33,34 Azithromy-
cin should be used with caution because it is associ-

ated with prolongation of the QT interval.35 For pa-
tients allergic or intolerant to these agents, doxycycline 
or levofloxacin is an alternative option (rather than no 
treatment).35 If symptoms do not improve after a trial 
of macrolides, then resistance should be suspected.36,37 

Use of vaccination against B pertussis has been 
well studied.38 The diphtheria, tetanus, and acellular 
pertussis (DTaP) vaccine is indicated only for children 
younger than 7 years of age.38 However, the adult teta-
nus, diphtheria, and acellular pertussis (Tdap) vaccine 
is a 3-dose series with high tetanus and pertussis con-
tent that may be more immunogenic in recipients of 
hematopoietic stem cell transplantation, so it should 
be considered as the initial vaccination for this patient 
population, regardless of age.38 Furthermore, Suzuki 
et al30 suggested that acellular pertussis vaccine can be 
considered for patients after receiving hematopoietic 
stem cell transplantation, even if they are adults or old-
er than 7 years of age.

Conclusions
We presented 2 patients who had good outcomes fol-
lowing azithromycin treatment. Due to the advent of 
and availability of polymerase chain reaction–based 
diagnostic testing, the rate of Bordetella pertussis in-
fection among patients who are immunocompromised 
and have cancer is expected to increase.39 Such test-

Table. — Studies of Bordetella pertussis Infection in Patients With Cancer

Study Age, y Sex Malignancy Symptoms Source of Culture/
PCR

Treatment Outcome

Case 1 72 F Ovarian cancer Productive cough
Shortness of breath

Pharynx
PCR assay

Azithromycin Improved

Case 2 61 M Chronic lymphocytic 
leukemia

Nonproductive cough
Sore throat

Fatigue

Pharynx
PCR assay

Azithromycin Improved

Florax27 16 M ALL Nonproductive cough Pharynx
PCR

Roxithromycin Symptoms resolved 
after 2 mo of  

treatment

MacLean29 — — Bronchogenic lung 
cancer

— — — —

Senturk28 64 F Non–small-cell lung 
cancer

Dyspnea
Chest pain

Empyema
PCR assay

Erythromycin 2 mg/d Improved

Suzuki30 10 M ALL Dry cough
Sleep disturbances

Plasma serum
PCR assay

Cephalosporin
Clarithromycin

Poor

Troseid15 63 M Multiple myeloma Cough
Hoarseness

Fever

Blood culture Clarithromycin Poor

 
ALL = acute lymphoblastic leukemia, F = female, M = male, PCR = polymerase chain reaction. 
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ing can be easily done via a nasopharyngeal swab.  
The literature is scant regarding pertussis in  
adults — and this is particularly true among those  
with cancer — due to the historical difficulty of accu-
rate diagnostic testing.39
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Summary: A man aged 65 years with metastatic renal cell carcinoma presented for evaluation after a recent 
fall. A thorough workup of the case was performed and secondary adrenal insufficiency induced by the admin-
istration of megestrol acetate was determined to be the cause. Adrenal insufficiency is a serious disorder that is 
a potential adverse event of megestrol acetate, a medication used to help patients with cancer cachexia increase 
their appetite and gain weight. This association is not well recognized in clinical practice, so this case highlights 
the importance of distinguishing possible endocrine complications induced by the long-term administration or 
sudden discontinuation of megestrol acetate.

Introduction
Adrenal insufficiency is a serious complication that is 
a potential adverse event of megestrol acetate, a medi-
cation used to help patients with cancer cachexia in-
crease their appetite and gain weight.1,2 However, this 
association is not well recognized in clinical practice.3 

Case Report
A man aged 65 years with hypertension and stage 4 
clear cell renal cell carcinoma (RCC) with metastases 
to the brain, lungs, bones, and pancreas was admit-
ted for evaluation after a recent fall. His past surgical 
history was significant for left nephrectomy and adre-
nalectomy nearly 20 years ago. After his RCC did not 
respond to sunitinib and pazopanib treatment, his che-
motherapy regimen was changed about 1 month ago to 
twice daily oral axitinib (5 mg). During his admission, 
he was hypotensive and his mental status was altered. 

Vitals were blood pressure of 71/49 mm Hg, re-
spiratory rate of 18 breaths/minute, heart rate of  
101 beats/minute, temperature of 98.8 °F, and oxygen 
saturation of 96% on room air. Findings on physical ex-
amination were unremarkable, except for tenderness 
and swelling in his left lower extremities secondary to 
the recent fall. Findings on complete blood count with 
a differential and comprehensive metabolic panel were 
all within normal limits. Findings following a workup 
for sepsis and brain imaging were negative. 

After ruling out potential causes, including infec-

tion, brain metastases, dehydration, electrolyte im-
balances, and hypothyroidism, a workup for adrenal 
insufficiency was performed because hypotension 
persisted while his mental status improved. A morn-
ing serum cortisol level was below 1.0 µg/dL. A co-
syntropin stimulation test revealed serum cortisol 
levels of 5.9 and 8.9 µg/dL at 30 and 60 minutes, re-
spectively, with a pretest plasma adrenocorticotropic 
hormone (ACTH) level below 5 pg/mL, indicating sec-
ondary adrenal insufficiency. 

A review of the patient’s medication list unveiled 
no agents commonly known to induce adrenal insuf-
ficiency with one exception. He had recently been 
treated with daily megestrol acetate (oral suspension 
625 mg) for about 4 weeks prior to his current ad-
mission, and this dose had been continued for the 
initial portion of this hospitalization. We suspected 
that this agent might be the likely culprit, so it was 
discontinued. 

Oral hydrocortisone 20 mg every morning/10 mg 
every evening was initiated for adrenal insufficien-
cy, and his blood pressure significantly improved. 
Steroids were discontinued prior to a follow-up ap-
pointment 3 months following discharge. Repeat se-
rum cortisol level and ACTH value were 20 µg/dL 
and 68 pg/mL, respectively; these results confirmed 
resolution of the adrenal insufficiency secondary to 
megestrol acetate.

 
Discussion
Adrenal insufficiency is a serious, potentially  
life-threatening condition that stems from primary ad-
renal failure or secondary adrenal disease owing to an 
impaired hypothalamic–pituitary–adrenal (HPA) axis.1 
The disorder can chronically cause fatigue, anorexia, 
weakness, abdominal pain, and hypotension, whereas 
the acute syndrome may induce hypotensive crisis, fe-
ver, clouded sensorium, and myopathy.1 Those affected 
typically require stress-dose steroids for surgical pro-
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cedures or severe illness and glucocorticoid replace-
ment on a long-term basis. 

Although management of the disorder is rela-
tively straightforward, making an accurate and timely 
diagnosis often proves to be challenging in the oncol-
ogy setting. Patients with cancer frequently experi-
ence these symptoms, sometimes as a result of disease 
progression, surgery, radiation, chemotherapy, or a 
combination of all of these. Oftentimes, cachexia seen 
over time with adrenal insufficiency can mimic wast-
ing characteristic of metastatic disease.4 Paraneoplastic 
syndromes and malnutrition may cause severe elec-
trolyte abnormalities, clouding, or covering up of the 
evidence of the role of adrenal insufficiency in such ir-
regularities.4 

In addition to causing adrenal insufficiency–as-
sociated symptoms, such as fatigue, weakness, my-
opathy, and pain, chemotherapy and immunotherapy 
agents can directly give rise to the disorder.5-7 The tyro-
sine kinase inhibitors sunitinib and imatinib and, more 
frequently, the checkpoint-blocking immunotherapies 
ipilimumab, nivolumab, and pembrolizumab have 
been reported to cause adrenal insufficiency.5-7 Given 
the limited data available, it will be interesting to see 
whether the effects of these agents on adrenal function 
extend to other members of their respective classes as 
their use continues to increase. 

Medications commonly used as supportive care 
can also induce adrenal insufficiency.1,7-10 The detri-
mental impacts of the long-term administration and 
abrupt discontinuation of steroids on adrenal function 
are well known.1 Use of glucocorticoids is also com-
mon in patients with cancer, and these agents play a 
critical role in the treatment of various hematological 
malignancies, immune-related adverse events,7,8 the re-
lief of symptoms secondary to brain metastases,9 and 
pain management.10 

Similarly, megestrol acetate, which is a synthetic 
progestin with antiestrogenic properties, is often used 
to help patients with cancer cachexia increase their ap-
petite and gain weight.2 Secondary to its inherent glu-
cocorticoid-like effect,2 the agent is thought to cause 
suppression of the HPA axis at the hypothalamus 
through negative feedback, thus resulting in low levels 
of serum cortisol and plasma ACTH.11,12 

Although stimulating the appetite through the 
use of megestrol acetate was useful in a patient like 
ours, megestrol acetate has been associated with 
thrombosis, hyperglycemia, hypertension, osteopo-
rosis, hypogonadism, and adrenal insufficiency.3 Its 
clinical benefit is often outweighed by these poten-
tial adverse events, many of which are already at a 
heightened risk of occurring in this patient popula-
tion (eg, thrombosis). Several questions regarding 
the length of time needed for megestrol acetate–in-
duced adrenal suppression and subsequent restora-

tion of HPA axis function after discontinuation of 
the drug are still unknown. 

Leinung et al13 conducted a trial that initiated 80 
mg megestrol acetate 3 times a day in study patients 
with normal cortisol and ACTH levels prior to therapy. 
After 1 month, both values significantly decreased, 
and study participants also displayed a significantly 
decreased response to cosyntropin stimulation.13 An 
interventional trial found that 6 of 7 study patients 
with adrenal suppression recovered normal function 
within 2 weeks, with the remaining patient doing so 
in 6 weeks (NCT00575029). However, general data are 
lacking, so definitive timeframes are uncertain. Nev-
ertheless, our case describes a patient who developed 
treatment-related adrenal insufficiency after 1 month 
of therapy, but successfully recovered in 3 months after 
the medication was discontinued.

Although adrenal insufficiency is a reported po-
tential adverse event of megestrol acetate, it is not well 
recognized in clinical practice.3 Adrenal suppression 
can stem from abrupt discontinuation of the agent. 
However, as in our case, megestrol acetate has been 
found to cause this effect in patients actively taking the 
agent, thus complicating the diagnosis.2,14,15 

Postulated mechanisms for the latter scenario 
include a dual agonist–antagonist action (binding to 
the glucocorticoid receptor while simultaneously pre-
venting endogenous glucocorticoids from doing so), a 
greater tendency to suppress the HPA axis rather than 
induce glucocorticoid-like effects, and concurrent 
acute stress or illness in a patient whose HPA axis is 
already suppressed.11,15 Retrospectively, the patient 
was not taking any other medication likely to cause 
such an effect. 

The origin of our patient’s adrenal insufficiency 
was also clouded by numerous factors, including prior 
left adrenalectomy, tyrosine kinase inhibitor use, and 
metastatic RCC. This case of megestrol-induced adre-
nal insufficiency was only discovered after extensive 
workup and elimination of other possible causes. 

Conclusions
Although obtaining and analyzing a patient’s medi-
cation history may be challenging, thorough and 
accurate assessment of previous and current medi-
cation use is a necessity that proved to be pivotal in 
this case. Given the potentially severe complications 
of adrenal insufficiency, this report underscores the 
importance of recognizing possible endocrine com-
plications induced by the long-term administration 
or sudden discontinuation of megestrol acetate. How-
ever, further study is still needed to draw definitive 
conclusions on the effects of megestrol acetate on ad-
renal function. 

Acknowledgment: We thank the patient for his 
cooperation throughout the duration of the case.
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Background: Gastrointestinal (GI) tract duplication cysts or enteric duplication cysts are rare congenital 
malformations sometimes found on the mesenteric aspect of segments of the alimentary tract. Enteric dupli-
cation cysts are lined by normal GI epithelium and may be classified as foregut, mid-gut, and hindgut cysts. 
Except in very rare cases of retroperitoneal enteric duplication cysts, these cysts communicate with the GI tract 
and share a common blood supply. Concurrent congenital malformations are not uncommon and malignant 
transformation within enteric duplication cysts has also been reported. 
Methods: We describe a case of a noncommunicating enteric duplication cyst in a 52-year-old woman. 
Results: The patient presented with a presacral cystic mass requiring frequent drainage procedures that was 
primarily believed to be of neural origin. Upon resection, the lesion contained heterotopic tissue, including 
ciliated bronchial epithelium, squamous and transitional epithelia, and pancreatic and gastric tissue. Focal, 
low-grade intestinal adenoma was present, but malignancy was not detected in this case. 
Conclusion: To our knowledge, this is the sixth reported case of a noncommunicating enteric duplication cyst 
in the English medical literature.

Introduction
An enteric duplication cyst is a cystic or tubular congen-
ital malformation located on the mesenteric side of the 
gastrointestinal (GI) tract that firmly attaches to or shares 
the gut wall. Theories regarding the origin of GI dupli-
cations include diverticulization, canalization defects, in-
trauterine vascular accident, split notochord theory, and 
the traction hypothesis between the intestinal endoderm 
and the overlying structures.1-4 Enteric duplication cyst is 
rare, with a prevalence of 1 out of 4,500 individuals, and 
it may originate from anywhere in GI tract.5-7 

Enteric duplication cysts are lined with epithelium 
similar to that of the adjacent normal GI mucosa and 
are classified by location as foregut, midgut, or hind-
gut.5,8 In order of decreasing frequency, the most com-
mon sites of enteric duplication cysts are the ileum, 
stomach, and appendix, with the rarest site being the 
gastroduodenal region.9,10 Criteria to establish the diag-
nosis of enteric duplication cyst include the presence of 
a double-walled cyst, simulating the normal anatomy 

of the intestine, lined with enteric-type epithelium, and 
sharing a common blood supply with its neighboring 
alimentary tract.11 Rare subtypes of retroperitoneal en-
teric duplication cysts do not communicate with the in-
testine and have their own exclusive blood supply.2,12 

A patient’s presenting symptoms depend on the 
anatomical location, size, and the inner lining of the 
cyst and may include abdominal pain, rectal bleeding, 
and hematuria. Enteric duplication cyst may also be in-
cidentally discovered in asymptomatic patients. How-
ever, enteric duplication cysts become symptomatic in 
a person’s early childhood and present in the newborn 
period as an abdominal mass. Few adulthood cases of 
enteric duplication cyst have been reported.8,11,13 

Intussusception, volvulus, or intestinal obstruction 
and, in rare cases, malignant transformation may also 
occur.8,14 In more than 50% of cases, other associated 
malformations such as vertebral defects and other GI 
duplications may be present.10 Ultrasonography, com-
puted tomography (CT), and magnetic resonance im-
aging (MRI) remain the main diagnostic tools.14 

Herein we present a case of enteric duplication 
cyst initially believed to be of neural origin. In addi-
tion, we provide a review of the literature for similar 
cases and discuss the diagnostic challenges presented 
by enteric duplication cysts.

Case Report
A 52-year-old woman presented with a history of a cys-
tic presacral mass that was partially and initially resect-
ed via an abdominal approach in 2006. She sustained 
multiple recurrences, which were all managed by percu-
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taneous image-guided drainage. She was subsequently 
referred to our treatment team approximately 7 years af-
ter her initial diagnosis with worsening rectal pain. 

Findings on both CT and pelvic MRI revealed a 
posterior pelvic bilobed cystic mass extending from 
the puborectalis posteriorly to the sacrum and coccyx 
and displacing the rectum anteriorly (Fig 1). The lesion 
also involved part of the levator muscle and had 2 cys-
tic components measuring 3.4 and 3.2 cm, respectively. 
The lesion showed high-signal intensity on T1-weight-
ed sequences and somewhat low-signal intensity on 
T2-weighted sequences. The lesion did not show suspi-
cious enhancement, and the vagina and bladder were 
not involved.

The decision was made to proceed with surgical 
resection via a local, transcoccygeal Kraske approach. 
To allow for intraoperative identification of rectothecal 
communication (in the event of pseudomeningocele), 
preoperative lumbar puncture with intrathecal injec-
tion of fluorescein dye was performed. 

During surgery, a large cystic mass to the left of the 
midline crossing anterior to the coccyx in a dumbbell 
shape was identified. The mass was adherent to the 
posterior rectal wall and appeared to caudally extend to 
the level of the external sphincter. It was completely ex-
cised by the Kraske approach. The cystic mass had no 
communication with the rectum or the thecal sac. 

Gross examination revealed an irregular fragment 
of fibrous and adipose tissue measuring 7 × 6 × 3 cm 
and weighing 77 g. Upon sectioning the specimen, 
3 cystic lesions were found, ranging from 3 to 3.5 cm 
in their greatest dimensions. Two of the cysts were 
previously opened and were connected to each other. 
The third cyst was independent and contained a large 
amount of tan-brown colored viscous material. The 
inner walls of the cysts were pink-tan to dusky red in 
color, focally erythematous and hemorrhagic, and av-
eraged less than 0.1 cm in thickness. The fibroadipose 
tissue surrounding the cysts was grossly unremarkable. 

Routine hematoxylin and eosin stain was done, 
and immunohistochemical stains were obtained with a 
BenchMark automated platform (Ventana Medical Sys-
tems, Tucson, Arizona) using the ultra-view DAB De-
tection Kit (Ventana) and antibodies cytokeratin (CK) 
CK7, CK20, transcription termination factor 1 (TTF1), 
p63, smooth muscle myosin heavy chain, and GATA 
binding protein 3. A trichrome special stain was also 
performed. Immunostain for p16 and synaptophysin 
were not contributory. The immunostains for p53 and 
Ki67 were also performed. 

Results
Histopathology examination showed the cysts to be 
lined by intestinal-type epithelium with focal adeno-
matous changes surrounded by a thick muscle coat 
(Fig 2). The lesions demonstrated heterotopic tissue, 

Fig 1. — Axial magnetic resonance imaging showing a presacral dumb-
bell shape lesion with high signal on T1-weighted images (T1 FL 2D FS).

A

Fig 2A–B. — (A) Histology of the entire cyst at low power (H & E, × 10). 
(B) Component of the cyst lined by adenomatous colonic-type epithelium 
(H & E, × 100). H & E = hematoxylin and eosin.

B
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including ciliated bronchial epithelium (Fig 3A), squa-
mous and transitional epithelia (Figs 3B and 3C), and 
pancreatic and gastric tissue (Fig 3D). 

The adenomatous epithelium and the adjacent 
intestinal mucosa were positive for CK7 and negative 
for CK20. The TTF1 immunostain was negative. The 
squamous and urothelial epithelia were positive for 
p63 (Fig 4). The inner and outer smooth-muscle layers 
surrounding 1 of the cysts was highlighted by smooth-
muscle myosin and trichrome special stain. Ki-67 and 
p53 immunostains did not support high-grade dyspla-
sia or invasive carcinoma. 

Findings after trichrome special stain, which was 
used to highlight the layers of muscularis propria, sup-
ported the final diagnosis (Fig 5).

Discussion
Enteric duplication cysts are rare congenital lesions 
that can originate from anywhere in the GI tract from 
the oropharynx to the anus, including the retrorectal 
and presacral space.1-4 The key diagnostic features for 
enteric duplication cysts remain the same regardless 

of the location and include proximity to the GI tract, a 
2-layered coat of well-developed smooth muscle, and a 
GI-type epithelium.15,16 

Fig 4. — p63 immunostain marking the squamous epithelium (immuno-
histochemistry, × 400).

Fig 3A–D. — Heterotopic components within the cyst. (A) Ciliated epithelium (H & E, × 400). (B) Squamous epithelium (H & E, × 200). (C) Mucinous 
metaplasia (H & E, × 400). (D) Pancreatic ectopia (H & E, × 200). H & E = hematoxylin and eosin.

A

C

B

D
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Rectal duplication cysts belong to the family of de-
velopmental cysts and usually present as unilocular 
cystic masses located in the prerectal space.17 They are 
lined with intestinal or respiratory epithelium and are 
associated with well-defined muscle layers and myen-
teric plexus.17 

Enteric duplication cysts may have various types 
of presenting features.18 For example, enteric duplica-
tion cysts found in the duodenum may have commu-
nication with the biliary tract or the pancreatic duct.6 
Those of gastric origin may involve the pancreas and 
may contain heterotopic tissues such as gastric muco-
sa, pancreatic tissue, or bronchial ciliated epithelium, 
or all 3 types, as was observed in our case.19-21 Correlat-
ing the radiological findings with the histopathological 
features is useful for making the correct diagnosis of 
enteric duplication cyst. 

In our case, the enteric duplication cysts did not 
communicate with the GI tract. Such noncommuni-
cating, isolated enteric duplication cysts have GI 
epithelium and a wall similar to that seen in regular 
enteric duplication cysts but without an anatomical 
association with the alimentary tract. This feature has 
previously been reported, but it is rare: Approximately 
8 cases of this type have been reported in the English 
literature.20 Of the cases reported, 2 were infected 
cases of isolated duplication cysts. One was an iso-
lated enteric duplication cyst with features of a clas-
sic enterogenous duplication cyst, and 1 case showed 
mucinous cystadenoma arising within an isolated du-
plication cyst of the ileum.20,21 

Differential Diagnosis
Clinically, the differential diagnosis of a retrorectal 
mass is broad and includes both benign and malignant 
entities ranging from inflammatory, congenital or de-
velopmental cysts, neurogenic and osseous lesions like 
chordoma, or anterior sacral meningocele.16,22 

Retrorectal developmental cysts include different 
types of lesions such as duplication cysts, tailgut cysts, 
epidermoid cysts, dermoid cysts, and teratomas. Ret-
rorectal developmental cysts are rare and may be mis-
diagnosed as a supralevator abscess or a complex anal 
fistula.23 A retrorectal mass with a major cystic compo-
nent is highly suggestive of a developmental disorder, 
and the epidermoid, dermoid, and rectal duplications 
cysts are more often unilocular.24

On CT, tailgut cysts appear as retrorectal masses 
with well-defined smooth borders and uneven attenua-
tion. Calcifications and invasion of surrounding tissues 
are uncommon findings for tailgut cysts.25 Tailgut cysts 
have a female predominance, whereas enteric duplica-
tion cysts are equally present in both sexes.15,16

In general, duplication cysts are unilocular devel-
opmental cysts with GI- or respiratory-type epithelium. 
The GI epithelium reveals villi, crypts, and glands that 
replicate normal gut mucosa. By contrast, tailgut cysts 
are usually multicystic or multiloculated, lined with a 
variety of stratified squamous, transitional, stratified 
columnar, ciliated pseudostratified columnar, and gas-
tric-type mucosa. However, when seen in conjunction 
with enteric duplication cysts, the mucosa usually is as-
sociated with a regular and continuous 2-layer muscle 
coat containing a nerve plexus. This feature is charac-
teristic of duplication cysts and is not seen in tailgut 
cysts, where the smooth muscle is disorganized and fo-
cally well formed.17,25-30

Cuboidal, transitional, or columnar epithelium can 
be seen in enterogenous cysts and tailgut cystic ham-
artomas. Oftentimes, they are multilocular, and disor-
ganized smooth-muscle fibers can be identified sur-
rounding their thin walls.22

A developmental cyst with stratified squamous 
epithelium and skin appendages is suggestive of a der-
moid cyst, whereas no skin appendages are seen in the 
epidermoid subtype. These cysts lack smooth muscle 
in their walls. 

Teratomas are also included in the differential di-
agnosis of developmental retrorectal cysts. Teratomas 
contain heterogeneous structures from all 3 embryonic 
layers. Mature teratomas manifest as complex, well-cir-
cumscribed cystic and solid masses with calcifications 
along with epithelial lining, skin adnexa, heterologous 
mesenchymal tissues, and neural tissues. Primitive en-
doderm, mesoderm, and ectoderm are characteristic of 
immature teratoma. Germ cell–derived neoplastic cells 
are seen in malignant teratomas. Intralesional calcifica-
tions, bony destruction of the coccyx and sacrum, and 
hypoattenuating fat within the lesions are features of 
teratomas and were not seen in our case.22,24,27,28,31-33 

Developmental cysts are generally benign but do 
have the potential to undergo premalignant and ma-
lignant transformations. The presence of adenocar-
cinoma within a completely isolated duplication cyst  

Fig 5. — Trichrome special stain highlighting the layers of muscularis 
propria, supporting the final diagnosis (immunohistochemistry, × 400).
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has been reported.34,35 These cases may manifest as 
bowel-like cysts with no anatomical and luminal con-
nection with the adjacent GI tract and with a separate 
vascular pedicle. Development of adenocarcinomas 
and neuroendocrine tumors has also been reported 
in rectal tailgut cysts. One-half of all reported cases of 
presacral carcinoids are thought to have developed in a 
preexisting tailgut cyst or teratoma.29,32,34,36,37 

Conclusions
Enteric duplication cysts are rare congenital anomalies 
that should be considered in the differential diagnosis 
of a retrorectal mass. Careful review of the clinical pre-
sentation, radiological features, and gross examination 
of specimens and its surrounding tissue will help to 
narrow the diagnostic possibilities, while histopathol-
ogy and immunohistochemistry are critical to establish 
the final diagnosis of enteric duplication cyst. 

Acknowledgment: We thank Jackie Hattle for 
technical assistance during the preparation and sub-
mission of the manuscript and the Pathology Histology 
Laboratory for the preparation of the stains. 
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Opening Remarks 
Anthony M. Magliocco, MD 
The esoteric and molecular laboratories in the De-
partment of Pathology have implemented many new 
equipment platforms and assays to support the per-
sonalized medicine programs at Moffitt Cancer Center. 
These include the introduction of new next-generation 
sequencing assays for solid tumors and hematologi-
cal malignancies, the arrival of the NanoString plat-
form (NanoString Technologies, Seattle, Washington) 
to enable multiplex gene-expression profiling, and the 
performance of the Prosigna assay (NanoString Tech-
nologies) for the analysis of early breast cancer on site. 
Molecular experts continue to closely work with the 
personalized medicine services at Moffitt Cancer Center; 
a training fellowship program is also offered in mo-

lecular pathology. Future directions will focus on the 
development of new, broader panels and technologies 
to monitor circulating tumor cells and free nucleic acid 
in patients with cancer (liquid biopsy). The laboratory 
also acknowledges the support from the Moffitt Foun-
dation and the Morsani Family. 

Summaries of Select Platform Presentations
Progression of Neoplasia in Barrett Esophagus 
Robert D. Odze, MD

Barrett esophagus is a result of columnar meta-
plasia of the esophagus induced by gastroesophageal 
reflux disease that, through a progressive sequence of 
molecular changes, renders the mucosa at increased 
risk for cancer via a metaplasia–dysplasia–carcinoma 
sequence. The lecture focused on the diagnostic crite-

Symposium Report

Second Annual Moffitt Anatomic Pathology Symposium  

Dr Magliocco, chair of the Department of Anatomic Pathology, welcomed a near-capacity audience 
made up of pathologists, histotechnologists, researchers, and pathology residents and medical students 
at the 2nd Annual Moffitt Anatomic Pathology Symposium: Practicing Pathology in a Changing World 
that took place in Clearwater Beach, Florida, on September 26, 2015. Th focus of the symposium was on 
the updates of contemporary and emerging information and technology that impact practicing patholo-
gists in an ever-changing world.

Invited speakers included Drs Odze and Schnitt, both from Harvard Medical School in Boston, who 
shared their expert knowledge in gastrointestinal (GI) and breast pathology, as well as Theresa B. Burchette, 
Lawrence Patton Jr, John J. Shelley, and Steven Westra. Experts from the H. Lee Moffitt Cancer Center & 
Research Institute included Drs Magliocco, Bui, Centeno, Coppola, Hussaini, Khalil, Khazia, and Rosa, 
as well as Mr Hicks and Ms Balasi, Molina, and Snyder. Drs Minton and Malafa also presented topics in 
molecular pathology, digital pathology, and GI and breast cancers. The Ask the Expert Digital Pathology 
session was an interactive discussion of real breast and GI pathology cases among the experts and the 
audience. 

A total of 22 scientific abstracts were proffered by students, residents, fellows, and staff. Dr Altiok, 
chair of the research section of the Department of Anatomic Pathology, presented awards to the 3 best 
submissions.

Dr Ryzhova and colleagues earned the Best Poster award for their work titled “Mutation Profiling of 
High-Grade Serous Ovarian Adenocarcinomas Suggests STK11 and NOTCH1 as Candidate Biomark-
ers.” This paper reported identification of STK11 mutations as possible biomarkers for platinum-therapy 
response and detailed actionable mutations in several patients with ovarian cancer.

The Best Research Project prize was awarded to Dr Dettloff and colleagues for their work “Utility of 
a microRNA-Based Assay for Diagnosing Tumor Origin in Soft Tissue Sarcomas.” The investigators 
examined the recent experience at Moffitt Cancer Center with noncoding microRNA tumor profiling of 
tumors of uncertain origin. They listed several situations in which the technique can be particularly use-
ful, such as the identification of germ-cell tumors. They also recognized pitfalls of the technique, such as a 
bias toward sarcoma, possibly representing a biological shift in recurrent or previously treated tumors. 
The Best Clinicopathologic Correlation award was won by Dr Liu and colleagues for their poster titled 
“Spindle Cell/Sclerosing Rhabdomyosarcoma Is a New and Underdiagnosed Entity: A Clinical and Tissue 
Microarray Immunohistochemical Study With Literature Review.” This work emphasized the utility 
of using tissue microarray to screen previously encountered cases with antibodies directed against 
emerging biomarkers. 
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ria, controversies, and difficulties with regard to diag-
nosing and treating dysplasia in patients with Barrett 
esophagus. The lecture highlighted areas of new de-
velopments and future trends. The risk of malignancy 
and the treatment of patients with different types and 
grades of dysplasia were discussed along with new 
methods of endoscopic therapy and ablation. The roles 
of pathologists in evaluating biopsies and endoscopic 
mucosal resection specimens were also addressed. 

Progression of Neoplasia in Irritable Bowel Disease 
Robert D. Odze, MD

Similar to Barrett esophagus, cancer in patients 
with irritable bowel disease (IBD) develops via an in-
flammation–dysplasia–carcinoma sequence. New 
developments have been made in regard to the gross 
(endoscopic) and microscopic classification of neopla-
sia in IBD. These new developments were discussed 
at length as well as various areas of controversy with 
regard to the diagnosis and management of dyspla-
sia in patients with IBD. The criteria and limitations 
of dysplasia grading were discussed in detail, as were 
areas in need of future research and newly developed 
technologies for the treatment of patients with IBD and 
dysplastic lesions. 

The Continuing Dilemma of Ductal Carcinoma  
in Situ 
Stuart J. Schnitt, MD

The term ductal carcinoma in situ (DCIS) encom-
passes a heterogeneous group of lesions that vary in 
their clinical presentation, distribution in the breast, 
pathological features, genetic and molecular altera-
tions, and their potential to progress to invasive breast 
cancer. During the past 30 years, widespread use of 
screening mammography has resulted in a 9-fold in-
crease in the incidence of DCIS. As a result, approxi-
mately 50,000 new cases of DCIS are diagnosed each 
year in the United States, and this lesion accounts for 
nearly 20% of breast “cancers” detected by mammog-
raphy. Treatment of patients with DCIS is aimed at pre-
venting the development of invasive breast cancer, and 
this is best thought of as prophylactic management. 
Current treatment options include mastectomy, exci-
sion, radiotherapy, and excision, any of which may be 
accompanied by endocrine therapy. Clinical follow-up 
studies have demonstrated that not all patients with 
DCIS will progress to invasive breast cancer. However, 
after decades of research, it is still not possible based 
on clinical and pathological features alone to reliably 
identify which patients with DCIS are likely to prog-
ress to invasive breast cancer and require aggressive 
treatment and, conversely, which patients are unlikely 
to progress and whose cancer may be adequately man-
aged by excision alone or perhaps even no treatment 
beyond diagnostic biopsy. Although a variety of bio-

markers, as well as a newer molecular assay, is avail-
able to help stratify risk among patients with DCIS, 
the clinical value of biomarkers remains to be deter-
mined. Newer treatment strategies are assessing the 
role of neoadjuvant endocrine therapy and trastuzum-
ab for estrogen receptor–positive and ERBB2 (former-
lly HER2 or HER2/neu)–positive DCIS, respectively. 
In addition, clinical trials evaluating the role of “active 
surveillance” in patients with low-risk DCIS are under-
way. Furthermore, results from studies of the tumor 
microenvironment are providing new insights into the 
factors related to the progression of DCIS to invasive 
breast cancer. A better understanding of the molecu-
lar alterations associated with the progression of DCIS 
to invasive breast cancer may lead to new methods to 
distinguish those patients with DCIS likely to recur or 
progress from those who are not and to the identifica-
tion of new targets for treatment and prevention.

Clinical Decision-Making Based on Molecular  
Pathology 
Susan Minton, MD

Genomic testing is now available and used in both 
the early- and late-stage settings of breast cancer to 
aid in the discussion of therapeutic options for select 
patients. With the development and approval of sev-
eral targeted therapies for the treatment of metastatic 
breast cancer, the need is increasing to expand genom-
ic testing to determine the most optimal therapy for pa-
tients. The availability of next-generation sequencing 
provides more data for the physician to utilize when 
making new treatment decisions. Several factors, such 
as the particular line of therapy, patient comorbidities, 
and previous biological behavior of the cancer, can 
help differentiate which test may be more beneficial 
in a particular circumstance. Prognostic genomic tests 
can enhance treatment decisions for early stage breast 
cancer. Several are now available in the early treatment 
setting and provide information about possible early 
and late risk of recurrence. Some of the advantages and 
limitations of the most commonly used tests were re-
viewed through case discussions. 

Evaluation of Postchemotherapy Breast Specimens 
Marilin Rosa, MD

Neoadjuvant chemotherapy has become an es-
tablished treatment modality for locally advanced and 
large breast carcinomas. In addition, its use provides 
an opportunity to evaluate patient response to che-
motherapeutic drugs as well as to potentially change 
a patient’s treatment course if satisfactory results are 
not being achieved. The pathological evaluation of 
postchemotherapy breast specimens is challenging 
and requires careful correlation with previous biopsy 
results, radiographic imaging (especially pre- and post-
treatment tumor sizes), and clinical information. Path-
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ological complete response (pCR) is strongly associ-
ated with long-term outcome (disease-free and overall 
survival rates); therefore, histological evaluation is the 
gold standard for the evaluation of tumor response to 
therapy. The definition of pCR in the setting of breast 
carcinoma varies among institutions, but it is generally 
considered as the absence of residual invasive carci-
noma within the breast and the lymph nodes. When 
examining a postchemotherapy specimen, the residual 
tumor, fibrotic tumor bed, or both should be grossly 
identified and mapped in its larger dimensions. The 
residual tumor should be generously sampled because 
estimations of residual tumor size and cellularity are 
necessary. To determine the rate of pCR is necessary in 
order to identify chemotherapy changes in the fibrotic 
tumor bed, at the site of biopsy, or both. Histological 
chemotherapy changes include hyalinized vascular 
stroma, stromal fibrosis, edema and elastosis, presence 
of macrophages, inflammation, and hemosiderin pig-
mentation, among others. In the absence of these, ad-
ditional sampling is required and correlation with clini-
cal and radiological findings is necessary. 

Multidisciplinary Gastrointestinal Case Presentation 
Kevin Neill, MD, et al

We presented the case of a 33-year-old woman 
with a locally advanced, solid pseudopapillary neo-
plasm (SPN) of the pancreas that later metastasized 
to the liver. The presentation had a multidisciplinary 
format. Dr Neill began with a brief summary of the 
patient’s complete clinical course and the histopathol-
ogy of solid pseudopapillary neoplasms. Dr Khazanchi 
presented a video on the endoscopic ultrasonographi-
cal imaging characteristics of solid pseudopapillary 
neoplasms. Dr Coppola then presented a comprehen-
sive review of the current scientific literature on the 
pathology, molecular alterations, miRNA, and gene 
expression profiles of solid pseudopapillary neo-
plasms. Dr Malafa presented an overview on pancre-
aticoduodenectomy procedures, surgical management 
of solid pseudopapillary neoplasms, and expected sur-
gical outcomes in relation to the patient case featured 
in this presentation. Dr Kis closed with a summary of 
the chosen interventional radiology treatment course, 
which included multiple chemoembolization proce-
dures, chemoradiotherapy, and microwave ablation 
surgery. 

Incorporating Digital Pathology Into Pathology 
Practice 
Marilyn M. Bui, MD, PhD

Digital pathology, including telepathology, 
whole-slide imaging, and image analysis is gaining 
more adoption in pathology practice. This talk dis-
cussed the current state of using digital pathology in 
surgical pathology practice in the United States based 

on a literature review, communication with early 
adopters, and institutional and personal perspectives. 
Helpful resources, updates in technology, best-practice 
examples, practical issues using whole-slide imaging, 
such as validation, and the guidelines of telepathology 
were discussed. This talk also shed light on the bright 
future of digital pathology in surgical pathology and its 
opportunities in education and research. 

Leadership Challenges in Histology 
Malissa Snyder

Histotechnologists in leadership roles face many 
challenges on a continual basis, and yet they must main-
tain a strong emphasis on patient care. The histology 
laboratory produces high volumes of work and must 
also keep quality control while maintaining appropri-
ate turnaround times, which can be achieved by work-
load measurements and maintaining adequate staffing 
levels. This workshop discussed strategies for prioritiz-
ing workflow and managing fast turnaround times in 
a high-pressure environment. Tips for troubleshooting 
common problems, tools for effective communication 
between all team members in the laboratory, and tips 
for managing difficult personalities were discussed.

Challenges in Immunohistochemistry 
Jodi Balasi

With new antibodies emerging and the demand 
for these antibodies to be integrated into the patholo-
gist’s diagnosis, histologists are challenged to test and 
validate new antibodies into their current immunohis-
tochemistry menu. Whether a histotechnologist is new 
to the process or is a seasoned professional, the pro-
cess always starts with the optimization and validation 
of the antibody. This workshop highlighted the immu-
nohistochemistry protocol set up, testing, documenta-
tion, and validation of in vitro diagnostic, analyte spe-
cific reagent, and research-use only antibodies. 

Selected Abstracts Accepted for Poster 
Presentations
1. Further Characterization of Circulating Tumor 
Cells With User-Defined Antibodies 
John Puskas, Gisela Cáceres, Carolyn Loret de Mola, 
Mike Gruidl, and Anthony Magliocco

H. Lee Moffitt Cancer Center & Research Institute, 
Tampa, Florida 

Evaluation of circulating tumor cells (CTCs) is 
emerging as an important component of the liquid bi-
opsy and provides important information for oncolo-
gists about their patients. CTCs provide a real time 
evaluation of current disease state in patients and 
provide information of tumor evolution in metastatic 
sites that cannot be biopsied. Also, monitoring CTCs 
may provide pharmacodynamic information regard-
ing the effect of treatment to cause cell cycle arrest or 
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dampen signaling pathways. This could be used to 
more quickly discontinue futile treatments, enabling a 
switch to alternate options or maintain treatments that 
appear effective. The most recognizable CTC pheno-
type is EpCAM+, cytokeratin 8, 18 or 19+, DAPI+, and 
CD45- cells and CTCs are measured in the peripheral 
blood (PB) using the FDA-approved CellTracks System 
for metastatic breast, colorectal and prostate cancers. 
To use this technology for other applications the as-
say requires modification that includes capture anti-
body selection (CD146, N-cadherin and O-cadherin), 
unique cell surface markers (Her2/neu and AR) and 
nuclear markers (Ki67) and validation using cell lines, 
creating a LDT. The technology is limited by the num-
ber of available markers and the ability to measure the 
expression level of the protein in the captured cells as 
well as the viability which is 24–96 hours. Recently we 
have verified the use of HER2/neu, Ki67 and androgen 
receptor (AR) user-defined antibodies for further char-
acterization of CTCs and are applying these new assays 
for use in clinical trials. 

2. Comparing and Contrasting Decalcification 
Solutions: Cellular and Nuclear Preservation
Malissa Snyder and Lindsey Martinez

H. Lee Moffitt Cancer Center & Research Institute, 
Tampa, Florida

The goal of this project is to preserve nuclear and 
cellular detail by finding the best decalcification so-
lution. Preserving antigenicity is also a main goal in 
order to achieve the highest quality of immunohisto-
chemical staining. Three decalcification solutions were 
used by testing surgical and bone marrow solutions 
and comparing the H&E stains and pertinent Immuno-
histochemistry stains. Three decalcification solutions 
were used: nitric acid (Nitrical), formic acid (Formical), 
and formic acid with formalin (Formical-4). Six surgical 
specimens were tested, and of the six, the Formical-4 
yielded the best results. Four bone marrow specimens 
were also tested with the three different decalcifica-
tion solutions, and again, the Formical-4 gave the best 
results. The Formical-4 preserved the nuclei and cy-
toplasmic components of the cells of both specimen 
types the best. All of the immunohistochemistry stains 
that were tested also yielded the best staining results. 

3. Cancer Cell Line Doubling Time Describes 
Epithelial-Mesenchymal Transition
Bernadette M. Boac,1 Yin Xiong,1,2 Douglas 
C. Marchion,1,2 Forough Abbasi,1,2 Beman R.  
Khulpateea,1 E. Clair McClung,1 Stephen H. Bush,1 
Sharon E. Robertson,1 Johnathan M. Lancaster,1–3 and 
Anthony M. Magliocco1,3,4

1Department of Women’s Oncology, 2Chemi-
cal Biology and Molecular Medicine Program,  
3Department of Oncologic Sciences, 4Department 

of Anatomic Pathology, H. Lee Moffitt Cancer  
Center & Research Institute, Tampa, Florida

Background: Patients with aggressively divid-
ing cancers are generally diagnosed at an advanced 
stage of disease, have higher tumor burden, and carry 
a poorer prognosis. We sought to identify molecular 
signaling pathways associated with fast dividing (high 
doubling rate) cancer cells.

Methods: Pathways were identified using SAM 
(significance analysis of microarrays) correlation 
of Affymetrix HG-U133_Plus_2 expression data and 
doubling time in 59 human cancer cell lines encompass-
ing 9 cancer cell types. PCA (principal component anal-
ysis) was used to analyze the pathways association with 
overall survival using institutional as well as publically 
available clinicogenomic datasets containing a total of 
2,205 patients with a broad range of human cancers, 
including ovarian, breast, lung, leukemia, brain, and colon. 

Results: Pearson’s correlation of doubling times 
and genomic expression data identified the differential 
expression of 3,811 probesets (FDR < 0.05: 1,110 up-
regulated; 2,701 downregulated) representing 47 mo-
lecular signaling pathways (FDR<0.05, fold change > 2) 
to be associated with fast dividing cancer cells. Twenty-
two pathways (P < 0.05) were found to be associated 
with overall survival in 2 or more datasets. The integ-
rins pathway was associated with survival in 5 datasets 
comprising of breast, colon, and ovarian cancers. 

Conclusion: Several pathways associated with 
cancer cell doubling time may influence overall sur-
vival and thus be good therapeutic targets for drug 
development. Surprisingly, the majority of these path-
ways are descriptive of epithelial-mesenchymal tran-
sition biology.

4. Validation of a Rapid, Sensitive, and Inexpensive 
QClamp BRAF Assay for the Detection of Codon 
600 Specific Mutations 
Ravi Kothapalli,1 James Saller,1 Carolyn Loret de Mola,1 
and Anthony Magliocco1,2

1Clinical Testing Development, 2Department of 
Anatomic Pathology, H. Lee Moffitt Cancer Center & 
Research Institute, Tampa, Florida

BRAF mutations occur in approximately 8% of all 
human cancers and around 50% in melanoma and pap-
illary thyroid carcinoma. Identification of these muta-
tions provides potentially valuable theranostic and 
prognostic information in cancer patients. DiaCarta 
(Hayward, CA) has developed a QClamp BRAF Codon 
Specific Mutation Test in Codon 600 based on xeno-
nucleic acid mediated PCR clamping technology. Vali-
dation of this assay is performed prior to implement-
ing it for routine use in clinical laboratory. DNA patient 
samples that were selected have a BRAF mutation at 
the 600 codon whereas others are negatives. Allelic fre-
quencies of between 50% to 0.156% BRAF, V600E were 
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made by mixing appropriate portions of BRAF mutant 
DNA and wild type DNA obtained from Horizon Diag-
nostic (Cambridge, UK) and used in the assay. DiaCarta 
BRAF assay can reliably detect up to 0.156 % allelic fre-
quency. The results of the assay are 100% in agreement 
with Nextgen sequencing or pyro sequencing. The 
main advantage of this assay is to detect the BRAF 
mutation in ultra-low concentrations of DNA (10 ng 
of total DNA) as obtained from specimens including 
FFPE, liquid biopsies, cytology and tissues samples. 
The BRAF V600E mutation may serve as a very sensi-
tive biomarker when the DiaCarta assay is used. Assays 
with high analytical sensitivity will likely be required 
for effective screening and minimal residual disease 
monitoring in liquid biopsy samples, as they can de-
tect mutations in samples of DNA with high contami-
nating normal DNA background and identification of 
rare subclones within heterogeneous tumor samples. 

5. Mutation Profiling of High-Grade Serous Ovarian 
Adenocarcinomas Suggests STK11 and NOTCH1 as 
Candidate Biomarkers
Elena Ryzhova,1 Douglas C. Marchion,2,3 Forough 
Abbasi,2,3 Liang Nong,1 Alexandra Gartel, 4 Yin Xiong,2,3 
and Anthony Magliocco1,5

1Clinical Testing Development Laboratory,  
2Department of Women’s Oncology, 3Chemical Biol-
ogy and Molecular Medicine, 4Molecular Laboratory,  
5Department of Anatomic Pathology, H. Lee Moffitt 
Cancer Center & Research Institute, Tampa, Florida 

Introduction: The standard treatment of high 
grade serous ovarian cancer (HGS-OvCa) with plati-
num-taxane chemotherapy is followed by the develop-
ment of chemoresistant disease in a significant propor-
tion of patients. Molecular mechanisms underpinning 
chemoresistance remain obscure. In this study we per-
formed mutation profiling of patients with varying re-
sponses to chemotherapy to investigate whether plati-
num-resistant phenotype can be linked to a particular 
molecular signature. 

Methods: DNA samples from 37 HGS-OvCa pa-
tients classified as either complete responders (CR, 
n = 18) or incomplete responders (IR, n = 19) were test-
ed in Agena BioScience OncoPanel. The OncoPanel re-
lies on the iPlex-MassArray methodology and permits 
parallel screening of 214 mutations in 26 oncogenes 
and tumor suppressor.

Results: Frameshift or nonsense mutations in 
STK11 were found in 22% of the CR group suggest-
ing a significant association with the disease pheno-
type (Fisher’s exact test, p=0.046). Further, mutations 
in NOTCH1 were identified in 16% samples regardless 
of platinum-taxane response status. NOTCH has been 
previously associated with certain hematologic and 
solid tumors; however it was not described in the con-
text of HGS-OvCa. Lastly, well-established actionable 

mutations in KRAS, EGFR, and BRAF were detected in 
patients demonstrating CR and IR. 

Conclusions: We have identified STK11 muta-
tions as possible biomarkers for platinum-therapy 
response. Additionally, we have found that NOTCH1 
could be a candidate for therapeutic targeting in HGS-
OvCa. Furthermore, we have identified several HGS-
OvCa specimens that harbor known actionable mu-
tations. These data suggest that routine multiplexed 
mutation profiling of HGS-OvCa patients may facili-
tate the proper selection of available therapeutic op-
tions and/or clinical trials. 

6. Development and Validation of a MassArray 
Custom GliomaPanel for Testing IDH1 and IDH2 
Mutations in a Clinical Setting
Elena Ryzhova,1 Rob Macaulay,2 Liang Nong,1 Ravi 
Kothapalli,1 Linda McIntosh,1 Gisela Caceres,1 
Alexandra Gartel,3 Janella Lal,3 Shital Gandhi,3 Hema 
Liyanage,5 Robin Everts,5 Carolyn Loret de Mola,1 
Dahui Qin,3 Peter Forsyth,4 and Anthony Magliocco1,2

1Clinical Testing Development, 2Department of 
Anatomic Pathology, 3Laboratory of Molecular Pathol-
ogy, 4Department of Neuro Oncology, H. Lee Moffitt 
Cancer Center & Research Institute, Tampa, Florida, 
5Applications and Technology, Agena Bioscience, 
San Diego, California

Introduction: IDH1 and IDH2 mutations are as-
sociated with favorable outcome in low-grade gliomas. 
The common methods of IDH1, 2 testing are character-
ized by either limited spectrum of detected mutations 
(IHC) or low sensitivity (Sanger sequencing). To over-
come these limitations we developed high throughput, 
sensitive and multiplexed GliomaPanel test using Age-
na Biosciences’ MassARRAY technology.

Methods: GliomaPanel was designed to interro-
gate all the essential mutations in IDH1 and IDH2. Ad-
ditionally, it includes 116 hot-spot targets in 17 genes 
with potential clinical or research utility. The detec-
tion method relies on a single nucleotide extension fol-
lowed by MALDI-TOF mass spectrometry.

Results: The panel was validated in accordance 
with the CAP guidelines and included the total of 78 
FFPE diagnostic samples. For the majority of samples, 
the mutation status was pre-determined by IHC. The es-
tablished GliomaPanel accuracy, specificity and sensitiv-
ity were 99%, 100%, and 97% respectively. Notably, the 
rare IDH1 R132C mutation was detected in several pa-
tients that were IDH1 negative in IHC tests. Additionally, 
R132C mutation at low frequency (20%) was identified 
in one patient, whose IDH1 status was negative in both 
IHC and Sanger sequencing. The discrepancies were re-
solved by Sanger sequencing confirming GliomaPanel 
results. Finally, we demonstrated that 70% of DNA sam-
ples, which failed NGS testing acceptance criteria, were 
accurately processed by GliomaPanel.
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Conclusions: GliomaPanel offers cost-effective 
high-throughput solution for accurate of IDH1 and 
IDH2 profiling. The method detects a broad range of 
mutations, is highly sensitive, has relaxed DNA quality 
requirements, and represents a valuable alternative to 
conventional methods for targeted mutation profiling.

7. Higher Frequency of Isolated PMS2 Loss in 
Colorectal Tumors From Colombian Population
Rania Shamekh,1 Mauro Cives,2 Jaime Mejia,3 and 
Domenico Coppola4

1Department of Pathology, University of South 
Florida, Tampa, Florida, 2Department of Gastro-
Intestinal Oncology, H. Lee Moffitt Cancer Center & 
Research Institute, Tampa, Florida, 3Department of 
Pathology, Institutode Patologia Mejia Jimenez, Cali, 
Colombia, 4Department of Anatomic Pathology, H. Lee 
Moffitt Cancer Center & Research Institute, Tampa, 
Florida

Colorectal cancer (CRC) is the third most com-
mon cancer and the fourth most common cause of 
death worldwide. It accounts for over 9% of all can-
cer. One of the pathogenic factors of CRC is germ line 
mutation, leading to alteration and inactivation of the 
MMR genes. The aim of the study is to compare the 
frequency of alterations in MMR protein expression in 
CRC of Caucasian as compared to Colombian patients. 
Forty-five Colombians and 48 Caucasians with CRC 
were studied. The tumors’ microsatellite instability 
(MSI) status was determined in primary CRC by immu-
nohistochemistry using the automated Ventana Ultra. 
The combined loss of MLH1 and PMS2 was the most 
common alteration in both Colombian (11%; 5 out of 
45) and Caucasian (12%; 6 out of 48) CRC patients. In-
terestingly, the loss of PMS2 expression in the presence 
of intact MLH1 was the second most common altera-
tion in Colombians (8%; 4 out of 45) which was never 
seen in the Caucasians cohort (P = 0.05). The loss of 
MLH1 alone and the combined loss of MSH6 and PMS2 
expression was only observed in one out of 45 (2%) 
in Colombians but not in Caucasians. The combined 
loss of MSH2 and MSH6 was not observed in any of 
the patients studied. The current findings highlight the 
significant difference in alterations of MMR protein ex-
pression in CRC patients from Colombia compared to 
Caucasians. These findings are novel and warrant fur-
ther studies in larger cohorts.

8. Human Lung Cancer Derived Cancer Associated 
Fibroblasts Express a Variety of Immunosuppres-
sive Mechanisms
Arjun Rammohandas, David Noyes, Melanie Mediavilla- 
Varela, Liliana Lyviv, Dillan Villavisanis, and Scott 
Antonia

H. Lee Moffitt Cancer Center & Research Institute, 
Tampa, Florida

Immunotherapy has emerged as clinical effica-
cious in a variety of different cancer types. In particu-
lar this modality has been revolutionary in the treat-
ment of lung cancer with anti-PD1/PD-L1 producing 
objective tumor responses in approximately 20% of 
patients and a dramatic impact on overall survival. As 
impactful as this has been, a large number of lung can-
cer patients do not benefit. This is due to the fact that 
there are numerous ways that tumors evade rejection 
by T cells, including a number of immunosuppressive 
mechanisms that can be operational within the tumor 
microenvironment including immune checkpoint li-
gands, immunosuppressive cytokines and enzymes, 
and immunosuppressive cells. One of these is the 
cancer associated fibroblast (CAF), though the precise 
way that these cells inhibit T-cells has been unknown. 
Freshly resected tumors not necessary for pathology 
were harvested, mechanically and enzymatically dis-
aggregated and digested cells were plated in complete 
RPMI and allowed to adhere and proliferate CAFs. We 
have successfully propagated dozens of CAF and tu-
mor infiltrating lymphocyte (TIL) lines and character-
ized a portion of them so far. Characterization was ac-
complished with immune-phenotypic characterization 
through flow cytometry. ELISA was used to determine 
immunosuppression with CAFs and TILs. Cytokine 
production was analyzed with multiple analyte profil-
ing. Data were confirmed with qRT-PCR and Western 
blot analysis. Here we show that several human lung 
cancer derived CAFs constitutively express PD-L1 and 
CD73, and can be induced to express MHC class II, 
HVEM, IL-6, CXCL8, IDO, and NOS, all of which are 
immunosuppressive. These data suggest that a single 
manipulation targeting CAFs could influence CAF phe-
notype and cytokine secretion affecting the tumor mi-
croenvironment.

9. Decreased Stromal Expression of Caveolin-1 
as a Potential Biomarker for Ovarian Serous 
Carcinomas
Daryoush Saeed-Vafa,1 Douglas C. Marchion,2 Susan 
M. McCarthy,1 Lu Chen,3 Ardeshir Hakam,1 Emily C.  
McClung,2 Robert M. Wenham,2 Sachin M. Apte,2 
Dung-Tsa Chen,3 Anthony M. Magliocco,1 and Jenny 
Permuth-Wey4,5 

Departments of 1Anatomic Pathology, 2Women’s 
Oncology, 3Biostatistics and Bioinformatics, 4Cancer 
Epidemiology, 5Gastrointestinal Oncology, H. Lee Moffitt 
Cancer Center & Research Institute, Tampa, Florida

Background: Previous studies have demonstrat-
ed that Caveolin-1 (Cav-1) can act as a tumor suppres-
sor in various malignant neoplasms. It has recently been 
shown that there is reduced expression of Cav-1 in the 
stroma of malignant tumors as compared to the stroma 
of their benign counter parts and that this expression 
may be correlated with histological grade, specifically 
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in ovarian serous tumors. To our knowledge this dif-
ference has yet to be quantified. This study utilized the 
Automated Quantitative Software Analysis (AQUA) sys-
tem and attempted to quantify the difference in the level 
of expression of Cav-1 in the reactive stroma of ovarian 
serous carcinomas as compared to stroma from benign 
ovaries.

Material/Methods: Cav-1 expression was stud-
ied via a multiplex immunofluorescence assay in five 
tissue microarrays containing duplicate 1 mm cores 
from various grades of ovarian serous carcinomas 
and benign ovaries, and was quantified via an AQUA 
algorithm specifically designed to target stromal Cav-1 
expression.

Results: The study included cores representing 
reactive stroma from 117 unique ovarian serous carci-
noma cases and 30 cases demonstrating stroma from 
benign ovaries. There was a statistically significant de-
crease in the expression of Cav-1 in the reactive stroma 
of ovarian serous carcinomas as compared to the stro-
ma of benign ovaries, with mean AQUA scores, quan-
tifying the amount of Cav-1, of 161.1 and 324.9 respec-
tively (P < .0001). 

Conclusion: Our findings demonstrate that de-
creased stromal Cav-1 expression may be associated 
with malignant ovarian serous carcinomas. Studies are 
underway to evaluate stromal Cav-1 expression as a 
novel prognostic marker and rational therapeutic tar-
get for ovarian cancer.

10. Utility of a microRNA-Based Assay for Diagnos-
ing Tumor Origin in Soft Tissue Sarcomas
Jennifer Dettloff, Evita Henderson-Jackson, and 
Marilyn M. Bui 

H. Lee Moffitt Cancer Center & Research Institute, 
Tampa, Florida 

Background: An accurate and definitive diagno-
sis plays a critical role in precision medicine. However, 
soft tissue sarcomas frequently present as diagnostic 
challenges due to their rarity, diversity and overlapping 
with other malignancies, both morphologically and 
immunohistochemically. MicroRNA (miRNA) is a mas-
ter control of post-transcriptional regulation of protein-
coding genes, some of which influence oncogenesis. 
MiRNA-based testing is an emerging tool in diagnosing 
tumor origin. This study is intended to investigate its 
utility in diagnosing soft tissue sarcomas.

Materials and Methods: The MCC archives con-
tained 44 cases that had been sent for a commercially 
available miRNA-based tumor-of-origin test. Of those 44 
cases 33 had sarcoma in the differential diagnosis. The 
data included pre-testing working diagnosis, miRNA test 
result, and the post-testing multidisciplinary decision.

Results: Of the 33 cases we used clinical, histo-
pathologic and immunohistochemical findings to de-
termine the most likely diagnosis as the gold standard. 

There were 23/33 cases (69%) that yielded a result of 
sarcoma. Of those only 8/23 cases (35%) appeared to 
actually be sarcomas. The test appeared especially 
weak at differentiating sarcoma from carcinoma/ 
melanoma, which was the differential in 17 cases. Of 
those 17 cases the clinical and pathologic features fa-
vored: carcinoma/melanoma in 11/17, sarcoma in 3/17, 
and 3/17 were equivocal. The majority of the probable 
carcinoma/melanoma cases appeared clinically to be 
metastatic. Cytokeratin or EMA expression was seen in 
all probable carcinoma cases except one adrenal cor-
tical carcinoma. Seven of 33 tested as mesothelioma, 
none of which clinically or pathologically appeared to 
be mesothelioma, including one suspected chordoma; 
these results were therefore considered uninforma-
tive. Three of the 33 cases included a differential di-
agnosis specifically between a germ cell tumor (GCT) 
and a sarcoma. One of these three cases, although the 
clinical impression was lymphoma or sarcoma, tested 
for seminomatous GCT, which eventually lead to the 
correct diagnosis of a seminoma. In the second of 
these three cases, a patient with a history of a testicu-
lar tumor presented with a new groin mass. The test 
confirmed the correct diagnosis of a new primary sar-
coma. The third of these cases also carried the differ-
ential of GCT due increased HCG clinically; the miRNA 
test was helpful in helping rule out that differential. 
Four of the 33 cases yielded a test result of lymphoma 
(B- or T-cell origin). Two of these were of predicted 
dendritic cell origin and the miRNA test was helpful; 
one was a medullary carcinoma of the breast and one 
was a sarcoma. 

11. Incidental Metastatic Medullary Carcinoma of 
the Colon Involving an Extraterritorial Adenoma: 
Diagnostic Pitfall and Impact on Patient Care
Carolina Dominguez, Cory Porteus, Diana Braswell, 
Sherma Zibadi, and Kun Jiang

H. Lee Moffitt Cancer Center & Research Institute, 
Tampa, Florida

Context: Microsatellite instability associated 
colorectal medullary carcinoma (MC) has been gaining 
attention recently due to its impact on clinical manage-
ment and prognostication. Usually, MC is composed of 
sheets of tumor cells with pushing borders and lym-
phoplasmacytic banding. Rarely does MC present as 
a mucinous adenocarcinoma or a pure signet ring cell 
carcinoma. It is believed that MC possesses less aggres-
sive properties compared with microsatellite-stable tu-
mors; however, we recently encountered an opposite 
example, with lymphovascular invasion and distant 
metastasis in MC. 

Design: We present a unique case of metastatic 
signet ring cell MC, which was incidentally identified 
involving a noncontiguous distant adenoma follow-
ing screening colonoscopy, so as to emphasize these 
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unique and essential histological features and to cau-
tion diagnostic pitfalls. 

Results: A 58-year-old man presents for a routine 
colonoscopy. A 2-cm adenoma was removed from he-
patic flexure, which showed signet ring cell carcinoma, 
with loss of MLH1/PMS2 and retained MSH2/MSH6 
immunohistochemically. Next generation sequencing 
showed no mutation in BRAF, EGFR, and Ras. The cau-
terized margin was benign. Significantly, biopsy of a 
noncontiguous 0.5 cm adenoma (35 cm distal) showed 
rare signet ring cells within lymphovascular spaces, 
with identical morphology and immunophenotype as 
seen in MC. Due to this unexpected finding, patient re-
ceived chemotherapy, awaiting resection. 

Conclusions: MC could present as signet ring call 
carcinoma, with multifocal lymphovascular invasion 
and aggressive clinical behavior; understanding the 
molecular basis of MC and awareness of its histologi-
cal features and clinical impact are pivotal for reach-
ing the correct diagnosis and for improving patient 
management.

12. Metastatic Basal Cell Carcinoma: Recent Moffitt 
Cancer Center Experience 
T. Mendoza, Farah Khalil, and J. Messina

H. Lee Moffitt Cancer Center & Research Institute, 
Tampa, Florida

Introduction: Basal cell carcinoma (BCC) of the 
skin has the lowest incidence of metastasis of any epi-
thelial malignancy, even though it is the most common 
primary carcinoma. 

Methods: Cases of metastatic BCC encountered 
in our practice were included. The subtype of primary 
BCC was documented on review of the cases. The di-
agnosis of metastatic BCC was based on standard his-
tologic criteria: histomorphologic confirmation with 
primary cutaneous BCC and supportive immunohisto-
chemical studies were performed. 

Results: Six cases of metastatic basal cell carcino-
ma were included for study. The histologic subtypes in-
cluded: four infiltrative BCCs, one infiltrative BCC with 
basosquamous features, and one basosquamous type 
BCC. The age of patients at diagnosis of the metastat-
ic BCC ranged from 50 to 77. All were men. The sites 
of metastasis included: lung (3 patients), lymph nodes 
and lung (2 patients) and bone (1 patient). The time to 
metastasis was available in five cases and ranged from 
4 years to 20 years; the median time was 7 years. Of 
the two patients with lymph node and lung metastases, 
one patient had a lymph node metastasis 9 years after 
diagnosis of the primary and a lung metastasis 16 years 
after diagnosis. The lymph node and lung metastases 
in the other patient were found 20 years after diagno-
sis. Significant therapy and survival information was 
available for four patients not recently diagnosed: four 
patients were treated in a hedgehog inhibitor trial 

(vismodegib). Three of those four also underwent radi-
ation therapy. One patient died of disease progression 
at one year, one patient had disease progression at two 
years, one patient had stable disease at two years and 
one patient was lost to follow-up shortly after therapy. 
Parenthetically, one of the six cases was identified as 
having a PTCH1 genetic alteration, which is a target of 
hedgehog inhibitor therapy.

Conclusion: The metastatic BCC in our experience 
preferentially spread to the lung, followed infiltrative 
BCCs, and occurred a median of seven years after 
diagnosis.

13. Neuroendocrine Tumors (NETs) of the Thymus: 
Experience of a Single Cancer Center
Sameer Al Diffalha1 and Farah Khalil1,2 

1Department of Pathology and Surgical Oncology 
H. Lee Moffitt Cancer Center & Research Institute, 
Tampa, Florida, 2University of South Florida Depart-
ment of Pathology and Cell Biology, Tampa, Florida

Background: Neuroendocrine tumors (NETs) 
of the mediastinum and thymus are rare. The term 
carcinoid was first presented in 1907 by Oberndorfer. 
Rosai and Higa were the first to acknowledge the exis-
tence of carcinoid tumors in the thymus.

The median age for thymic NETs is 59 years and 
it is more common in males (M: F ratio 3:1). It has an 
annual incidence of 0.01/100,000 in the United States 
with ~    400 cases reported in the literature to date. The 
prevalence of thymic NET is ∼    3% of the total number 
of NETs at all sites and is estimated to account for ap-
proximately 2% to 4% of all anterior mediastinal neo-
plasms. It may be part of multiple endocrine neoplasia 
type 1 syndrome (MEN-1, 5%–15%).

Material and Methods: We searched our data-
base for all thymic neuroendocrine tumors that had 
been diagnosed between 1987 and 2015 (August). Dur-
ing this interval, there were 27 patients who had been 
diagnosed with thymic neuroendocrine tumor. Three 
patients had typical carcinoid tumor and 23 patients 
had atypical carcinoid tumor or high-grade neuroen-
docrine tumor.

Tumorigenesis: The first hypothesis proposes 
that the NET tumor cells arise from ectopic tissues and 
the other hypothesis suggests that they arise from tera-
tomatous components.

Molecular Biology: NETs have a distinct gene ex-
pression from the normal thymus. The development of 
NETs may involve different genes, each of which may 
be associated with several different abnormalities that 
include point mutations, gene deletions, DNA meth-
ylation, chromosomal losses and chromosomal gains. 
The foregut, mid-gut and hindgut NETs have different 
molecular pathways. Foregut NETs have frequent dele-
tions and mutations of MEN1, mid-gut NETs have loss-
es of chromosome 18, 11q and 16q and hindgut NETs 
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express transforming growth factor alpha and the epi-
dermal growth factor receptor. 

There are chromosomal imbalances that have 
been found by some investigators in thymic tumors, 
which include gains of chromosome Xp, 7p, 7q, 11q, 
12q and 20q, and losses at 6q, 6p, 4q, 3p, 10q, 11q and 
13q. Loss of heterozygosity (LOH) at chromosome 
1p has been reported in two thymic neuroendocrine 
tumors. Loss of chromosomes 3, 9p21, Y and gain of 
chromosome 19p were discovered in one case. Bi Y.F. 
et al found evidence of Wnt pathway activation and 
consistently elevated level of cyclin D1 in AC tumors 
but, c-Myc expression changed only moderately. 

Prognosis: Thymic NETs have more aggressive 
behavior than their pulmonary equivalents. The most 
important prognostic factors with validated signifi-
cance are: Tumor size, histological grade, paraneoplas-
tic symptoms, Thymic Masaoka staging and surgical 
resection. Ki67 proliferation index is the key player in 
the stratification of patients with good and bad prog-
nosis in other neuroendocrine tumors. Regional lymph 
nodes are often affected and distant metastases are 
common.

Management: Surgical resection remains the 
typical management for NETs. Surgery followed by 
chemotherapy has become standard for metastatic 
bronchial and thymic NETs. Tyrosine kinase inhibi-
tors (eg, sunitinib) and TOR inhibitor everolimus have 
been stated to show better prognosis in a small series. 
Cisplatinum-based regimens have also been of value 
in thymic NETs.

SCLC is sensitive to chemotherapy and since the bi-
ological characteristics of LCNEC are similar to those of 
SCLC, both are treated with chemotherapy regimens. 

14. Lymphoepithelioma-Like Hepatocellular Carci-
noma Mimicking Hodgkin Lymphoma: Diagnostic 
Pitfalls and Impact on Management
Ian Martin, Rania Shamekh, Julie Gibbs, Ardeshir 
Hakam, and Kun Jiang

H. Lee Moffitt Cancer Center & Research Institute, 
Tampa, Florida 

Introduction: Hepatocellular lymphoepithelioma-
like carcinoma (LELC) is a unique, poorly differentiat-
ed carcinoma featuring dense lymphoid infiltrate sur-
rounding neoplastic hepatocytes. To date, only a few 
cases have been reported. The etiological connection 
with immunosuppression or Epstein–Barr virus has 
not been determined. Morphologically, hepatocellular 
LELC mimics certain types of lymphoma, especially 
Hodgkin lymphoma, posing diagnostic challenges. As 
LELC patients generally have a better prognosis than 
those with conventional hepatocellular carcinoma, the 
correct diagnosis is crucial for patient care. 

Methods: We present a case of hepatocellular 
LELC that was misdiagnosed and managed as Hodgkin 

lymphoma at an outside institution during a 6-month 
period. The aim of the study is to emphasize the key 
histological and immunophenotypical characteristics 
of LELC in an attempt to reinforce its diagnostic fea-
tures and impact on clinical course. 

Results: A 71-year-old male was referred by his 
oncologist for a second opinion regarding his liver 
mass and hilar adenopathy, which was originally inter-
preted as Hodgkin’s lymphoma by an outside institu-
tion 6 months prior. The liver biopsy was reviewed at 
our institution. It showed a poorly differentiated carci-
noma with dense lymphocytic infiltrate admixed with 
few large and prominent epithelial cells. Notably, no 
eosinophils or neutrophils were identified within the 
lymphoid infiltrate. The epithelial cells were immu-
noreactive for AE1/3, HepPar-1, and EMA, indicating 
hepatocellular origin. They were negative for CD15, 
CD30, and CD45. Importantly, the Ki-67 index was 
80%, which is highly suspicious for malignancy. Fur-
thermore, repeat bone marrow biopsy, flow cytometry, 
and lymph node biopsies were unremarkable. The di-
agnosis of hepatocellular LELC was established. The 
patient’s clinical management was subsequently ad-
justed following this diagnosis. 

Conclusions: This case demonstrates that hepato-
cellular LELC could be misinterpreted as a lymphopro-
liferative disease, potentially derailing clinical manage-
ment. An astute histological and immunophenotypical 
examination plus awareness of this entity’s clinical im-
pact are pivotal for appropriate patient management.

15. A Rare Case of Combined Small Cell Lung 
Cancer With Adenocarcinoma and Squamous Cell 
Carcinoma 
Sameer Al Diffalha1 and Farah Khalil1,2

1Department of Pathology and Surgical Oncol-
ogy, H. Lee Moffitt Cancer Center & Research Institute, 
Tampa, Florida, 2University of South Florida College of 
Medicine, Department of Pathology and Cell Biology, 
Tampa, Florida

Introduction: Combined small cell lung cancer 
(c-SCLC) is relatively rare and occurs in approximately 
2% to 14% of all cases of small cell lung cancer (SCLC). 
c-SCLC is defined by the World Health Organization 
(WHO) as small cell carcinoma combined with an ad-
ditional component consisting of any non–small-cell 
histologic type, including adenocarcinoma, squa-
mous cell carcinoma (SCC), and large cell neuroen-
docrine carcinoma (LCNEC). Most of the combined 
cases are SCLC with either adenocarcinoma or squa-
mous component. Rare cases with up to 3 different 
morphologic tumors have been reported, and individ-
ual tumors containing up to 4 different morphologic 
constituents have been described. 

Case Presentation: We present the case of a 
78-year-old male with a smoking history of 2 to 3 
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packs of cigarettes per day for 35 years. The patient 
was referred for evaluation of right upper lobe (RUL) 
lung mass to Moffitt Cancer Center. The CT scan 
showed a 3.0 × 2.3 × 2.5 × cm RUL lung mass with 
mildly prominent mediastinal and hilar lymphadenop-
athy. The patient elected to proceed with right thora-
cotomy with right upper lobectomy, intercostal muscle 
flap, and lymphadenectomy. Microscopic examination 
showed combined well-differentiated adenosquamous 
carcinoma and small cell carcinoma. Next generation 
sequencing did not identify clinically relevant results. 

Tumor Genesis, Molecular: The mechanism of 
c-SCLC is believed to be the simultaneous appearance 
of both SCLC and other histological types, or the par-
tial malignant transformation from non-SCLC. Tyro-
sine kinase inhibitors (TKIs) are active against differ-
ent mutations in EGFR. While EGFR mutations are very 
rare in SCLC, they are quiet common (about 15%–20%) 
in c-SCLC, usually in nonsmoking females with adeno-
carcinoma component.

Prognosis: In general, patients with c-SCLC have 
poor prognosis due to the small cell component. How-
ever, c-SCLC has worse outcome due to increased resis-
tance to chemotherapy (CT) and/or radiation therapy 
(RT) than “pure” SCLC.

Management: While there are available guide-
lines for treating SCLC, the optimal treatment for c-
SCLC, which will improve prognosis has not been ad-
equately determined. Few studies suggest surgery for 
very early stage c-SCLC, which might improve the pa-
tient’s outcome. However others recommend starting 
CT and/or RT and then following with surgical inter-
vention for the residual NSCLC components.

Conclusion: Combined tumors in any organ site 
raise interesting biologic questions about the patho-
genesis and relationship of the individual components. 
Moreover, an accurate understanding of c-SCLCs is of 
great practical importance because treatment strate-
gies are significantly different for NSCLC and SCLC.

16. Diagnostic Dilemma: Incidentally Identified 
Disseminated Peritoneal Mantle Cell Lymphoma 
Mimicking Peritonitis Following Esophagogastrec-
tomy and Splenectomy for an Invasive Esophageal 
Adenocarcinoma 
Cory Porteus, Carolina Dominguez, Diana Braswell, 
Elizabeth M. Sagatys, and Kun Jiang

H. Lee Moffitt Cancer Center & Research Institute, 
Tampa, Florida 

Introduction: Mantle cell lymphoma (MCL) is an 
aggressive subtype of B-cell lymphoma that represents 
7% of non-Hodgkin cases, composed of CD5-positive 
naive B-cell of mantle zone surrounding germinal 
center follicles. MCL is clinically challenging to man-
age, with an ominous prognosis. MCL involves lymph 
nodes, spleen, bone marrow, and gastrointestinal tract 

organs. MCL involvement of peritoneal cavity and 
omentum is extremely rare, if not unheard of. 

Methods: Here we present a novel case of dissemi-
nated peritoneal and omental MCL mimicking post-
surgery peritonitis after surgical resection of an esoph-
ageal tumor.

Results: A 67-year-old gentleman was referred to 
our cancer center recently for an esophagogastrectomy 
and splenectomy due to esophageal adenocarcinoma 
and splenomegaly. Incidental MCL was diagnosed in 
the splenectomy. Following the surgeries he developed 
high fever and acute abdomen, tentatively managed as 
surgery-related peritonitis up to 3 months; he finally 
underwent debriding omentectomy. Microscopic ex-
amination illustrates numerous perivascular and nodu-
lar atypical lymphocytes aggregates with associated fat 
necrosis. No metastatic carcinoma was seen. Immuno-
histochemistry demonstrates that the lymphocytes are 
positive for CD20, PAX5, and BCL-1 (cyclin D1). Special 
stains and cultures for microorganisms were negative. 
These findings indicate diffuse peritoneal involvement 
by MCL, ruling out an infectious etiology. 

Conclusion: This is the first report of post-surgery 
peritoneal dissemination by MCL mimicking peritoni-
tis and omentitis, implicating the surgery as the main 
culprit of peritoneal lymphomatosis, suggesting that 
peritoneal seeding and lymphomatosis could be po-
tential complication of surgeries in MCL patients. Ad-
ditionally, our case demonstrates that peritoneal MCL 
recurrence could be under recognized in patient(s) 
even after curative resection of an unrelated entity; the 
underlying mechanism is likely related to wound con-
tamination, peritoneal trauma, postoperative immuno-
suppression and potentially various surgical routes. 

17. Quantification of Focal Oligodendroglial Hyper-
plasia in a Patient With Epilepsy
H.C. Rutherford,1 J.A.E. Radic,2 R.J.B. Macaulay,1 
R.M. Sadler,3 T. Bardouille,4 A. Ross,5 and D.B. Clarke2 

1Department of Anatomic Pathology, H. Lee 
Moffitt Cancer Center & Research Institute, Tampa, 
Florida, Divisions of 2Neurosurgery and 3Neurology, 
University of South Florida, Tampa, Florida, 4Biomedi-
cal Translational Imaging Centre, IWK Health Centre, 
Halifax, Nova Scotia, Canada, 5Division of Nuclear 
Medicine, Department of Diagnostic Radiology, Dal-
housie University, Halifax, Nova Scotia, Canada

A 39-year-old female with medically refractory 
epilepsy underwent MRI, EEG as well as magneto-en-
cephalography, and fluorodeoxyglucose positron emis-
sion tomography (PET). A lesion in the right inferome-
sial frontal lobe was identified, and subdural electrode 
recordings demonstrated seizure onset from this area. 
The patient underwent surgical resection of the lesion. 
Histopathology revealed focally increased cell density 
in the subcortical white matter. Overlying cortex was 
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unremarkable, with no dysmorphic or disorganized 
neurons, and no balloon cells to suggest focal cortical 
dysplasia (FCD). The supernumerary cells were mor-
phologically similar to oligodendrocytes, and occupied 
normally myelinated white matter. Rare mildly reactive 
astrocytes were found. There was a gradual tapering 
of cell density towards deeper white matter regions. 
No perinuclear halo, microcalcification, microcystic 
change, nuclear pleomorphism or mitotic activity was 
evident, militating against oligodendroglioma (ODG). 
There was no pooling of mucinous material or ‘float-
ing’ neuron to suggest dysembryoplastic neuroepithe-
lial tumor (DNT). Immunohistochemistry (IHC) for 
IDH1 R13H and BRAF V600E were negative. Quantifi-
cation of oligodendrocytes in high (3350.5 cells/mm2), 
compared to low (1683.6 cells/mm2) density areas in 
adjacent normal-appearing white matter was highly 
statistically significant (P < .001). A descriptive diag-
nosis of focal oligodendroglial hyperplasia (ODH) was 
eventually proposed. ODH is a poorly characterized 
subtype of microdysgenesis distinct from FCD, and a 
rare cause of medically refractory epilepsy. No care-
fully documented case is available in the medical litera-
ture for comparison. Histologically, it is important that 
ODH is differentiated from ODG and DNT. Because 
of the paucity of published cases, the clinical impact 
of surgical resection of ODH found within the seizure 
onset zone is uncertain. The patient continues to have 
1-2 nocturnal partial (focal with dyscognitive features) 
seizures per month, but has had no convulsive sei-
zure since her surgery (4.5-year follow-up). This report 
quantifies the density of oligodendrocytes within dif-
ferent neighboring portions of ODH and documents 
its morphologic and IHC features through analysis of a 
right inferomesial frontal lobe lesion.

18. Electronic Atlas of Epithelioid Soft Tissue Tu-
mors: A Pilot for Pathology Atlas “App” Development
Robert P. Seifert1 and Marilyn M. Bui1,2

1Department of Pathology and Cell Biology, Uni-
versity of South Florida Morsani College of Medicine, 
Tampa, Florida, 2Department of Anatomic Pathology, 
H. Lee Moffitt Cancer Center & Research Institute, 
Tampa, Florida

Background: The “Atlas of Pancreatic Pathology 
and Cytopathology” apps developed by Johns Hopkins 
Pathology allow for accessible, rapid review of pancre-
atic histology. However, pathology, as a specialty, is 
lagging in integrating handheld devices into training 
and daily practice. An electronic atlas “app” for hand-
held devices can correlate clinical and histologic fea-
tures quickly. The scarcity of pathology apps can be 
attributed to lack of time, funding and programming 
knowledge. To address this gap, we developed a proof-
of-concept atlas app encompassing soft tissue tumors 
with epithelioid morphology.

Methods: A free video game development plat-
form (GameMaker Studio v1.4, YoYo Games, Dundee, 
Scotland) was selected because it is export platform 
agnostic and requires minimal programming knowl-
edge. This platform has a relatively low entry cost: 
$299/export module. Static digital images were re-
trieved from our institution’s whole slide image data-
base. A gallery user interface was designed within 
GameMaker including query and filter functions.

Results: The app currently includes 11 diagnoses 
spanning 170 images; each with a brief description 
along with expected immunohistochemical staining 
patterns. Our app also acts as a template, allowing pa-
thologists with no programming knowledge to create 
an atlas of their own. Following a brief tutorial, end-
user pathologists may take our framework, add their 
own diagnoses and publish their atlas to the web.

Conclusions: With minimal programming knowl-
edge and expense, a multiplatform pathology app can 
be developed. This app will be tested in a pathology 
residency focus group to further evaluate its efficacy. 
This may provide a unique opportunity to enhance pa-
thology education in the absence of resources.

19. Spindle Cell/Sclerosing Rhabdomyosarcoma Is 
a New and Underdiagnosed Entity: A Clinical and 
Tissue Microarray Immunohistochemical Study 
With Literature Review
Yunguang Liu, Maryam Tahmasbi, and Marilyn M. Bui 

Department of Anatomic Pathology, H. Lee Moffitt 
Cancer Center & Research Institute, Tampa, Florida

Background: In adults rhabdomyosarcoma (RMS) 
accounts for less than 2% of all sarcomas. Spindle 
cell/sclerosing RMS is a newly recognized variant by 
2013 WHO Classification of Tumors of Soft Tissue and 
Bone. It accounts for 5% to 10% of RMS with male to 
female ratio up to 6:1. One previous study suggested 
that spindle cell RMS may have not as rare as previous-
ly thought. Recently we encountered a case that was 
thought to be leiomyosarcoma of soft tissue. However, 
after further review and work up, the diagnosis was 
revised to spindle cell/sclerosing RMS. Therefore we 
intend to study how often spindle cell/sclerosing RMS 
is misdiagnosed for leiomyosarcoma and how to avoid 
this diagnostic pitfall. 

Materials and Methods: Literature review was 
conducted to identify the most sensitive and specific 
immunohistochemical (IHC) markers of RMS and the 
expression pattern of myogenin and myoD1 in leiomyo-
sarcoma. Subsequent to the index case, 3 cases with pre-
viously diagnosed leiomyosarcomas were evaluated in 
real time and subjected to myogenin and myoD1 stains. 
A tissue microarray (TMA) consisting of 42 cases of pre-
viously diagnosed leiomyosarcoma was subjected to 
IHC of myogenin (MYF4, 1:20-1:40 dilution, Newcastle, 
UK) and myoD1 (EP212, 0.01–1.0 µg/ml, Rocklin, CA). 
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Results: According to the literature review myo-
genin and myoD1 are sensitive (97%) and specific 
(90% vs 91%) markers for RMS. Most authors agree that 
one of these markers is necessary for a diagnosis of 
RMS. Leiomyosarcoma rarely expresses myogenin or 
myoD1, but co-expression was not reported. In com-
paring the index case and the three subsequent cases, 
two of the three cases were reclassified as RMS (one 
spindle cell, one pleomorphic). The leiomyosarcoma 
TMA (age range 26-82, mean ± SE 55.8 ± 2.2; male 15, 
female 27; GYN origin 9, non-GYN origin 33) revealed 
one case expressing myoD1 not myogenin. Repeat 
staining on the corresponding whole slide section of 
the tumor rendered the same result. 

Conclusions: Spindle cell/sclerosing RMS can 
be sometimes misdiagnosed as leiomyosarcoma due 
to the overlapping histological features and immuno-
histochemical profile. However, judicious use of myo-
genin and myoD1 can be helpful to achieve an accurate 
and definitive diagnosis. Co-expression of myogenin 
and myoD1 is strong confirmation.

Friday, February 3 –  
Sunday, February 5, 2017
Sarasota, Florida

A 2.5 day program geared to pathologists, 
cancer clinicians, and laboratory 
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practice by implementation of recent 
discoveries in biomarkers, molecular 
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and personalized medicine.
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Onken MD, Worley LA, Char DH, et al. Collab-
orative Ocular Oncology Group report number 
1: prospective validation of a multi-gene prog-
nostic assay in uveal melanoma. Ophthalmology. 
2012;119(8):1596-1603.

The prognostic performance of a gene expression 
profiling assay covering 15 genes was assessed in a 
prospective, multicenter study. Primary posterior uveal 
melanomas were assigned to classes 1 (low metastatic 
risk) and 2 (high metastatic risk) prognostic catego-
ries. The assay had a high technical success rate and 
provided a highly significant improvement in rates 
of prognostic accuracy over clinical tumor, node, and 
metastasis classification.

Corrêa ZM, Augsburger JJ. Independent prognostic 
significance of gene expression profile class and 
largest basal diameter of posterior uveal melanomas. 
Am J Ophthalmol. 2016;162:20-27.

The authors of a prospective, interventional case 
series set out to determine whether select clinical 
prognostic factors for metastatic uveal melanoma 
were prognostically significant in multivariate mod-
els that incorporated a gene expression profile class 
of tumor cells. Gene expression profile class was 
the strongest prognostic factor for metastatic death, 
followed by tumor larger basal diameter, thick-
ness, and intraocular tumor location. This study  
also showed that larger basal diameter and gene 
expression profile class of tumor were both in-
dependent prognostic factors for metastasis and 
metastatic-related death.

Field MG, Decatur CL, Kurtenbach S, et al. PRAME 
as an independent biomarker for metastasis in uveal 
melanoma. Clin Cancer Res. 2016;22(5):1234-1242.

Some class 1 uveal melanoma tumors are known 
to metastasize. Among class 1 tumors, the most sig-
nificant predictor of metastasis was PRAME messenger 
RNA expression. The 5-year actuarial rate of metas-
tasis was 0% for class 1 (PRAME–), 38% for class 1 
(PRAME+), and 71% for class 2 tumors. The rate of 
median metastasis-free survival for patients with class 
1 (PRAME+) tumors was 88 months compared with 
32 months for patients with class 2 tumors. PRAME 
expression was associated with SF3B1 mutations and 
larger tumor diameter. The study findings suggested 
that PRAME is an independent prognostic biomarker 
in uveal melanoma; therefore, its presence is associ-
ated with an increased risk of metastasis in patients 
with class 1 or disomy 3 tumors. 

Jakobiec FA, Mendoza PR. Eyelid sebaceous carci-
noma: clinicopathologic and multiparametric immu-
nohistochemical analysis that includes adipophilin. 
Am J Ophthalmol. 2014;157(1):186-208.

This retrospective, clinicopathologic study sought 
to review the fine cytopathological features and im-
munohistochemistry of eyelid sebaceous carcinoma. 
The authors concluded that immunohistochemistry 
can make a significant contribution to the diagnosis 
of sebaceous carcinoma, and that p53 and vesicular 
granular adipophilin positivity could reliably supple-
ment routine microscopic diagnosis of infiltrative tu-
mors and could be used in paraffin sections, thereby 
obviating the oil red O staining of frozen sections. 

Plaza JA, Mackinnon A, Carrillo L, et al. Role of 
immunohistochemistry in the diagnosis of se-
baceous carcinoma: a clinicopathologic and im-
munohistochemical study. Am J Dermatopathol. 
2015;37(11):809-821.

The diagnosis of sebaceous carcinoma, which is 
an uncommon malignant epithelial neoplasm with a 
predilection for the periocular region, can be difficult 
to discern upon the initial presentation of a patient be-
cause the condition can clinically and histopathologi-
cally resemble other common benign and malignant 
epithelial lesions. A diagnosis of sebaceous carcinoma 
is made by confirmation of sebaceous differentiation 
of neoplastic cells; however, its recognition may be 
sometimes difficult and may require ancillary stud-
ies. The results of this study suggest that adipophilin 
represents a sensitive and reliable marker for diag-
nosing sebaceous carcinoma. Including various epi-
thelial markers in the panel could also be of help if 
adequately used. 

Riemens A, Bromberg J, Touitou V, et al. Treatment 
strategies in primary vitreoretinal lymphoma: a 
17-center European collaborative study. JAMA 
Ophthalmol. 2015;133(2):191-197.

In this study, researchers evaluated the outcomes 
of treatment regimens used for primary vitreoretinal 
lymphoma for the prevention of subsequent central 
nervous system lymphoma (CNSL). Therapy to prevent 
CNSL included ocular radiotherapy, ocular chemo-
therapy, or both (group A); extensive systemic treat-
ment (group B); and a combination of ocular and 
extensive treatment (group C). CNSL developed in 
32% of group A, 43% of group B, and 39% of group C. 
The 5-year cumulative survival rate was lower in those 
with CNSL compared with those without CNSL (68%) 
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and was similar among all treatment groups. The most 
common adverse event was acute renal failure. The 
researchers of this study were unable to prove that 
use of systemic chemotherapy could prevent CNSL.

Chan CC, Rubenstein JL, Coupland SE, et al. Primary 
vitreoretinal lymphoma: a report from an Interna-
tional Primary Central Nervous System Lympho-
ma Collaborative Group symposium. Oncologist. 
2011;16(11):1589-1599.

Primary vitreoretinal lymphoma (PVRL) common-
ly masquerades as posterior uveitis and has a unique 
tropism for the retina and central nervous system 
(CNS). More than 15% of patients with primary CNS 
lymphoma develop intraocular lymphoma, usually 
occurring in the retina, vitreous, or both areas. Con-
versely, 65% to 90% of patients with PVRL develop 
CNS lymphoma. PVRL is most often diagnosed using 
both histology to identify lymphoma cells in the vitre-
ous or retina and immunohistochemistry to indicate 
monoclonality. Optimal therapy for PVRL has not yet 
been defined, but it is sensitive to radiotherapy and 
exhibits high responsiveness to intravitreal methotrex-
ate or rituximab. Although systemic chemotherapy 
alone can result in high response rates in patients with 
PVRL, a high relapse rate is seen in this population. 

Grossniklaus HE. Progression of ocular melanoma 
metastasis to the liver: the 2012 Zimmerman lecture. 
JAMA Ophthalmol. 2013;131(4):462-469.

Grossniklaus evaluated the immunohistochemical 
and histological findings of uveal melanoma that me-
tastasizes to the liver. Stage 1 metastases were identi-
fied in the sinusoidal spaces of 90% of study patients; 
these metastases were avascular and lacked mitotic 
activity. Stages 2 and 3 metastases were found in all 
study patients. Immunohistochemical stains were pos-
itive for S100 or HMB45 in all tumors. Overall, stage 1 
metastases outnumbered stage 2 metastases (which 
outnumbered stage 3 metastases). The mean vascular 
density and mitotic index increased from stage 2 to 
stage 3 metastases. The architecture of stage 2 metas-
tases mimicked the surrounding hepatic parenchyma, 
whereas stage 3 metastases exhibited either lobular 
or portal growth patterns. 

Stacy RC, Jakobeic FA, Schoenfield L, et al. Unifocal 
and multifocal lymphoid hyperplasia vs follicular 
lymphoma of the ocular adnexa. Am J Ophthalmol. 
2010;150(3):412-426.

This study was conducted so researchers could 
characterize the differentiating histopathological and 
immunophenotypic features of reactive lymphoid hy-
perplasia (RLH) and follicular lymphoma of the ocular 
adnexa. Microscopic analysis with immunohistochem-
ical staining can be reliably used to distinguish RLH 

from follicular lymphoma. The researchers noted that 
an undescribed “multifocal RLH” syndrome must be 
distinguished from follicular lymphoma. Conjunctival 
RLH can usually be managed surgically without radio-
therapy, but “multifocal RLH” required systemic treat-
ment in 2 of 3 patients. Follicular lymphoma requires 
systemic chemotherapy if discovered beyond stage 1E.

Al-Jamal RT, Cassoux N, Desjardins L, et al. The pe-
diatric choroidal and ciliary body melanoma study: 
a survey by the European Ophthalmic Oncology 
Group. Ophthalmology. 2016;123(4):898-907.

In this retrospective, multicenter, observational 
trial, European researchers collected comprehen-
sive data on choroidal and ciliary body melanoma 
in children in order to determine whether children 
younger than 18 years of age, those of the male sex, 
and those without ciliary body involvement have a 
more favorable survival prognosis than young adults 
18 to 24 years of age, those of the female sex, and 
those with ciliary body involvement. By multivariate 
analysis, being a young adult, having a higher tumor, 
node, and metastasis stage, and being of the female 
sex independently predicted less favorable rates of 
survival. Ciliary body involvement and cell type were 
not associated with rates of survival. 

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/?term=zimmerman+lecture%2C+grossniklaus
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